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 Germ cells carry the genetic make-up of the next generation, 
therefore it is essential to maintain the genome integrity of the germ cells.  
Several mechanisms are used to protect the genome from internal and 
external threats, such as free radicals, UV radiation, viral infection, and 
transposable elements (TEs). One of the defense mechanism against 
TEs in germ cells is the PIWI-piRNA pathway. In this introduction, I will 
discuss germ cells, a germ cell-specific structure called germ plasm 
and the relation between the germ plasm and the PIWI-piRNA pathway 
in controlling TEs.  

Germline specification, germ plasm and different forms of germ plasm

Germline specification and germ plasm
 All sexually reproducing animals combine the genetic information 
from two organisms to create a new one. This genetic information is stored 
in all cell types but only one specific cell type, the germ cell, can transmit 
the information to the next generation. In most studied animal species, germ 
cells are specified and segregated from somatic cell lineages during the 
initial stages of embryogenesis. There are two main ways to specify germ 
cells from somatic cells. In C. elegans (Strome et al., 1994; Wolf et al., 1983), 
Drosophila (Williamson and Lehmann, 1996), Xenopus (Ikenishi, 1998) 
and zebrafish (Danio rerio) (Raz, 2003), the “preformation” mode is used. 
The germ cell fates in these species are determined through localization 
of maternally inherited cytoplasmic determinants, called germ plasm. Only 
the cells inheriting germ plasm become PGCs. Alternatively, in mammals, 
germ cells are specified later in embryogenesis, from among a population 
of pluripotent epiblast cells, depending on inter-cellular inductions from 
surrounding somatic cells during gastrulation (Hayashi et al., 2002; McLaren, 
2003). This is called the “inductive” mode of germ cell specification. Germ 
plasm components from species that use the preformation mode, such as 
Vasa and PIWI proteins, are not detectable in newly specified PGCs and 
do not appear until the PGCs enter the genital ridge (de Sousa Lopes and 
Roelen, 2010). The inductive mode is regulated by the bone morphogenetic 
protein (BMP) signaling pathway (de Sousa Lopes et al., 2004; Hayashi et 
al., 2002).

Germ granules/Nuage
 Germ plasm is characterized by special electron-dense cytoplasmic 
organelles called germ granules or nuage. Different terms are used to describe 
germ granules in different species. They are called P granules in C. elegans 
and nematodes; polar granules in Drosophila and insects; and nuage in 
zebrafish. Here I use the term nuage, since zebrafish is the model organism 
used in this thesis. Nuage was first identified in electron micrographs as an 
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amorphous electron–dense cloud, which appears as discrete cytoplasmic 
inclusions, surrounding the nurse cell nuclei in Drosophila (Allis et al., 1979; 
Mahowald, 1971). It is often found associated with the nuclear membrane, in 
close proximity to nuclear pores and mitochondria. The association of nuage 
with nuclear pores is proposed to have a role in receiving RNA molecules 
from the nucleus. The nuage is strongly associated with germline fate in 
all organisms, including the species that specify germ cells by inductive 
signals. It has been observed not only in PGCs, but also in oogonia, oocytes, 
spermatogonia, spermatocytes and spermatids, and has been documented 
in at least eight animal phyla (Eddy, 1974), which suggests that it has an 
important and conserved role in germ line development. The presence of 
nuage is obvious in early embryogenesis of worms, flies, frogs and zebrafish. 
In mammals, fetal nuage-like structures have been described in mouse 
gonocytes (Aravin et al., 2009), and the nuage becomes more obvious 
at later stages of germ cell differentiation, such as the intermitochondrial 
cement (IMC) in the spermatogonia, early spermatocytes and oocytes; 
the chromatoid body (CB) in the round spermatids (Chuma et al., 2009). 
Nuage is enriched in RNA and RNA binding proteins, such as Piwi proteins, 
RNA helicases and nuclease proteins. These proteins and RNAs are either 
specifically localized to nuage or protected from degradation in the nuage. 
Accumulating evidence supports the role for nuage in RNA metabolism and 
storage (Chuma et al., 2009).
 In zebrafish, primordial germ cells (PGCs) are determined by 
germ plasm, which is formed in the distal ends of the cleavage furrows in 
the 4-cell stage embryos. Germ plasm contains mRNAs from germline-
specific genes, such as vasa, nanos, dazl, as well as some maternally 
provided piRNA pathway components, like Ziwi (Houwing et al., 2007) and 
Tdrd6 (this thesis). At the 32-cell stage, the four aggregates of the germ 
plasm segregate to four cells referred to as promptive primordial germ cells 
(pPGCs) (Braat et al., 1999). The PGC number during the blastula stages 
has been estimated to be five (Lin et al., 1992), implying PGC number does 
not rise substantially through the cell division of early embryos until the 
4K-cell stage. From the dome stage, PGCs start to migrate to the future 
gonad area while proliferating at the same time. At 24hpf, the migration of 
PGCs is complete and there are between 25 to 50 PGCs at the future gonad 
area ((Raz, 2003) and Fig.1, schematic picture). Nuage structure is observed 
as a dynamic subcellular structure during PGC migration (Brangwynne et 
al., 2009; Strasser et al., 2008) and can be clearly seen in 24hpf zebrafish 
PGCs. It forms massive aggregates and often resides at the place where 
the nuclear envelope is engulfed (curved toward the nucleus) (Fig.2A). We 
speculate that this shape of the nuclear envelope is caused by clustering of 
nuclear pores to adapt to the presence of nuage, which may have a function 
in receiving mRNA molecules after they are transcribed in the nucleus. As the 
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development of PGCs proceeds, nuage structure decreases in size. From 3 
wkpf to 5 wkpf, using immunohistochemistry against Zili, Tdrd1 or Tdrd6, 
three nuage components, nuage can be observed as distinct tiny circular 
structures surrounding the nucleus of juvenile oocytes (Fig.2B). These 
circular structures are similar to Medaka Tdrd1 described in the developing 
gonad of both male and female germ cells (Aoki et al., 2008). It is likely 
that there are sub-structural compartments for different nuage components. 
Immuno-electron-microscopic analysis of the localization of different nuage 
components will be able to give further insight.
 In adulthood, granular nuage is only obvious in the early stages of 
male and female germ cells, such as oogonia and stage I – II oocytes in 
the female gonads (Fig.2C) and spermatogonia and early spermatocytes 
in the male gonads (Fig.2D). During spermatogenesis in mice, nuage 
is first observed in spermatogonia, followed by the appearance of IMC in 
spermatocytes in meiotic prophase (Yokota, 2008). Following the meiotic 
divisions, a prominent CB represents a special form of nuage at the surface 
of the haploid nucleus of round spermatids (Parvinen and Jokelainen, 1974). 
A structure similar to the CB has not yet been identified during zebrafish 
spermatogenesis.
 PIWI-piRNA pathway components are enriched in the nuage 
structures of many species. For instance, in Drosophila, germinal granules 
are rich in PIWI pathway proteins, Aub and Ago3 (Brennecke et al., 2007); 
in mice, IMC is abundant in MILI, TDRD1, TDRD6 and GASZ; CB is rich in 
MILI, TDRD1, TDRD9 and MVH (Mammalian Vasa Homologue), which are 
essential components for piRNA biogenesis (Chuma et al., 2006; Hosokawa 
et al., 2007). Loss of Tdrd1 leads to less electron-density or absence of 
nuage structures in both mice and zebrafish (Chuma et al., 2006; Huang et 
al., 2011b). Nuage components also fail to localize properly in mili mutants 
(Aravin et al., 2009). This suggests that nuage are the subcellular location 
for the PIWI-piRNA machinery and that the pathway is generally required for 
nuage formation. The summaries of the expression time points of each PIWI-
piRNA pathway protein that have been studied in zebrafish are illustrated in 
Fig.3.

Balbiani body
 The embryonic germ plasm originates from the oocytes, where 
different components required for germ plasm formation aggregate into a 
large electron-dense structure, called the Balbiani body. The Balbiani body 
is another form of the germ plasm in the female germline, however it has a 
structure distinct  from that of nuage. It is a subcellular cluster of organelles, 
such as mitochondria, ER and Golgi, and proteins/RNAs in the oocytes. In 
some species, such as Xenopus and zebrafish, nuage are also gathered in 
the Balbiani body (Kloc et al., 2004). It has been observed that the nuage 
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is part of the Balbiani bodies in zebrafish (Marlow and Mullins, 2008). In 
mice, Balbiani body was only recently observed in a short period of early 
oogenesis, from just before primordial follicle formation to briefly in young 
primordial follicles (Pepling et al., 2007). So far, there is no clear association 
between nuage and Balbiani body found in mice. PIWI proteins were not 
detected in the Balbiani bodies. Similarly, the Balbiani body component, 
TRAL, is absent from the nuage (Chuma et al., 2009; Pepling et al., 2007).
 Although the functions of the Balbiani body remain elusive, it has 
been speculated to be involved in the selection of healthy mitochondria and 
the transport of specific mRNAs in the oocytes (Kloc et al., 2004). The quality 
of mitochondria in the oocytes was recently reported to influence the success 
rate of fertilization (Bentov et al., 2011). In zebrafish and Xenopus oocytes, it 
has been shown that the Balbiani body functions in transporting germ plasm 
mRNAs (Kosaka et al., 2007). Balbiani bodies can be first observed in the 
oocytes of 5-week-post-fertilization zebrafish larvae, where they locate to one 
side of the ooplasm and associate with the nucleus in early stage oocytes. 
As the oocyte develops, the Balbiani body moves toward the vegetal cortex 
of the oocytes and dissociates into small islands (Fig.3B, schematic pictures 
for Tdrd6a in oogenesis). Interestingly, we notice that nuage and the Balbiani 
body share some common components, such as Vasa, Ziwi (Houwing et al., 
2007) and Tdrd6a (this thesis, Chapter 3) that are known to be involved in the 
PIWI-piRNA pathway. However, the link between the nuage and the Balbiani 
body in zebrafish remains enigmatic and awaits further investigation. 

Transposable elements (TEs) 
 TEs are repeated DNA sequences that are able to move and replicate 
within genomes. Various classes of TEs comprise a large fraction of most 
eukaryotic genomes, such as 45% in the human genome and about 20% in 
the Drosophila genome (Lander et al., 2001; Petrov et al., 2011). Besides 
being considered as “selfish” and “parasitic”, TEs also play a role in driving 
genome evolution: Cryptic TEs, which are epigenetically silenced for a 
long time and have thus lost the ability to mobilize, are important structural 
components of the centromeres and telomeres of difference species (Slotkin 
and Martienssen, 2007), and LINE elements have been reported to play 
an important role in X chromosome inactivation in mammals by promoting 
heterochromatin formation (Chow et al., 2010). Nevertheless, they are 
highly mutagenic and can alter the genome in many different ways, such as 
insertion into protein-coding genes. which causes chromosome breakage 
and genome rearrangement. Therefore tight control of TEs is essential to 
maintain genome integrity. 
 TEs can be broadly divided into two groups: retro-transposons (class 
I) and DNA transposons (class II). Class I TEs require a reverse-transcription 
step and move in the genome via an RNA intermediate. They undergo 
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Figure 1. Zebrafish PGC 
specification during 
early embryogenesis. 
Zebrafish germ cells are 
defined by the presence 
of the germ plasm. Here 
vasa RNA (green patches) 
is a marker of germ plasm. 
Vasa RNA can be detec-
ted at the cleavage planes 
at 2- to 8-cell stages (in-
dicated with red arrows). 
At 32-cell stage, vasa 
RNA aggregates into four 
cells, defining the pPGCs. 

The germ cell number does not increase until 4K-cell stage.  Later, PGCs start proliferation while migrating to 
the future gonad area. At 24hpf, most PGCs localize to the beginning of the yolk extension where the gonad 
develops (Adapted from Raz, 2003). White area indicates the embryo and the yellow area indicates the yolk.

Figure 2. Nuage localization at diffe-
rent developmental stages of zebrafish 
gonads. (A) Immunohistochemistry for 
zebrafish Tdrd6a in 1dpf embryos. White 
arrowheads indicate the engulfed nuclear 
membrane. (B) Immuno-histochemistry for 
zebrafish Tdrd6a (a,b), Zili (c) or Tdrd1 (d) 
at 3wkpf (a,c) or 5wkpf (b,d) germ cells. 
For (A) and (B), DAPI in blue; Tdrd6a, Zili, 
Tdrd1 in red. Scale bar: 5 μm. Immunohisto-
chemistry for zebrafish Tdrd1 on adult ovary 
(C) and testis (D). Pachytene, I, II: stages of 
oocytes. Tdrd1 in green, DAPI in blue. Scale 
bar: 10 μm, otherwise indicated in the figure.
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duplicative transposition, which means that after each transposition the total 
number of the elements increases. Therefore class I TEs are likely to enlarge 
the genome size. Class I TEs can be further divided into two types, LTR and 
non-LTR retro-transposons, depending on the presence or absence of direct 
long terminal repeats (LTR) at the end of the element. LTR retrotransposons 
encode Gag and Pol proteins, which form virus-like particles, where reverse-
transcription of the mRNAs and production of the DNA intermediates take 
place. LTR retrotransposons also encode Integrase proteins that further 
integrate the DNA intermediates into the genome. Non-LTR retrotransposons 
can be further divided into two sub-groups: long interspersed nuclear 
elements (LINEs) and short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs). LINEs 
encode ORF1 and ORF2 proteins, which contain the reverse transcriptase 
domain, while SINEs do not encode reverse-transcriptases and use enzymes 
from LINEs or other transposons for their transposition (Siomi et al., 2011; 
Slotkin and Martienssen, 2007).
 The vast majority of class II TEs mobilize through a cut-and-paste 
mechanism. DNA transposons encode transposase proteins that recognize 
the inverted/directed repeat sequence at the end of a DNA transposon and 
excise the element out of the donor position and move it into a new acceptor 
position. Some transposases recognize specific target sequences and some 
transposases can randomly insert DNA transposons into a new site in the 
genome. The DNA sequence is cut by the transposases in a staggered 
manner. After the DNA transposon is inserted into the acceptor site, the host 
DNA repair machinery repairs the single-stranded gaps in the acceptor site 
as well as the double-stranded breaks at the donor site (Miskey et al., 2005). 
 A  list of zebrafish transposons that are relevant for this thesis is 
presented in Table1.

Guardian of the germline genome: PIWI-piRNA pathway
 The only function of the germ line is to transmit genetic information 
between generations, whereas the soma mediates germline transmission 
by ensuring reproductive fitness of the organism. Therefore, maintaining the 
genome fitness of both the germline and the soma is crucial. TE activity 
threatens the genome integrity of both germ cells and somatic cells. To 
control selfish TEs and viruses, organisms have developed several defense 
systems to protect their genome via Argonaute family proteins. In animals, the 
Argonaute superfamily is divided into two clades, AGO and PIWI (P-element-
induced wimpy testis) (Farazi et al., 2008) (Fig.4), based on their sequence 
and expression pattern. Argonaute family proteins function together with 
small RNAs (sRNAs), mostly ~20-30 nucleotide in length, and together form 
so called RNA-induced silencing complexes (RISCs). Three characteristic 
domains in Argonaute proteins are important for RISC function: the PAZ 
domain binds to the 3’ end of the sRNA; the MID domain forms a binding 
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pocket for the 5’ phosphate group of the sRNA; the PIWI domain is an RNase 
H-like domain harboring conserved residues (DDH) for the endonucleolytic 
activity (from now on referred to as Slicer activity). Argonaute proteins possess 
a DDH motif and have the potential to perform endonucleolytic cleavage of 
its target at the position opposite to the 10th and the 11th nucleotide of the 
guiding sRNA. 
 Silencing sRNAs in animals can be divided into three classes: 
microRNAs (miRNAs), small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and PIWI-interacting 
RNAs (piRNAs). These sRNAs possess a 5’ phosphate group and 3’ hydroxyl 
termini, which in some cases are modified by, such as, methylation. Different 
sRNA groups often associate with specific members of the Argonaute family  
(Czech and Hannon, 2011; Siomi et al., 2011). AGO proteins are mostly 
ubiquitously expressed throughout development and are associated with 
miRNAs and/or siRNAs. miRNA-guided RISCs (miRISCs) are important in 
gene regulation during development, while siRNA-guided RISCs (siRISCs) 
control the exogenous viral infection and endogenous TE activities. siRISCs 
regulate TE by degrading TE transcripts (post-transcriptional silencing) or 
promoting heterochromatin formation at TE genomic regions (transcriptional 
silencing) (Obbard et al., 2009). Mutations in ago genes lead to developmental 
defects; for instance, ago2-null mice shows embryonic lethality (Liu et al., 
2004).
 PIWI proteins use piRNAs as a guide for substrate recognition and 
target cleavage. PIWI and piRNA form the piRNA-induced silencing complex 
(piRISC) that is known to suppress the activity of TEs and maintain genome 
integrity of the germline (Aravin et al., 2007). PIWI as well as piRNA expression 
are mainly restricted to germline cells. Contrary to ago mutants, piwi mutants 
show defects in gametogenesis but exhibit normal development. Loss of 
PIWI proteins causes infertility in Drosophila, mice and zebrafish. Mutant 
animals also show de-repression of transposon activities, which is thought to 
be the reason for the defect in gametogenesis (Carmell et al., 2007; Houwing 
et al., 2008; Houwing et al., 2007; Kuramochi-Miyagawa et al., 2008; Li et 
al., 2009; Vagin et al., 2006). Deletion of piRNA clusters (the genomic source 
of piRNAs, explained below), such as the flamenco locus in Drosophila, 
also results in de-repression of particular transposons (Desset et al., 2003; 
Mevel-Ninio et al., 2007; Prud’homme et al., 1995). These studies show that 
both Piwi proteins and piRNAs are required for controlling the activity of TEs. 
 In most organisms, multiple PIWI paralogs are present. The ones 
that have been more intensively studied up to now are Aub/AGO3/Piwi in 
Drosophila, MIWI/MIWI2/MILI in mice, Ziwi/Zili in zebrafish and SMEDWI-1/
SMEDWI-2/SMEDWI-3 in planarian. These Piwi proteins are speculated 
to have Slicer activity, which involves the silencing of transposon mRNAs 
via cleavage and is also essential for the biogenesis of piRNAs. Below, I 
will compare different aspects of the PIWI-piRNA pathway among various 
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Figure 3. Schematic expression patterns of known zebrafish PIWI-piRNA pathway components. 
(A) Expression patterns of Ziwi, Zili, Tdrd1, Tdrd6a, SpnE and Hen1 during early embryogenesis. Ziwi 
and Tdrd6a are maternally provided and can be detected from 2-cell stage at the cleavage plane. At 1dpf, 
both Ziwi and Tdrd6a display prominent granular structures (big nuage) around the nucleus. Small nuage 
structures are also seen. At later PGC stages, both Ziwi and Tdrd6 are seen as perinuclear granules with 
more homogeneous size distribution. Zili can be detected in the nucleus of 3dpf PGCs and the nuclear 
localization remains till 7dpf. Tdrd1 can be detected from 4dpf as fine perinuclear granules. Whole embryo 
lateral and dorsal view at the 2- and 4-cell stage, respectively. Single PGC is shown for 1dpf to 4dpf. (B) 
Expression patterns of Ziwi, Zili, Tdrd1 and Tdrd6a in oogenesis. Ziwi has dispersed cytoplasmic expres-
sion during oogenesis. At stage III oocytes, Ziwi signal is diluted by the size of the cell (shown as green 
lines). At stage IV, Ziwi is detectable as small granules along the cortex of the oocyte. Zili, Tdrd1 and 
Tdrd6 have similar perinuclear expression patterns: at 3wkpf, they are seen as fine granules or circular 
structures around the nucleus (show as green dots and circles). During the development of the oocytes, 
Zili, Tdrd1 and Tdrd6 show fine granule structures, which form a rim around the nucleus. At stage IV 
oocyte, Zili translocates into the nucleus, while Tdrd1 and Tdrd6 are not detectable at perinuclear area. 
Tdrd6 is also localized at a distinct structure, the Balbiani body. Balbiani body localization of Tdrd6 can 
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1 species, of which Drosophila is the best characterized.  

PIWI-piRNA pathway in Drosophila
 In Drosophila, the three PIWI proteins show various sub-cellular 
localization. Piwi is localized in the nuclei of both germline cells and somatic 
follicle cells in the ovaries, but only in the somatic niche cells that maintain 
the germ stem cells in the testes. Aub and AGO3 are detected mainly in the 
nuage, where piRNA production takes place, in both male and female germ 
cells, but are absent from gonadal somatic cells (Saito and Siomi, 2010). In 
addition to the localization differences, different PIWI proteins also associate 
with distinct groups of piRNAs. 

Characteristics and Biogenesis of piRNAs
 The genomic loci of piRNAs are conserved but their sequences 
are poorly conserved even between close species (Aravin et al., 2006). 
Large portions of the piRNAs have only been cloned once showing the 
high complexity of the piRNA population (Siomi et al., 2011). However, they 
map to relatively restricted genomic regions, the piRNA clusters, which can 
range from several to hundreds of kilobases in length. piRNA clusters are 
characterized by a high density of transposon fragments and a dearth of 
protein coding genes, and are located in pericentromeric and subtelomeric 
heterochromatin regions (Aravin et al., 2006; Brennecke et al., 2007; Girard 
et al., 2006). Most of the transposon contents in the piRNA clusters are in the 
form of nested, truncated or damaged copies that are not likely to express 
or mobilize. Nevertheless, there are some piRNAs mapped to protein-coding 
genes, such as suppressor of stellate [su(ste)] and traffic jam (tj), which 
down-regulate the protein coding stellate (ste) and fasciclin III (fasIII) genes, 
respectively (Nishida et al., 2007; Robine et al., 2009; Saito et al., 2009; 
Vagin et al., 2006). 
 piRNA clusters in Drosophila can be divided into two subgroups: 
dual-strand clusters and uni-strand clusters. The dual-strand clusters 
produce piRNAs from both genomic strands, such as 42AB on Drosophila 
chromosome 2 (Klattenhoff et al., 2009). On the other hand, uni-strand 
clusters, such as the flamenco locus on Drosophila chromosome X, are only 
transcribed form one direction. piRNAs derived from uni-strand clusters are 
usually anti-sense to the TE mRNAs (Brennecke et al., 2007; Malone et al., 
2009). Based on the study in Drosophila showing that P element insertion at 
the 5’ end of flamenco disrupts the piRNA production from this cluster.  This 
suggests that piRNAs are derived from long single-stranded precursor RNA 
transcripts. Therefore unlike miRNAs and siRNAs, piRNAs can be generated 

be detected through out the oogenesis. Each stage is represented by a single germ cell. x indicates no 
signal detectable. For both (A) and (B), green shows the localization of each protein, blue indicate DAPI 
positive area (DNA or nuclei).
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in a Dicer-independent manner (Houwing et al., 2007; Vagin et al., 2006).
 In general, piRNAs differ in many respects from siRNAs and miRNAs. 
Mature piRNAs are 26-30 nucleotides (nt) long, while miRNAs and siRNAs 
are between 20-24 nt. piRNAs have 2’ methoxy, 3’ hydroxy termini, which 
stabilize piRNAs in vivo by limiting further 3’ end processing (Houwing et 
al., 2007; Kirino and Mourelatos, 2007; Ohara et al., 2007; Vagin et al., 
2006). This methylation modification, which is absent in the animal siRNAs 
and miRNAs, is done by the methyltransferase Hen1. In Drosophila, it has 
been reported that RNA methyltransferase DmHen1 (Pimet) carries out 
the methylation reaction. However, hen1 mutants are viable and fertile, 
suggesting that this modification is not essential for piRNA function (Horwich 
et al., 2007; Saito et al., 2007). piRNAs possess neither specific sequence 
motifs nor significant secondary structures, however, many piRNAs have 
either a uridine residue at the 1st position (1U) or an adenine residue at the 
10th position (10A) counting from their 5’ ends (Aravin et al., 2006; Brennecke 
et al., 2007; Girard et al., 2006; Gunawardane et al., 2007; Houwing et al., 
2008; Houwing et al., 2007). 
 Besides the source of genomic encoded piRNAs, it was found in 
Drosophila by a phenomenon called hybrid dysgenesis that some piRNAs 
are maternally inherited (Brennecke et al., 2008). Hybrid dysgenesis 
happens only when one strain of males carrying certain transposons crosses 
with a different strain of naïve females that do not have the elements, and 
leads to sterility of the progeny, while the reciprocal cross does not have this 
effect. From small RNA analysis in the ovaries and early embryos with yet 
active zygotic genome, Brennecke et al (2008) found the piRNA profiles are 
similar between the mother and the offspring. Taken together, it suggests that 
maternally inherited piRNAs are the factors that protect the progenies from 
the paternal transposons. Further more, the population of these maternal 
piRNAs corresponds to the maternally deposited PIWI proteins (Brennecke 
et al., 2008).
 Bioinformatic analyses of piRNAs that associate with PIWI proteins 
in Drosophila have led to two models of piRNA biogenesis: the primary 
processing pathway (Fig.5A) and the secondary amplification pathway, also 
called the “Ping-Pong” cycle (Brennecke et al., 2007; Gunawardane et al., 
2007) (Fig.5B). The primary pathway and the maternally inherited piRISCs 
provide an initial pool of piRNAs to target various TEs. Then the secondary 
pathway further shapes the piRNA populations according to the abundance 
of the active TEs.
 It is noted that different PIWI proteins have distinct length preferences 
for their bound piRNAs: ~23, ~24, ~25 for Ago3, Aub and PIWI, respectively 
(Siomi et al., 2011). This suggests that PIWI proteins may function as rulers 
to define the size of the mature piRNAs. In addition to the length preference, 
piRNAs of different PIWI proteins also display diverse properties, such as 
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strand bias and sequence motif preference: Aub and Piwi preferentially bind 
to piRNAs with 1U preference that are anti-sense to transposon mRNAs, 
while AGO3 binds to sense-oriented piRNAs with 10A bias. These properties 
have led to the model of secondary amplification of piRNAs.
 
 The secondary pathway is a Slicer-dependent, feed-forward 
amplification cycle, which was first proposed in Drosophila by Brennecke 
et al. (2007) and Gunawardane et al. (2007), to produce piRNAs that target 
active TEs. A large fraction of Drosophila piRNAs are generated by the 
secondary pathway. Maternally inherited piRISCs and primary piRNAs are 
the initial driving force of the amplification loop (Brennecke et al., 2008). The 
initiation of the amplification cycle requires the presence of target transcripts 
that are complementary to the primary piRNAs. These target transcripts 
can be mRNAs of active TEs or transcripts of a dual-strand piRNA cluster, 
such as the 42AB locus. A primary piRNA, mostly anti-sense to the TE 
transcript, is loaded onto Aub, which possesses Slicer activity to cleave the 
complementary transcript 10 nucleotides away from the 5’ end of the primary 
piRNA. This event produces the 5’ end of a future-secondary piRNA, which 
has a 10A bias from its 5’ end to pair with the 1U at the primary piRNA and 
is sense-oriented to the TE transcript. It also results in 10 nucleotides of 
complementary sequences between the primary and secondary piRNAs. The 
future-secondary piRNA can then be loaded onto AGO3, where it is processed 
by the following events to become a mature piRNA: it is trimmed at the 3’ end 

Figure 4. Phylogenetic tree of Argonaute protein family. AGO and PIWI clade of proteins from 
mouse, zebrafish, Drosophila and planarian, Schmidtea mediterranea, are aligned in the tree. Phyloge-
netic analyses were conducted in MEGA4 (Tamura et al., 2007).
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to a specific length by unknown nucleases and then 2’O methylated by Hen1 
to protect the piRNAs from further 3’ end processing (Horwich et al., 2007). 
The mature secondary piRNA further guides AGO3 to target and cleave 
a complementary sequence, further producing a new piRNA that reflects 
the original primary piRNA with the 1U preference. The cycle can then be 
repeated with the loading of a new primary piRN onto Aub. Therefore the 
amplification cycle is dubbed as “Ping-Pong.” The 1U at the primary piRNA, 
10A at the secondary piRNA and the 10 nucleotide overlapping between the 
primary and secondary piRNAs are considered together as the “Ping-Pong 
signature,” which defines whether certain piRNAs are produced via the Ping-
Pong cycle (Brennecke et al., 2007; Gunawardane et al., 2007).
 piRNAs associated with AGO3 and Aub possess a strong Ping-
Pong signature, however, Piwi bound piRNAs display a weak signature. 
This suggests that Piwi is probably not involved in the amplification cycle. 
Later it was discovered that Piwi bound piRNAs are produced via the primary 
processing pathway from uni-strand clusters in the germline and ovarian 
follicle cells (Malone et al., 2009). The two key players, Aub and AGO3, are 
only expressed in the germline, thus implying that the Ping-Pong cycle is a 
germline-specific event (Brennecke et al., 2007) (Fig.5A-B).

 The primary processing pathway is involved in the cleavage of long 
single-stranded precursor RNAs from piRNA clusters, such as the flamenco 
locus, to generate new primary piRNAs. In the somatic follicle cells of the 
Drosophila ovary, where only Piwi but not Aub or AGO3 are expressed, long 
piRNA precursors are processed into piRNA intermediates via a yet-to-be 
determined pathway. The piRNA intermediates are further processed into 
mature primary piRNAs in a specific cytoplasmic granule named the Yb-
body. FS(1)YB/Yb is the core component of Yb-bodies and together with 
ARMI and Piwi is essential for the processing of piRNA intermediates (Haase 
et al., 2010; Li et al., 2009; Malone et al., 2009; Olivieri et al., 2010; Qi et al., 
2011; Saito et al., 2010). Another factor involved in the primary process is 
ZUC/MITOPLD, a phospholipase or putative nuclease localizing to the outer 
mitochondrial membrane. It is essential for the maturation of primary piRNAs 
(Huang et al., 2011a; Olivieri et al., 2010; Saito et al., 2010; Watanabe et al., 
2011). Mature primary piRNA then can be loaded onto Piwi, a step that is 
important for the nuclear localization of Piwi (Saito et al., 2010). The 5’ end 
of the primary piRNA has the 1U bias. This bias can result from preferential 
cleavage at the uridine residues on a long precursor RNA. It is also possible 
that the cleavage is totally unbiased, only the PIWI proteins in the pathway 
selectively associate with piRNAs with 1U at their 5’ end. 
 
PIWI-piRNA pathway and heterochromatin
 Since Piwi protein displays nuclear localization and the piRNA 
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clusters are localized in heterochromatic regions, much effort has been 
made to understand the relationship between heterochromatin and the PIWI-
piRNA pathway. Heterochromatin protein 1, HP1, is a conserved component 
of heterochromatin. Both yeast-two-hybrid analysis and immunoprecipitation 
assays using Drosophila embryonic nuclear lysate have shown that Piwi 
interacts with Drosophila HP1 homolog, HP1a/Rhino (Brower-Toland et al., 
2007). Later, Rhino was reported to promote production of piRNAs from the 
germline dual-strand clusters, but not the uni-strand clusters such as the 
flamenco locus, by association with the dual-strand cluster regions. Loss of 
Rhino disrupts nuage structure and Aub as well as AGO3 localization to the 
nuage. rhi mutants also show significant reduction of putative RNA precursors, 
suggesting Rhino promotes the transcription of the dual-strand cluster 
piRNAs that further drive the Ping-Pong amplification cycle (Klattenhoff et 
al., 2009). Recently, it was shown that heterochromatin formation is required 
for piRNA production. The methyltransferase dSETDB1 deposits H3K9me3 
heterochromatic marks on the piRNA clusters of the germline and somatic 
tissue of the gonads. These repressive marks can be recognized by Rhino 
and are essential for piRNA transcription of both dual-strand and uni-strand 
clusters (Rangan et al., 2011). Another report showed that heterochromatin 
formation at the somatic piRNA clusters is independent of PIWI-piRNA 
pathway. In this report, increased HP1a chromatin association at piRNA 
clusters was described in Piwi-pathway mutants (Moshkovich and Lei, 2010). 
However, this study used Drosophila heads as a source of material and it is 
still not convincingly shown that the PIWI-piRNA pathway is truly active in that 
tissue. Furthermore, depletion of Piwi in ovarian somatic cells (OSCs), where 
Piwi produces piRNAs from the uni-stranded flamenco cluster via the primary 
processing pathway does not affect HP1a chromatin association (Saito et al., 
2010). It suggests that Piwi does not direct HP1a recruitment in the (gonadal) 
somatic cells. Taken together these results suggest that, although Rhino/
HP1a can directly interact with Piwi, there are likely alternative, dSETDB1-
dependent, Rhino/HP1a-independent mechanisms. These mechanisms   
can recruit heterochromatin at the gonadal somatic piRNA clusters and uni-
strand clusters in the germline, to promote transcription of piRNA precursor 
transcripts.

PIWI-piRNA pathway in mice
 In mice, MILI expression starts in PGCs at E12.5 and continues 
until the round spermatid stage (Kuramochi-Miyagawa et al., 2004). MILI is 
present in the nuage in both male and female PGCs, and also in the nuage 
in oocytes and CBs in round spermatids (Aravin et al., 2008). MIWI2 is 
transiently expressed from E15.5 and declined soon after birth in male but 
not female embryonic gonocytes. MIWI2 is located both in the cytoplasm 
and the nucleus (Aravin et al., 2008; Kuramochi-Miyagawa et al., 2008). 
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Even though both MILI and MIWI2 are located in the cytoplasm, it is often 
found that they are at distinct nuage-like foci. Upon associating with TDRD1,  
MILI  is located in smaller granular structures, called “pi-bodies,” with MVH 
and GASZ. Cytoplasmic MIWI2 is found in company with TDRD9 and MAEL 
in larger granular structures, which are often in close proximity to the MILI 
granules (Aravin et al., 2008). MIWI2 granules contain known components 
of the processing body (p-body), such as GW182, DDX6, DCP1a, in the 
somatic cells, therefore they are referred as “piP-bodies.” It was further found 
that the pi-body is essential for piP-body formation (Aravin et al., 2009). MIWI 
is only expressed between the pachytene stage of meiosis and the haploid 
round spermatid stage. It is localized in the cytoplasm of spermatocytes and 
CBs in the round spermatids (Deng and Lin, 2002; Kuramochi-Miyagawa et 
al., 2001). Similar to the case in Drosophila, the three different mouse PIWIs 
also exhibit size preferences for bound piRNAs: ~26, ~28, ~30 nt for MILI, 
MIWI2 and MIWI, respectively.

 In mammals, piRNAs can be divided into two populations: the pre-
pachytene piRNAs and the pachytene piRNAs. Pachytene piRNAs were the 
first piRNAs identified (Aravin et al., 2006; Girard et al., 2006). They are 
highly expressed in pachytene stage spermatocytes and gradually decline 
until the haploid round spermatid stage. Pachytene piRNAs interact with MILI 
and MIWI. Most of the pachytene piRNAs originate from uni-strand cluster 
regions. At some pachytene piRNA loci a bi-directional promoter region 

Table 1. Zebrafish transposons. A list of zebrafish transposons that are targeted by piRNAs. Catego-
rized according to their types/families. The rank refelcets the abundance of the total piRNAs mapped 
to these transposon families in the small RNA library made from wild-type adult ovary with Tupfel long 
fin (TL) background (also see Chapter 2). Rank 1: highest piRNA abundance, rank 23: lowest piRNA 
abundance.
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has been suggested to drive expression of long RNA precursors (Fig.5C). 
Pachytene piRNAs are relatively low in repeat sequences suggesting they 
do not function in TE suppression. MIWI-null mutants display spermatogenic 
arrest at the beginning of round spermatids stage (Deng and Lin, 2002), 
implying MIWI and associated pachytene piRNAs may play a role in meiosis. 
However, the actual function of pachytene piRNAs is still unclear (Aravin et 
al., 2006; Girard et al., 2006). 
 Pre-pachytene piRNAs are present in germ cells before meiosis. They 
are associated with MILI and MIWI2. Pre-pachytene piRNAs originate from 
different genomic loci compared to pachytene piRNAs (Aravin et al., 2007). 
Most of the pre-pachytene piRNAs are made from piRNA clusters similar 
to the ones in Drosophila, containing multi-typed-repeat-derived sequences. 
Pre-pachytene piRNAs also map to protein coding genes (28%), mostly in 
the 3’ untranslated regions (3’UTRs) and in those cases they originate from 
the sense transcript. Therefore, these pre-pachytene piRNAs are not likely to 
guide post-transcriptional gene silencing (Aravin et al., 2007). However, loss 
of MILI and MIWI2 lead to failure of de novo methylation of TEs in mouse 
germline and consequent TE upregulation. The effect on methylation status 
of TEs is likely via translocation of piRNA-loaded MIWI2 into the nucleus 
(Aravin et al., 2008). 
 In mice, MIWI2 and MILI are the main players in the Ping-Pong 
cycle, while MIWI is not involved. Contrary to the orientation of piRNAs 
in Drosophila, mouse primary piRNAs are mostly sense while secondary 
piRNAs are anti-sense-oriented. MILI preferentially binds primary piRNAs, 
which display a strong bias for a U at position one (1U). MIWI2-associated 
piRNAs are secondary piRNAs. Consequently, they are anti-sense-oriented 
and display a bias for adenosine at position ten (10A). In the absence of 
MILI, mice fail to generate primary piRNAs and MIWI2 remains unloaded 
(Aravin et al., 2008) (Fig.5C). However, it is possible that MILI alone is 
able to conduct amplification cycle since MILI can accept both primary and 
secondary piRNAs at certain periods of the pre-pachytene stage (Aravin et 
al., 2007). 

PIWI-piRNA pathway in zebrafish
 During early embryogenesis in zebrafish, Ziwi is detected in the nuage 
and as embryogenesis continues, Ziwi gradually disperses into the cytoplasm 
(Houwing et al., 2007). Zili is detected in the nucleus between 3dpf to 7dpf 
of embryogenesis. Later during development, Zili moves into perinuclear 
nuage until the stage of the maturing oocyte, where Zili translocates back 
into the nucleus (Houwing et al., 2008). piRNA clusters in zebrafish, similar 
to in Drosophila, are largely mapped to repeat sequences. However, the 
transcription of piRNAs often only happens from one genomic strand within 
a given region of the piRNA cluster (Houwing et al., 2007).
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Figure 5. Schematic piRNA biogenesis in Drosophila, mice and zebrafish. (A) Primary processing 
pathway in somatic follicle cells and germ cells in the Drosophila ovary. (B) Ping-Pong amplification cy-
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conserved molecular features with their mouse homologs. Both MILI and Zili 
preferentially bind sense piRNAs, while MIWI2 and Ziwi can bind both sense 
and anti-sense piRNAs. However, an important difference between the two 
systems is that Ziwi and Zili have reversed roles compared to their mouse 
homologs: Ziwi interacts with primary piRNAs whereas Zili associates with 
secondary piRNAs with strong enrichment of 10A bias (Houwing et al., 2008) 
(Fig.5D). Interestingly, both secondary piRNA-accepting PIWIs, MIWI2 and 
Zili, are able to shuttle between the nucleus and the cytoplasm, implying they 
may have conserved roles in chromatin remodeling. 
 In zebrafish, Ziwi, piRNAs (Houwing et al., 2007) and Tdrd6 (this 
thesis, Chapter 3), important components of the piRNA pathway, are also 
delivered maternally. So we can speculate that the maternal inherited 
piRISCs provide the first defense for the progeny to defeat active TEs in the 
early embryogenesis in zebrafish as well. piRNA profiling during different 
developmental stages has never been demonstrated in any system. In 
Chapter 2 of this thesis, we analyze and compare zebrafish piRNA profiles 
from various developmental stages. Our results also confirm the relationship 
between the maternal and early embryonic piRNAs in a vertebrate.

PIWI-piRNA pathway in Stem cells
 PIWI proteins have been implicated in stem cell maintenance. 
Drosophila Piwi is essential for self-renewal in both male and female 
germline stem cells (Cox et al., 1998; Lin and Spradling, 1997). Mouse 
MIWI2 is important for germline stem cell maintenance (Carmell et al., 
2007). PIWI-encoding genes are also found in flatworms that are known for 
their regenerative capacity. In the planarian Schmidtea mediterranea, three 
out of the ten piwi family genes, smedwi-1, smedwi-2 and smedwi-3, are 
better characterized (Palakodeti et al., 2008; Reddien et al., 2005). PIWI 
proteins encoded by these three genes are unexceptionally expressed in the 
neoblasts, which are the dividing adult stem cells in planarians, and possess  
conserved catalytic residues that are required for Slicer activity (Palakodeti 
et al., 2008; Reddien et al., 2005). In planarians, piRNA-like small RNAs 
are also identified, although their direct interactions with PIWIs have not 
been demonstrated. Using RNAi assays, it was shown that both SMEDWI-2 
and SMEDWI-3, but not SMEDWI-1, are required for neoblast function, 
regeneration and homeostasis, as well as the synthesis and/or expression of 
planarian piRNAs (Palakodeti et al., 2008).

PIWI arginine methylation and Tudor proteins

cle in the Drosophila germline. (C) Left: Ping-Pong amplification cycle during mouse spermatogenesis. 
Right: Primary processing of pachytene piRNAs. (D) Ping-Pong amplification cycle in zebrafish germline 
development.
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 Several mass spectrometry analyses of purified PIWI proteins 
revealed that PIWI proteins, but not AGO, possess methylated arginine 
residues in their N-termini (Chen et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2011b; Kirino 
et al., 2009; Nishida et al., 2009; Reuter et al., 2009; Shoji et al., 2009; 
Vagin et al., 2009b). Arginine residues can be either mono (MMA) or di-
methylated (DMA), while di-methylation can be symmetric (sDMA) or 
asymmetric (aDMA) (Fig.6A). The enzymes that are responsible for arginine 
methylation, called protein arginine N-methyl-transferases (PRMTs), are 
categorized into two groups. Type I (PRMT1, PRMT3, PRMT4 and PRMT6) 
and type II (PRMT5 and PRMT7) both can catalyse methylation of arginine 
residues to a mono-methylated intermediate, but type I PRMTs generate 
asymmetrical dimethylated arginine (aDMA) residues, while type II PRMTs 
produce symmetrical dimethylated arginine (sDMA) residues (Boisvert et al., 
2005; Gary and Clarke, 1998; Lee et al., 2005; McBride and Silver, 2001). 
PRMT5 and its co-factor, WDR77, were co-immunoprecipitated with all three 
mouse PIWI complexes (Vagin et al., 2009a). In Drosophila, loss of PRMT5 
(also known as Dart5 or Capsuleen) function phenocopies aub mutants, 
including de-repression of TEs and delocalization of Aub from the nuage in 
the mutant ovaries. Furthermore, PIWI proteins lost the sDMA modifications 
in prmt5 mutants, suggesting that PRMT5 is the factor that mediates the 
sDMA modification (Harris and Macdonald, 2001; Kirino et al., 2009; Nishida 
et al., 2009). The interactions between PIWI proteins and PRMT5, Western 
blotting experiments using sDMA- or aDMA-specific antibodies, as well as 
mass spectrometry data coherently indicate that the methylation sites on the 
N-terminal tail of the PIWI proteins are symmetrically dimethylated arginines 
(sDMAs). These sDMAs are found within distinct motifs with the sequences 
of GRG and ARG/GRA (G, glycine; R, arginine; A, alanine). 
 At the same time, proteomic analysis of PIWI-associated proteins 
identified many tudor-domain-containing proteins (Tdrds) in various 
organisms (Chen et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2011b; Kirino et al., 2009; Kirino 
et al., 2010b; Nishida et al., 2009; Shoji et al., 2009; Vagin et al., 2009b; 
Vasileva et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009) and this thesis). Tudor domains are 
commonly found in proteins in a wide range of organisms (Maurer-Stroh et al., 
2003; Ponting, 1997; Talbot et al., 1998). They contain about 60 amino acids 
that form a beta-barrel-like core structure composed of beta sheets forming 
a hydrophobic pocket. The pocket comprises a cluster of conserved aromatic 
residues that constitutes a protein-protein interaction surface, which, at least 
in some cases, binds selectively to methylated lysine or methylated arginine 
residues (Jin et al., 2009; Selenko et al., 2001; Sprangers et al., 2003). 
 According to the distinct functions and sequences, Tdrd proteins 
are sub-divided into four groups (Jin et al., 2009) (Fig.6B). The first group 
is represented by the JMJD (JuMonJi Domain protein) family of histone 
demethylases, which bind to H3K4me and are involved in epigenetics 
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through chromatin regulation. JMJD Tdrds are characterized by two core 
tudor domains in tandem. The second group is represented by the survival 
motor neuron (SMN) protein family. SMN Tdrds have an α-helix N-terminal 
to the core tudor domain and are involved in mRNA splicing. The third group 
is represented by SND1 protein (staphylococcal nuclease and tudor domain 
containing 1), a component of the somatic RISC (Caudy et al., 2003). SND1 
has five conserved tandem staphylococcal nuclease (SN)-like domains and 
the tudor domain is inserted after the 2nd β-strand of the 5th SN domain and 
creates the SN-tudor structure. It was suggested that the SN-tudor structure 
brings tudor domains into the pathways involving small RNA processing. The 
last one is the germline group, whose function remains unclear, but many 
studies have proposed their functions in the PIWI-piRNA pathway. Both SND1 
and germline Tdrds have the basic structure of two β-strands and an α-helix 
preceding the tudor core. However, a feature that distinguishes the germline 
Tdrds from SND1 Tdrds is that many of the germline Tdrd members form 
tandem tudor repeats. These tandem tudor repeats have been hypothesized 
to simultaneously interact with several proteins harboring methylated 
arginines and to play a role in facilitating the generation of piRNAs (Jin et al., 
2009). 
 Several germline Tdrd proteins have been associated with the 
PIWI-piRNA pathway in different animal models, such as Tdrd1, Tdrd2/
Tdrkh, Tdrd4/RNF17, Tdrd5, Tdrd6, Tdrd7, Tdrd9, Tdrd12, Yb, Vreteno, 
PAPI, Tejas and Krimp (Chen et al., 2009; Handler et al., 2011; Huang et 
al., 2011b; Kirino et al., 2010b; Kojima et al., 2009; Lim and Kai, 2007; Liu 
et al., 2011; Patil and Kai, 2010; Saito et al., 2010; Shoji et al., 2009; Vagin 
et al., 2009a; Vasileva et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009; Yabuta et al., 2011; 
Zamparini et al., 2011). Many studies have shown that interactions between 
various Tdrds and PIWI proteins are essential for nuage formation. Many 

Figure 6. Tdrd proteins and arginine methylation. (A) Schematic presentation of arginine methyla-
tion. MMA: mono-methylated arginine; sDMA: symmetrically di-methylated arginine; aDMA: asymmetri-
cally di-methylated arginine. (B) Schematic presentation of the four types of Tdrd proteins mentioned in 
the main text. Gray box: core tudor; white box: α-helix; black box: β-sheet. N is an integer that is equal 
to or greater than one ( Adapted from Jin et al., 2009).
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of the Tdrd-PIWI interactions are RNA-independent and can be reproduced 
under heterologous settings. Treatment with MTA [59-deoxy-59-(methylthio)-
adenosine], a general methyl-transferase inhibitor, in cell culture has shown 
that sDMAs on the PIWI proteins are essential for the PIWI-Tdrds interaction 
(Vagin et al., 2009b). Below I will describe the findings of some germline 
Tdrds involved in the PIWI-piRNA pathway. The germline Tdrds that are 
identified to date are summarized in Table 2.
 Drosophila Tudor is the founder of the germline Tdrds. It contains 11 
tudor domains and is required for the assembly of the germ plasm (Thomson 
and Lasko, 2005). Tudor associates with Aub and AGO3, and the Tudor-
Aub interaction is important for their localization and germ plasm formation 
(Kirino et al., 2009; Nishida et al., 2009). Further analysis shows that the 7th 
to the 11th tudor domains of Tudor are sufficient for Tudor-Aub interaction and 
germ cell formation (Arkov et al., 2006; Kirino et al., 2010b). Later a mutation 
study on the 7th -11th tudor domains of Tudor revealed that the 8th domain 
is dispensible for the function, while the rest of the domains are required. 
Liu H et al. (2010) also identified a sequence motif, YR-D(F/Y)GN, which 
appears to be conserved between the essential tudor domains. Based on 
the structural analysis of the 11th tudor domain, the aromatic residues that 
form the sDMA binding pocket were also identified (Liu et al., 2010a; Liu et 
al., 2010b). It will be very interesting to further investigate whether these four 
tudor domains interact with Aub independently or synergistically.
 Tdrd1 contains an N-terminus MYND (myeloid-Nervy-DEAF-1) zinc 
finger domain and four tudor domains. The MYND domain has two putative 
non-DNA-binding zinc fingers and is involved in protein-protein interactions. 
It is often found in nuclear proteins and has been implicated in transcriptional 
repression (Liu et al., 2007). TDRD1 is essential for spermatogenesis in 
mice and germline development in zebrafish (Chuma et al., 2006; Huang 
et al., 2011b). In mice, TDRD1 interacts with MILI and MIWI2 (Vagin et 
al., 2009b; Wang et al., 2009). The TDRD1-MILI interaction is mediated 
through the MYND domain and the first two tudor domains (Wang et al., 
2009). MILI proteins fail to form cytoplasmic granules when expressed in 
a heterologous cell culture system, but are recruited to the granules if co-
expressed with TDRD1 (Vagin et al., 2009). Treatment with MTA abolishes 
the association of MILI with TDRD1 suggesting that the MILI-TDRD1 
interaction depends on sDMA modification (Reuter et al., 2009; Vagin et al., 
2009b).  Loss of TDRD1 also leads to impaired Ping-Pong cycle in mice, as 
well as transposon de-repression, particularly LINE-1 (Reuter et al., 2009). In 
zebrafish, Tdrd1 interacts strongly with Zili and Ziwi, and it is also important 
for nuage localization of Zili. Different from the mouse study, we found that 
all four tudor domains can interact with Zili in vitro. We showed that sDMA 
modification is not sufficient to promote Tdrd1-Zili association. There may 
be some sequence specificity in the Tdrd1-Zili interaction. Loss of zebrafish 
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Tdrd1, similar to mice, leads to severe reduction of piRNA population and 
upregulation of transposons. In zebrafish testis, using immunoprecipitation 
assays we identified piRNAs and Tdrd1-associated transcripts (TATs), which 
are likely piRNA intermediates. It suggests that Tdrd1 acts as a molecular 
scaffold for PIWI proteins, piRNA and TATs and therefore facilitates Ping-
Pong amplification (Huang et al., 2011b).
 Tdrd2/Tdrkh contains one tudor domain and two tandem KH 
domains. KH domains are nucleic acid recognition motifs associated with 
transcriptional and translational regulation. KH domains bind RNA or single-
stranded DNA molecules. Multiple copies of KH domains within a protein have 
been proposed to achieve better affinity and specificity of nucleic acid binding 
(Valverde et al., 2008). In mice, TDRKH is highly expressed in the testis and 
to a lesser extent in the brain. From the temporal expression of TDRKH, it 
was suggested to play a role in prospermatogonia differentiation and adult 
meiosis (Chen et al., 2009). Tdrkh colocalizes with MVH and interacts with 
MIWI in an RNA-independent manner. Chen et al (2009) performed mass 
spectrometry analysis and predicted three sDMA cluster candidates at the 
N-terminus of MIWI. Mutation studies on either the putative sDMA sites on 
MIWI or the conserved consensus residues in the tudor domain show that 
the TDRKH-MIWI interaction is sDMA-dependent. However, the molecular 
function of TDRKH remains elusive.
 TDRD4/RNF17 in mice has two isoforms, called RNF17S and RNF17L. 
Both contain one RING domain and either three (RNF17S) or five (RNF17L) 
tudor domains (Pan et al., 2005). The RING domain is a zinc-binding motif 
and is often found in proteins with ubiquitin E3 ligase activity (Joazeiro and 
Weissman, 2000). RNF17 is testis-specific and was reported by electron 
microscopy studies to form cytoplasmic nuage-like RNF17 granules via self-
self interaction. RNF17 granules do not colocalize with TDRD1 and TDRD6, 
two CB and IMC components, indicating that RNF17 granules are distinct 
nuage-like structures. Animals lacking rnf17 are viable but male sterile, 
due to complete arrest at the round spermatids stage. Interestingly, mouse 
mutants of miwi, tdrd5 and tdrd6 show similar spermiogenic phenotypes 
(Deng and Lin, 2002; Vasileva et al., 2009; Yabuta et al., 2011), which is 
also similar to the phenotype of the mutant for CREM, cAMP-responsive 
element modulator, a key regulator of spermiogenesis (Blendy et al., 1996; 
Nantel and Sassone-Corsi, 1996). Loss of either rnf17, tdrd5 or miwi does 
not affect CREM expression, but down-regulation of putative CREM target 
genes, prm1, prm2, tnp1, as well as a testis-specific coactivator of CREM, 
act, was observed (Deng and Lin, 2002; Pan et al., 2005; Yabuta et al., 
2011). RNF17 was identified in MIWI immunoprecipitates while TDRD5 
colocalizes with MIWI in male germ cells (Vagin et al., 2009b; Yabuta et 
al., 2011). Taken together, it was suggested that RNF17 and TDRD5 may 
work together with MIWI to stabilize mRNAs of ACT and other CREM target 
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genes by forming a complex with them, to regulate the expression of these 
spermiogenic genes (Deng and Lin, 2002; Yabuta et al., 2011). Besides 
the spermiogenic phenotype, TDRD5 was also found to be important in the 
assembly of IMC and CB. Loss of tdrd5 leads to mis-localization of IMC/CB 
components together with retrotransposon upregulation, particularly LINE-1, 
due to demethylation at the promoter regions (Yabuta et al., 2011).
 Tdrd5 is composed of a tudor domain and three LOTUS domains 
at its very N-terminus. The LOTUS (Limkain, Oskar and Tudor-containing 
proteins 5 and 7) domain was recently identified via bioinformatic analysis 
(Callebaut and Mornon, 2010). Although its actual function remains unknown, 
the presence of LOTUS in germline-specific proteins, such as Oskar, Tdrd5 
and Tdrd7, suggests its possible role in the germline (Callebaut and Mornon, 
2010). Tdrd5 and Tdrd7 are the only two Tdrds possessing the LOTUS 
domain. In our mass spectrometry analysis using immunoprecipitation in 
adult zebrafish gonads, Tdrd1 brought down Tdrd5, while Tdrd6 brought 
down Tdrd7. It is possible that Tdrd1/Tdrd5 and Tdrd6/Tdrd7 represent 
functional pairs in the PIWI-piRNA pathway in zebrafish (This thesis, Chapter 
3 and 4).  
 Tdrd6 contains seven tudor domains (Hosokawa et al., 2007) and 
is the closest vertebrate homolog of Drosophila Tudor. Most of the studies 
regarding Tdrd6 have been done in mice and TDRD6 was reported to interact 
with both MILI and MIWI (Chen et al., 2009; Kirino et al., 2010b; Vagin et al., 
2009b; Vasileva et al., 2009). TDRD6 is important in spermiogenesis and 
chromatoid body formation, together with TDRD1 and TDRD7 (Hosokawa et 
al., 2007; Tanaka et al., 2011; Vasileva et al., 2009). So far, mouse TDRD6 
seems not to be involved in transposon silencing (Tanaka et al., 2011; Vasileva 
et al., 2009). In zebrafish, tdrd6a, a paralog of three zebrafish tdrd6 genes, is 
involved in germ plasm assembly and transposon silencing. We also found 
that Tdrd6a may be part of an mRNA processing/metabolism machinery in 
the zebrafish oocytes. The role of zebrafish Tdrd6a is further described in 
Chapter 4 in this thesis. 
 Tdrd7 has three tudor domains and three N-terminal LOTUS domains. 
Like many germline Tdrds in mice, TDRD7/TRAP is essential for male 
fertility. It forms a complex with TDRD6 and TDRD1, and is a CB component 
down stream of MVH (Hosokawa et al., 2007). Recently, Tanaka et al. (2011) 

Table 2. Germline Tdrd proteins involved in PIWI-piRNA pathway in mice, Drosophila and zebra-
fish. A list of Tdrd proteins that have been reported or speculated with functions in the germline and/or 
PIWI-piRNA pathway is presented. The protein name, species of origin, motifs residing in the protein, 
possible function and the references are included in the table. Tudor domains containing the consen-
sus sequence (YR-D(F/Y)GN are also indicated in the table. MYND: myeloid, Nervy, and DEAF-1 Zinc 
finger; KH: K homology RNA binding domain; RING: RING zinc binding motif; polC: DNA polymerase III 
PolC; PKc: protein kinases catalytic domain; DExD/H: DEAD-like helicase superfamily; HA2: helicase 
associated domain; HELICc: helicase superfamily C-terminal domain; OUT: ovarian tumor-like cysteine 
protease (Adopted from Siomi et al., 2010).
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showed that CB is a dynamic structure with a changing composition during 
spermatogenesis. TDRD7 is essential for the fusion of CBs with p-bodies, 
and may affect the translational profile during spermiogenesis. It was also 
reported that TDRD7 suppresses retrotransposons in a piRNA biogenesis-
independent manner (Tanaka et al., 2011). Beside its germline function, 
TDRD7 forms cytoplasmic RNP granules in the lens fiber cells and is 
critical for normal lens development (Lachke et al., 2011). This brings up 
the possibility that more germline Tdrd proteins may be involved in RNP 
formation and organogenesis other than gonads. In zebrafish PGCs, Tdrd7 
is localized in the germ plasm and is essential for determining the normal 
nuage morphology and number (Strasser et al., 2008). The identification 
of Tdrd7 in immuno-complexes of Zili and Tdrd6 also confirm the property 
of RNP formation of zebrafish Tdrd7 (Huang et al., 2011b and this thesis, 
Chapter 4).
 Tdrd9 is composed of only one tudor domain and an ATPase/DExD/
H-type RNA helicase domain. ATPase/DExD/H RNA helicase belongs to 
the DEAD-box protein superfamily. This type of helicase can move along 
nucleic acids and some of them can unwind RNA secondary structures in an 
ATP-dependent manner. The ATPase activity of the helicase is dependent 
on or stimulated by the association with RNAs. Members of this type of 
RNA helicase are involved in various RNA processing and translational 
regulations. (Cordin et al., 2006). In Drosophila, SpnE, the homolog of Tdrd9, 
is crucial for Ping-Pong amplification of piRNAs, transposon silencing and 
proper nuage localization of Vasa, MAEL and Tejas (Findley et al., 2003; 
Gillespie and Berg, 1995; Gonzalez-Reyes et al., 1997; Patil and Kai, 2010). 
In mice, TDRD9 is strongly associated with MIWI2. Loss of Tdrd9 results in 
changes of piRNA population as well as transposon upregulation in mutants, 
particularly of LINE-1, but has no affect on PIWI protein localization (Shoji 
et al., 2009). The zebrafish homolog of Tdrd9 is also involved in transposon 
repression and piRNA amplification. We show that the tudor domain of Tdrd9 
can interact with Zili in vitro and the DExD/H helicase domain is essential for 
Tdrd9 function in the germline (This thesis, Chapter 5). Interestingly, the tudor 
domain of Drosophila SpnE possesses amino acid changes in the consensus 
sequence required for sDMA binding. It has been shown that the tudor domain 
of SpnE is not responsible for the SpnE-Aub interaction. In mice, TDRD9 
tudor domain also contains changes in the consensus sequence, while the 
consensus sequence is intact in zebrafish Tdrd9. This strengthens the idea 
that certain sequences besides the consensus sequence are essential for  
Tdrd9-PIWI interaction.
 Vreteno and three orthologs of murine Tdrd12, Yb, CG11133 
(Brother of Yb) and CG31755 (Sister of Yb), are the Tdrds recently reported 
to be essential for the somatic and/or germline primary processing pathway 
of piRNAs in Drosophila (Handler et al., 2011; Olivieri et al., 2010; Saito 
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et al., 2010; Zamparini et al., 2011). None of them contain the complete 
consensus sequences for sDMA binding. Among these four Tdrds, Vreteno 
and CG31755 are present both in the somatic gonads and germline cells, 
Yb is only in the somatic gonads, and CG11133 is only in the germline. 
In the somatic follicle cells Yb is required for mature piRNA loading onto 
Piwi prior to the nuclear localization of Piwi (Olivieri et al., 2010; Saito et 
al., 2010). Vreteno accumulates in Yb bodies and interacts with Piwi and 
Yb. Loss of Vreteno leads to loss of Piwi, a phenotype of disrupted primary 
processing pathway, and de-repression of gypsy, ZAM and Idefix, which are 
TEs regulated by Piwi (Handler et al., 2011; Malone et al., 2009; Zamparini 
et al., 2011). On the other hand, in the germline CG11133 and Vreteno are 
localized in the nuage and are crucial for transposon silencing. CG31755 
is located in different perinuclear foci from nuage. It functions together with 
CG11133 to stabilize Piwi localization and plays a role in the primary piRNA 
biogenesis in the germline (Handler et al., 2011; Zamparini et al., 2011). 
 Another three nuage Tdrds, Krimp, Tejas and PAPI, are also found 
to be crucial for PIWI localization and transposon silencing in Drosophila 
(Lim and Kai, 2007; Liu et al., 2011; Patil and Kai, 2010). Tejas is essential for 
piRNA production in the germline but not the somatic gonad. The conserved 
N-terminal tejas domain is essential for Tejas function while the tudor domain 
is dispensable. PAPI interacts with all three Drosophila PIWIs and at least 
in the case of AGO3 is via sDMAs. It should be noted that the tudor domain 
of PAPI is required but not sufficient for PAPI-AGO3 interaction (Liu et al., 
2011).
 To summarize the above, Tdrd-PIWI interactions in most cases are 
crucial for proper intracellular localization of the PIWI-piRNA machinery 
and its silencing mechanism. Many of the Tdrds mentioned above were 
confirmed to possess the conserved aromatic cage, which is known to bind 
sDMAs, in at least one of their tudor domains (Table 2). Although the physical 
interactions of these Tdrds with PIWI proteins may not yet all be proven, the 
presence of the conserved aromatic cages suggests that most tdrd proteins 
will interact with sDMAs found on PIWIs and other PIWI-piRNA pathway 
components, such as Vasa (Chen et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2011b; Kirino et 
al., 2010a; Liu et al., 2010a; Liu et al., 2010b; Liu et al., 2011; Reuter et al., 
2009; Shoji et al., 2009; Vagin et al., 2009b; Wang et al., 2009). Vasa has 
a conserved and essential role in germline formation and is often found in 
association with PIWI-piRNA pathway components in the nuage (Siomi et 
al., 2011). Mouse, Xenopus and Drosophila Vasa, was recently reported to 
possess sDMA and aDMA. Mouse Vasa (MVH) was also found to interact 
with mouse TDRD1, TDRD6 as well as MILI and MIWI (Kirino et al., 2010a). 
It was therefore suggested that arginine methylation creates a specific 
code essential for germline development (Kirino et al., 2010a). At the same 
time, several Tdrds, such as Drosophila SpnE, Vreteno, Tejas, either have 
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mutations in the aromatic cage or were found to interact with PIWI in a sDMA-
independent manner, suggesting the presence of alternative mechanisms for 
Tdrd-PIWI interaction (Nishida et al., 2009; Patil and Kai, 2010; Handler et 
al., 2011). Other protein domains in Tdrds, for example, KH RNA binding 
domain (Tdrkh), Tejas domain (Tejas), MYND zinc finger domain (Tdrd1), 
DExH RNA helicase domain (Tdrd9), are also likely to be involved in protein-
protein or protein-RNA interaction in the piRISCs. It is known that many 
nuage components mutually depend on each other for their localization to 
nuage. It is therefore suggestive that through the multiple tudor domains and 
other RNA binding domains present in the Tdrds, macromolecules composed 
of PIWI-piRNA pathway partners then form various nuage and nuage-like 
RNP structures where essential RNA processing reactions, including piRNA 
biogenesis, take place.
 In this thesis, I will present novel findings regarding germline Tdrd 
proteins in the zebrafish system. The main focus will be on their function in 
gametogenesis and their relation to the PIWI-piRNA pathway.
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INTRODUCTION
Zebrafish germline development
 In zebrafish, germ cell fate is determined by the inheritance of the 
germ plasm. Germ plasm is a maternally provided cytoplasm composed 
of RNA and RNA-binding proteins. It is first formed at the distal end of the 
cleavage furrows at the 2- and 4-cell stage embryos (Yoon et al., 1997). 
At the 32-cell stage, 4 cells have obtained the germ plasm aggregates 
and become promptive primordial germ cells (pPGCs) (Braat et al., 1999). 
These cells undergo migration and proliferation and become primordial germ 
cells (PGCs). At 24 hour post fertilization (hpf), PGCs end up at the future 
gonad area, numbering between 25 to 50 cells (Raz, 2003). Zebrafish do 
not have sex chromosomes as many other species do. Sex determination 
of zebrafish depends on several factors, such as the environment and the 
population density. It has been proposed that the number of germ cells 
present in the early gonads also affects the sex determination in zebrafish 
(Siegfried and Nusslein-Volhard, 2008). Zebrafish are considered juvenile 
hermaphrodites. All fish first develop an immature ovary, called juvenile ovary, 
during juvenile development. Later in development, the gonads differentiate 
into either ovaries or testes (Takahashi, 1974). The timing of the gonadal 
developmental stages varies between different laboratory settings, but the 
sequence of the stages remains the same. In our laboratory, we observe 
that PGCs have differentiated into juvenile oocytes around three weeks 
post fertilization (wkpf). At 5wkpf, while most of the fish retain the juvenile 
ovaries, some possess gonads undergoing transformation into testes. The 
animals having higher number of juvenile oocytes are speculated to become 
future-females. Other animals are speculated to become males based on the 
following phenotypes: degeneration of the juvenile oocytes, higher numbers 
of gonadal somatic cells and onset of spermatogenesis (Siegfried, 2010). 
The transition from juvenile hermaphrodites to mature females or males can 
take up to 8 weeks. After 12wkpf, most of the animals are sexually mature. 

Transposable elements (TEs)
 During the whole process of germline development, it is essential to 
maintain genome integrity in the germ cells. Transposable elements (TEs), 
DNA sequences that can move from one place of the genome to another, 
are a notorious threat to the genome. Based on the mechanisms for their 
transposition, TEs can be divided into two main classes: Class I and Class II 
transposons. Class I transposons are also called retrotransposons. They are 
characterized by the “copy and paste” mechanism using RNA intermediates 
that are later reverse-transcribed back to DNA during transposition (Weiner et 
al., 1986). Class I elements are composed of two types of retrotransposons: 
LTR and non-LTR. The main difference of these two types is the presence 
or absence of the long-terminal repeat (LTR) sequences at both ends of the 
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elements. LTR retrotransposons can be further categorized into four main 
super-families: Gypsy, Copia, BEL and DIRS, based on their sequence 
similarities and structural features (de al Chaux et al., 2011). Non-LTR 
retrotransposons are divided into long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) 
and short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs). LINEs have two ORFs, 
which encode all the proteins necessary for the retro-transposition, are 
autonomous retro-elements. On the other hand, SINEs use the machinery 
from LINEs and function non-autonomously. Class II elements utilize a 
different mechanism to mobilize: cutting DNA segments out of one place 
and then pasting it into another place of the genome. Most of the class II 
elements encode a transposase, the enzyme that cleaves the transposon 
out of its original site, as well as producing a breakage at the target site for 
the transposon insertion. This process can be dependent or independent 
of the flanking sequences of the transposons. Because of the transposition 
activities of the TEs, they are deleterious to genome integrity.

The dynamic expression of PIWI proteins 
 During development of the germline, there is a particular group of 
proteins essential to maintain this process and ensure the genome integrity in 
the germ cells. They are called the PIWI proteins, a subclass of the Argonaute 
protein family that is predominantly expressed in the germline (Farazi et al., 
2008). PIWI proteins and their interacting small RNAs, piRNAs, are crucial 
for the development and function of the germline in various species (Siomi 
et al., 2011). The main function of the PIWI-piRNA pathway, which has been 
identified so far, is defense against selfish TE activity in the germline. 
 There are two PIWI proteins encoded in the zebrafish genome, Ziwi 
and Zili. Ziwi protein is maternally provided and can be first clearly detected 
at the cleavage furrow at the 2- and 4-cell stage embryos (Houwing et al., 
2007). At 24hpf, Ziwi is localized in the prominent perinuclear structures 
termed nuage (Houwing et al., 2007). Nuage is a form of germ plasm and 
can be detected throughout the germline development (Eddy, 1974). During 
the development, Ziwi protein gradually diffuses in the cytoplasm and this 
cytoplasmic localization remains until adulthood in the germ cells of both 
sexes (Eddy, 1974). Zili expression starts at 3dpf and can be detected in 
the nucleus of the PGCs. Zili remains in the nucleus until 7dpf and then 
translocates into perinuclear nuage structures. During oogenesis, Zili appears 
as perinuclear nuage granules before the maturing oocyte stage, when Zili 
is again located in the nucleus. During spermatogenesis, Zili granules are 
detected in the spermatogonia and spermatocytes (Houwing et al., 2008). 
 Ziwi and Zili are proposed to conduct the biogenesis of piRNAs 
and destroy active TE mRNAs in the zebrafish germline via a feed-forward 
amplification cycle (Houwing et al., 2008). The cycle begins with maternally 
inherited Ziwi together with its associated piRNAs, referred as primary 
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piRNAs. piRNAs produced from piRNA clusters can also be the input of the 
amplification cycle. Ziwi, guided by piRNA, recognizes active TE mRNAs with 
complementary sequences and cleaves the mRNAs. This event will produce 
the 5’ end of a new piRNA, the secondary piRNA, which can be loaded onto 
Zili. The 3’ end of the secondary piRNA will be further processed to a specific 
size and protected with 2’ O-methylation by the Hen1 protein (Kamminga 
et al., 2010). The mature secondary piRNA then further guides Zili to target 
complementary TE mRNAs and produces a new piRNA that resembles the 
first primary piRNA and can load onto Ziwi. This process is therefore dubbed 
as the Ping-Pong cycle (Brennecke et al., 2007; Gunawardane et al., 2007). 
Ziwi is preferentially loaded with primary piRNAs with an uridine at its 1st 5’ 
end nucleotide (1U), whereas Zili prefers secondary piRNAs with an adenine 
as the 10th nucleotide from their 5’ end (10A), corresponding to the 1U on 
Ziwi piRNAs. Ziwi and Zili piRNAs often have complementary sequences of 
10 nucleotides from their 5’ ends. The above features of the piRNAs taken 
together are considered the Ping-Pong signatures (Brennecke et al., 2007; 
Gunawardane et al., 2007; Houwing et al., 2008).  
 In mice, piRNA profiles of type A spermatogonia (mitotic stage), 
pachytene spermatocytes (meiotic stage) and round spermatids (post-
meiotic stage) were recently analyzed and compared by Gan et al (2011). 
However, there was no report yet regarding piRNAs during the process of 
the germline development. To have better insights of the piRNA functions 
during the gonadal development in zebrafish, we studied the piRNA profiles 
choosing the following time points during development: 3dpf (when Zili starts 
to express and locates in the nucleus), 7dpf (when Zili leaves the nucleus 
and enters the nuage), 3wkpf (gonads appear as juvenile ovaries), 5wkpf (in 
the process of sex differentiation), and adulthood (both ovaries (TL-F/ TU-F) 
and testes (TL-M/ TU-M)). It is to be noted that at 5wk, all the gonads were 
pooled without separating animals that are male- or female-like. Although 
desirable, this is technically difficult since the animal/gonad size is very 
small and hard to distinguish while fast sample processing to prevent RNA 
degradation is necessary.
 In this study, we demonstrate that piRNA population is not constant 
during gonadal development. Distinct levels of piRNAs at different 
developmental stages may reflect the activity of the TEs from which the 
piRNAs are derived.

RESULTS 
 Vasa is a germ cell marker throughout the zebrafish germline (Yoon et 
al., 1997). A fish line expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) 
under the vasa promoter (vas::EGFP) has been reported (Krovel and Olsen, 
2002). We took advantage of this transgenic line and used animals with the 
vas::EGFP transgene to isolate germ cells. In total we have 5 developmental 
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time points and 8 small RNA libraries. Most of the samples are obtained from 
a wild-type fish line with TL (Tupfel Long fin) background (3dpf, 7dpf, 3wkpf, 
5wkpf, TL-F and TL-M), except one set of ovary and testis samples (TU-F and 
TU-M), which are from wild-type animals with TU (Tubingen) background. TU 
adult libraries are only compared with TL adult libraries to study the piRNA 
profile difference between different fish strains.
 Even though we do find piRNAs derived from genes and other parts of 
the genome, we have so far not observed effects of Piwi pathway mutations 
on the expression of these genes. Therefore, in the analyses presented here 
we have only focused on transposon-derived piRNAs (referred to as repeat 
piRNAs), as thus far, transposon silencing represents the only consistent 
activity of piRNA pathways in various organisms.

Composition of the libraries
 The composition of the 8 small RNA libraries is present in Table1 and 
Fig.S1A. Owing to different preparation methods for our small libraries, such 
as FACS purified germ cells vs. total gonads, cloning the small RNAs with 
polyA tailing vs. 3’ end adaptor ligation, as well as the differentiation of the 
somatic tissue in the gonads, prevent a proper comparison between different 
time points. Therefore using miRNA as a standard to normalize piRNA reads 
in all the libraries cannot be applied. However, some pairs of the libraries 
came from the same preparation, 3dpf vs. 7dpf, TL-F vs. TL-M and TU-F 
vs. TU-M; we therefore compare them by miRNA normalization. When we 
look at only the repeat piRNAs, it is clear that 7dpf PGCs have more piRNAs 
than 3dpf PGCs (Fig.S1B). TL-F samples clearly have more piRNAs than 
TL-M samples (Fig.S1C), while TU-F and TU-M samples have similar piRNA 
abundance (Fig.S1D). 

Ping-Pong amplified piRNAs are more dominant in PGC stages 
 To check whether piRNAs from different stages all display similar 
Ping-Pong signature, we checked the identity of the most 5’ end nucleotide as 
well as the overlapping between two opposite strands of piRNAs within each 

Table1. Small RNA composition of all libraries. Reads annotated from Illumina sequencing. It is to be 
noted that 3dpf, 5wkpf and TL-M libraries contain relatively low reads. 3dpf, 7dpf: libraries made from 
3dpf and 7dpf PGCs. 3wkpf, 5wkpf: libraries made from isolated gonads at 3wkpf and 5wkpf. TL-F, 
TL-M: libraries made from isolated adult ovaries (F) and testes (M) with TL background. TU-F, TU-M: 
libraries made from isolated adult ovaries (F) and testes (M) with TU background.  
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library. In all stages, the most 5’ end nucleotide of the piRNAs is largely present 
as a uridine residue (Fig.1A). This can be the result of dominance of Ziwi-
bound piRNAs in all developmental stages. The 10-nucleotide overlapping 
between two opposite-stranded piRNAs within one library is also consistent 
in all stages (Fig.1B). However, interestingly, piRNAs from 3dpf and 7dpf 
PGCs show higher percentage (15-20% more than in the adults; 20~25% 
more than in the juveniles) of piRNA reads with 10-nucleotide overlapping. 
It suggests that piRNAs from these stages are either mainly produced via 
Ping-Pong cycle to target active TE transcripts or the maternally provided 
piRNAs are mostly produced by Ping-Pong cycle. Of course, both of the 
cases can hold true at the same time. Either way, it suggests that controlling 
active TEs is a very active process during early germline development.  

PGC piRNAs are shorter in length
 In an early report, it has been shown that zebrafish piRNAs from adults 
are 26-28 nucleotides (nt) long (Houwing et al., 2007), we wondered whether 
the size of the piRNAs remains the same throughout the development. We 
plotted the percentage of perfectly mapped reads against the length in each 
developmental stage. Owing to the size range of the small RNAs (18 – 50 
nt) that are considered, we observed two main peaks for each stage as we 
expected: the miRNA peak (between 21-22nt) and the piRNA peak (between 
26-30nt) (Fig.S2). Despite the fact that piRNA peaks at all stages display 
a Gaussian distribution, the distribution maxes out at different lengths at 
different stages. The peaked length at 3dpf, 7dpf, 3wk, 5wk, adult female 
(TL-F) and adult male (TL-M) are 26-27nt, 27-28nt, 28-29nt, 28nt, 28-29nt 
and 28nt respectively (Fig.2). Our data shows that piRNAs are 1 to 2 nt 
shorter at the PGC stages for yet unknown reasons. 
 A number of explanations may exist for this interesting observation. 
First, piRNAs may be trimmed to a shorter length in the PGCs because the 
Piwi proteins may adopt different conformations due to different interacting 

Figure 1. Ping-Pong signature in the piRNAs of all developmental stages. (A) The percentages of 
each nucleotide (A, U, C or G) at the most 5’ end of mapped piRNAs are plotted in the graph. (B) The 
number of overlapped nucleotides between two opposite strand piRNAs within a library (x-axis) is plotted 
against the amount of corresponding incidents in percentage (y-axis). Different libraries are indicated in 
different colors. 
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Figure 2. piRNAs are 
shorter in PGC stages. 
The percentage of map-
ped piRNA reads (y-axis) 
is plotted against the length 
of the piRNA in nucleotides 
(x-axis) in bar diagrams. 
The stages of the germ cell 
source are indicated above 
each sub diagrams. Black 
arrows indicate the highest 
peaks at each developmen-
tal stage.

partners during development. PIWI proteins in zebrafish display dynamic 
expressions: at 3dpf and 7dpf, Ziwi is present in the perinuclear nuage and Zili 
is in the nucleus; from 3wkpf till adulthood, Zili is detected in the perinuclear 
nuage structures while Ziwi is dispersed in the cytoplasm. This may lead to or 
be the consequence of different interacting partners that are also involved in 
the piRNA biogenesis. Remarkably, the length distribution we observed has 
a correlation with the expression pattern of the PIWI proteins in zebrafish. 
The piRNAs are shorter only when Zili is located in the nucleus. Second, 
in the timespan between the production of piRNAs in the oocytes and our 
detection in the PGCs, they may have become shorter, especially in 3dpf 
PGCs where piRNAs bound by maternally inherited Ziwi may still contribute 
to a big fraction of the piRNA population. This is not unreasonable, as we 
know that piRNAs need to be stabilized by methylation to prevent shortening 
at their 3’ end (Kamminga et al., 2010). Even though the maternally provided 
piRNAs are methylated, the existing trimming activities may over longer times 
result in progressive shortening of piRNAs. Identification of the molecules 
involved in piRNA processing, especially at the PGC stages, will help us to 
better understand how the length differences originate and the functions of 
the piRNAs at different developmental stages.  

Ziwi bound piRNAs are dominant throughout development   
 It has previously been shown that in the adult gonads, Ziwi-bound 
piRNAs (mostly anti-sense oriented) are more prominent than Zili-bound 
piRNAs (mostly sense oriented). At the same time, ovarian piRNAs are much 
more anti-sense oriented than testis piRNAs (Houwing et al., 2007). When 
we took together other developmental stages, we noted that overall piRNAs 
from different stages also display anti-sense bias. Consistent with the 
observation of prominent 1U bias of piRNAs in all stages, it shows that Ziwi 
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piRNAs are likely dominant during the whole gonadal development. Among 
all stages, piRNAs from 3dpf display the strongest strand bias (Fig.3A). A 
possible reason of the strong strand-bias of the 3dpf piRNAs may be due to 
Ziwi but not Zili being maternally provided while the zygotic Zili expression 
only starts at 3dpf. It is plausible that a large portion of the piRNAs at 3dpf 
is still inherited from the mother together with the maternal Ziwi proteins. In 
fact, we have observed maternal Ziwi protein in animals that were two weeks 
old (Houwing, unpublished data). 
 The strand bias gradually decreases during the development until 
5wkpf stage. This holds true when we look at individual elements in class 
I but not class II transposons (Fig.3B-C), indicating that the strand bias is 
mainly caused by class I transposons. Since anti-sense piRNAs can target 
active TE mRNAs with complementary sequence, it implies class I elements 
are likely more actively transcribed during early development.  

Retrotransposons are more active in early development 
 We decided to have a more detailed look at the population of the 
repeat piRNAs. To compare the bioinformatic analyses we obtained from 
different libraries, we normalized the total number of piRNA reads mapped to 
the repeat sequences in each library to one million reads. It is to be noted that 
prior to normalization some libraries only have 10-50% of total mapped reads 
compared to other libraries (Table1). Therefore the libraries with relatively 
low reads may display lower complexity. 
 Overall, class I element-derived piRNAs are much more abundant 
than class II element-derived piRNAs throughout the developmental stages 
we have examined so far (Fig.3D). This is consistent with earlier findings that 
most of the piRNAs are linked to retrotransposons (Houwing et al., 2007), 
and the observation that class II transposons either have been inactivated or 
tightly controlled in the vertebrate genome (Levin and Moran, 2011). Since 
piRNA populations have been proposed to react on transcripts of active 
transposon on a feed-forward amplification loop (Brennecke et al., 2007), 
our data strengthen the idea that vast majority of the class II elements are 
likely inactivated in the genome of zebrafish germline.
 We noticed the population of piRNAs mapped to class I elements 
is the highest at 3dpf and it gradually goes down through 5wkpf (Fig.3D). 
Taken together with the observation that class I but not class II element-
derived piRNAs have strong anti-sense strand bias at 3dpf, suggests that 
these class I element derived-piRNAs actually target active retrotransposon 
transcripts. It is possible that during the development or differentiation of 
the germ cells, retrotransposons gradually come under control and less 
retrotransposon-derived piRNAs are needed in the germline. This would 
also result in the balance between sense and anti-sense piRNA production, 
which is consistent with the observation that the strand bias of piRNAs is 
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gradually lost during the development. In adult ovaries, we detected more 
retrotransposon-derived piRNAs than in the testes. This may be explained 
by the need of maternally contributed piRNAs to secure early development 
of the germ cell lineage. Nevertheless, we cannot rule out a possibility that 
class II elements become more active during later development and that 
triggers a drop of class I element derived piRNAs. 

Figure 4 (Left). 3dpf-
absent element-derived 
piRNAs are enriched in 
adult testis. piRNA reads 
mapped to three repre-
sentative 3dpf-absent ele-
ments, Gypsy156-I-DR, 
Gypsy52-LTR_DR and 
HarbingerN8_DR, are plot-
ted. Y-axis shows the total 
reads of piRNAs mapped 
to these elements. RPM: 
reads per million.

Figure 5 (Right). LoTSE-derived piRNAs are enriched at 3wkpf and 
adult testis stage. piRNA reads mapped to three representative LoTSEs, 
CATCH3I_DR, CR1-20_DR, Gypsy38-I_DR, are plotted. Y-axis shows the 
total reads of piRNAs mapped to these LoTSEs. RPM: reads per million.

Figure 3. Dynamic piRNA population during the development of germline. (A) Boxplot representa-
tion of strand bias of all the mapped piRNAs at different developmental stages. Y-axis indicates the ratio 
between the reads of sense and anti-sense stranded piRNAs derived from the same element. The more 
positive the value, the more sense stranded piRNA are. Each circle represents piRNAs mapped to an 
individual transposon element. P-values are calculated using student t-test. Three most abundant class 
I (B) and class II (C) transposons are selected. Each data point on the scattered plot indicates piRNAs 
mapped to one of the selected transposons. Different shapes of the data points indicate different deve-
lopmental stages. The anti-sense reads (y-axis) and sense reads (x-axis) of the piRNAs mapped to each 
transposon are plotted against each other. The closer to the left-upper corner, the more anti-sense strand 
biased of the total piRNAs mapped to this transposon. (D) Total reads of piRNAs mapped to class I and 
class II transposons during the development are plotted in blue and red, respectively. For (B)-(D), RPM 
stands for reads per million.
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 When we considered the population of piRNAs derived from different 
transposon families, we observed that hAT, DNA and EnSpm families 
contribute to the major class II transposon-derived piRNA population. Gypsy 
and DIRS, two LTR type transposons, are the most abundant class I piRNA 
sources. Among all families of transposons, hAT (class II) and SINE (class 
I) derived piRNAs are most enriched at 5wkpf (Fig.S3A). Unlike most class 
I element-derived piRNAs, LINE- derived piRNAs are enriched in the adult 
testes (Fig.S3B). A recent study has reported that LINE elements are typically 
DNA methylated and (surprisingly) not particularly enriched in neither 
repressive (H3K9me3) nor activating (H3K14ac) marks on the chromatins 
of zebrafish sperm (Wu et al., 2011). On the other hand, Lehmann and 
colleagues (2011) showed that repressive marks such as H3K9me3, which 
initiate heterochromatin formation, are essential for the piRNA production 
in Drosophila (Rangan et al., 2011). Taken together the above, it suggests 
that piRNA production from the heterochromatic region is not very active 
in zebrafish sperm. Therefore LINE-derived piRNAs we detected in testes, 
if produced from piRNA clusters, are mainly contributed by spermatogenic 
cells before the spermatozoa stage.

Germ cells lack certain piRNAs at 3dpf
 Even though piRNAs derived from LTR type transposons are the most 
abundant at 3dpf, we noticed that piRNAs derived from certain individual 
elements are completely absent at this stage. We refer to these elements as 
3dpf-absent elements (Table S1). Most of them belong to the Gypsy and BEL 
families. piRNAs from the 3dpf-absent elements in all other developmental 
stages display similar strand bias as other elements, suggesting they can 
be bound by both Ziwi or Zili. It means that the absence of these piRNAs 
is not likely due to lack of (maternal) Zili. To investigate further the 3dpf-
absent element, we checked their genomic origin by blasting the annotated 
sequences from RepBase in the UCSC genome browser. Six of the 3dpf-
absent elements were manually examined and only the loci with piRNA reads 
are considered. In total, 216 out of 271 genomic loci displayed piRNA reads. 
These 216 loci are not clustered in specific regions (TableS2), therefore 
absence of piRNAs is not likely due to lack of transcription in certain genomic 
regions. Among these 216 loci, 105 are annotated within intronic regions 
(TableS2). Interestingly, there are often two, or in one case three, copies of 
the same element in tandem within one gene (marked in gray in TableS2). 
Intronic transposons can be co-transcribed with the embedded genes. 
However, whether the absence of 3dpf-absent element-derived piRNAs is 
due to lack of co-transcription of these genes at 3dpf stage awaits further 
investigation. Furthermore, we perceived that piRNAs derived from some 
of the 3dpf-absent elements (10 out of 16, 62.5%) are enriched in the adult 
testes relative to all other developmental stages, including ovaries (Fig.4). 
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It appears that embryos do not obtain these piRNAs from the mothers and 
these piRNAs are likely to be important during spermatogenesis.

LoTSEs reflect their abundance at 3wkpf 
 In one of the PIWI-piRNA pathway mutants, tdrd1fh244, we have 
detected that piRNAs derived from certain transposon in the 3wkpf gonads 
dramatically decreased in numbers (at least 15 fold less than in the wild-
type germ cells) and piRNAs from some other transposon are little effected 
by loss of Tdrd1 (reads ratio between the mutant and the wild-type is 1.5 to 
1 fold) (Huang et al., 2011), hereby, we refer to these elements as “loss-of-
Tdrd1 sensitive elements” (LoTSEs) and “loss-of-Tdrd1 resistant elements” 
(LoTREs, Table2), respectively. LoTSEs are all class I transposons while 
LoTREs are mostly class II transposons. We noticed that many of the 
LoTSE-derived piRNAs are relatively enriched at 3wkpf compared to other 
developmental stages (19 out of 23, 82.6%), while only 6.4% (3 out of 47) 
the LoTRE-derived piRNAs are enriched at 3wkpf.  Since Tdrd1 functions to 
facilitate the piRNA amplification cycle (Huang et al., 2011), the relative high 
abundance of piRNAs derived from these elements may explain the strong 
reduction of their population in the tdrd1 mutants. Interestingly, we discerned 
that there is a positive correlation between the abundance of certain LoTSE-
derived piRNAs at 3wkpf and adult testes stages (15 out of 23, 65.2%). If 
the piRNAs derived from these LoTSEs are enriched at 3wkpf, they are 
also more abundant in the adult testes (Fig.5). In Drosophila and zebrafish, 
piRNAs display sex-specific genomic organizations (Li et al., 2009; Malone et 
al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2010). It was also suggested that piRNAs are involved 
in sexual development in zebrafish (Zhou et al., 2010). It is plausible that 
these LoTSE-derived piRNAs are involved in the transition from juvenile 
oocytes to the onset of the spermatogenesis in the 3wkpf gonads. Another 
possibility is that these transposons are more expressed in juvenile oocytes 
and spermatogenic cells and that the differential expression of the LoTSE-
derived piRNAs simply reflects cell identities in the tissues used for library 
preparation.

piRNA populations differ between fish strains 
 When we compare the male and female libraries within different fish 
strains, we notice that TL adult pair and TU adult pair, although from the 
same stage, show distinct patterns. TL-F clearly has more piRNAs than 
TL-M (Fig.S1C), while TU-F and TU-M seems to have similar level of repeat 
piRNAs (Fig.S1D).  Furthermore, the composition of class I and II derived-
piRNAs seems to be different between strains. Both testis libraries have 
similar class I vs. class II ratio (about 1.5 fold), while TU-F displays higher 
ratio than TL-F (Fig.6A). It indicates that transposon activities may vary 
between different strains, which was observed in different Drosophila strains 
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as well (Brennecke et al., 2007). To 
understand which transposon 
families contribute to the difference 
between TU and TL, we plot the 
repeat piRNA composition based on 
their derived transposon class and 
family. Among class I transposons, 
the Gypsy family is ~10% higher in 
TU than in TL libraries (Fig.6B); L2 
and I families are 5-9% higher in TL 
than in TU libraries; whereas other 
class I families seem to display 
similar percentages (less than 5% 
difference) between libraries. The 
composition of class II transposons 
is almost identical between TU and 
TL pairs (Fig.6C), suggesting these 
two fish strains have different levels 
of Gypsy transposon activities.   

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
 The differences between the 
piRNAs at various developmental 
stages, suggests that piRNAs 
together with PIWI proteins regulate 
and play distinct roles during 

different stages of the germline development. According to our analyses, 
piRNAs from 3dpf stage have very distinct properties compared to piRNAs 
from later developmental stages. They are shorter, higher in retrotransposon 
content, from both the data of piRNA origin and the Ping-Pong signature, and 
are highly anti-sense oriented. It is therefore of great interest to investigate 
whether the main function of these 3dpf piRNAs is directly targeting active 
retrotransposons or if they are for other unknown purposes. Especially during 
3dpf to 7dpf, Zili is present in the nucleus of the PGCs, which gives rise to 
the possibility that PGC piRNAs may be involved in chromatin modifications 
to regulate gene expression or TE transcription for normal development of 
the germline. piRNAs produced by certain transposon families are enriched 
in distinct stages, such as hAT and SINE in 5wkpf and LINE in adult testis. 

Table2. Identities of LoTSEs and LoTREs. The 
name of each element and the ratio of the amount 
of piRNAs, which mapped to each element, in 
3-week-old wild-type and tdrd1 mutant gonads 
are listed. Asterisk indicates the enrichment of 
this transposon-derived piRNAs at 3wkpf.
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One explanation is that these families of transposons are more active 
during these specific gonadal stages. Another explanation is that specific 
piRNA clusters are activated at these stages. The fact that none of these 
piRNAs display extreme strand ratios at the indicated stages, suggests that 
the later explanation is more in favor. Nevertheless, recent findings about 
SINEs functions in eukaryotic cells reveal that some SINEs regulate mRNA 
transcription:  In some cases they block the Pol II machinery under heat 
shock stress. In others they serve as a boundary element and change the 
chromatin status to promote transcription in a developmental stage-specific 
manner during organogenesis (reviewed in Ponicsan et al., 2010). Therefore 
we cannot rule out the possibility that SINEs play similar roles during germline 
development.
 In the analyses of comparing piRNA profiles between two different 
fish strains, we observed that all the elements detected are present in both 
TU and TL libraries. A phenomenon, called hybrid dysgenesis, describes 
crosses between two different strains of animals and lead to sterility of the off-
springs.  It was later explained by Brennecke et al (2008) that it is due to lack 
of certain maternal piRNAs, which can target paternal inherited transposons. 
We do not observe sterility defects in the progenies of crosses between TU 
and TL animals, which is consistent with the above results. 
 Recently Han and colleagues (2011) showed that piRNAs from three 
different stages of germ cells during mouse spermatogenesis have distinct 
properties and origins: the percentage of piRNA population increases 
from mitotic to post-meiotic stage; piRNA length is shorter in mitotic and 
meiotic stage germ cells than in post-meiotic stage. Another recent study 
on retrotransposon-derived piRNA profiles in developing mouse testis 
also showed that during the development of the testis, piRNA origin shifts 
from active retrotransposon transcripts to intronic retrotransposons that 
co-transcribed with mRNAs (Mourier, 2011). In our analyses, all types of 
spermatogenic cells were pooled together therefore we were not able to verify 
whether the above observations are also conserved in zebrafish. Further 
studies on the differences of piRNA profiles from purified cells with specific 
differentiation stages will bring more answers and insights of the possible 
divergent as well as conserved functions of the PIWI-piRNA pathway during 
the gonadal development. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Zebrafish strains and genetics
Zebrafish were kept under standard conditions. Wildtype fish with either TL 
or TU in combination with vas::EGFP transgene (Krovel and Olsen 2004) 
background are used. 
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Figure 6. Distinct piRNA compositions between TU and TL fish strains. (A) The ratio between the 
reads of piRNAs mapped to class I and class II transposons within individual library is plotted. Percen-
tages of piRNAs mapped to various transposon families of class I (B) and class II (C) within one library 
are plotted. 

Figure S1. Small RNA 
composition changes 
during development. (A) 
Small RNA types conside-
red are plotted according 
to their percentage in each 
library. Repeat piRNA and 
other piRNA reads in 3dpf 
and 7dpf (B), TL-F and TL-M 
(C) and TU-F and TU-M (D) 
libraries are compared after 
normalizing by setting miR-
NA reads in each library to 
1 million.

Figure S2. Length distribution of small RNAs in all libra-
ries. The percentage of mapped small RNA reads (y-axis) is 
plotted against the length of the small RNA in nucleotides (x-
axis) in bar diagrams. Each developmental stage is indicated 
in different colors.

Figure S3. Differential expression of piRNAs during development. piRNAs mapped to certain trans-
poson families are illustrated (A) hAT and SINE families. (B) LINE family. RPM: reads per million.
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Isolation of adult gonads
Adult animals were sacrificed in icy water. Gonads of these animals were 
isolated under standard dissection microscope and immediately stored in 
Trizol-LS (Invitrogen) for RNA isolation according to the manufacturer’s 
protocol.

Isolation of 3wkpf and 5wkpf gonads
3wkpf and 5wkpf animals with vas::EGFP transgene were sacrificed in 
icy water and kept on ice prior dissection. Gonads of these animals were 
isolated under M2Bio GFP microscope and immediately stored in Trizol-LS 
(Invitrogen) for RNA isolation according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

TableS1. Identities of 3dpf-absent elements. The 
names of the elements are listed according to their 
belonging class (class I or class II). Asterisk indicates 
that piRNAs mapped to this element are enriched at 
adult testis stage. # indicates the genomic origin of 
the elements have been checked and described in 
TableS2.

TableS2. Genomic origins 
of some 3dpf-absent ele-
ments. The genomic locations, 
whether they are located in the 
intronic region of genes, and 
the associated gene names are 
indicated in the table.
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FACS of 3dpf and 7dpf PGCs
3dpf and 7dpf embryos with vas::EGFP transgene were collected sacrificed 
in icy water. Whole embryos were treated with TrypLE Express (GIBCO) for 
60 minutes at 28 oC to dissociate the cells. Fetal calf serum was added to 
20% to stop the reaction. Cells were spun down at 1500rpm for 1 minute and 
washed once with PBS. Resuspended cells were kept in PBS on ice before 
sorting. The cell suspension was further filtered and sorted using a MoFlo 
Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting machine (Dakocytomatino). Total RNA 
was isolated from sorted high GFP cells.

Library preparation
For 3dpf, 7dpf, 3wkpf, TL-F, TL-M, TU-F and TU-M libraries: Total RNA 
was size selected (18-32 nt); subsequently both 3’ and 5’ adapters were 
ligated. The ligated RNA was reverse transcribed into cDNA. This cDNA 
was amplified with 16-18 cycles of PCR and purified using the Macherey & 
Nagel NucleoSpin Extract II kit. The cDNA was eventually sent for a 50 cycle 
sequencing run on an Illumina/Solexa platform.

For 5wkpf library: Total RNA was poly(A)-tailed using poly(A) polymerase 
followed by ligation of a RNA adaptor to the 5’-phosphate of the RNAs. First-
strand cDNA synthesis was performed using an oligo(dT)-linker primer and 
M-MLV-RNase H- reverse transcriptase. The cDNA was PCR-amplified for 
16 cycles according to the instructions of Illumina/Solexa.

Sequence analysis
Bioinformatic analysis was performed as previously described (Huang et al., 
2011).
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ABSTRACT
Piwi proteins function in an RNAi-like pathway that silences 
transposons. Piwi-associated RNAs, also known as piRNAs, act as 
a guide to identify Piwi targets. The tudor-domain-containing protein 
Tdrd1 has been linked to this pathway but its function has thus far 
remained unclear. We show that zebrafish Tdrd1 is required for efficient 
Piwi-pathway activity and proper nuage formation. Furthermore, we find 
that Tdrd1 binds both zebrafish Piwi proteins, Ziwi and Zili, and reveal 
sequence specificity in the interaction between Tdrd1 tudor domains 
and symmetrically dimethylated arginines (sDMAs) in Zili. Finally, we 
show that Tdrd1 associates with long RNA molecules. These Tdrd1 
associated transcripts (TATs) likely represent cleaved Piwi pathway 
targets and may serve as piRNA biogenesis intermediates. Altogether, 
our data suggest that Tdrd1 acts as a molecular scaffold for Piwi-
pathway components, comprising Piwi proteins, their piRNA cofactors 
and their targets, and provides specificity through interactions between 
specific sDMAs in Piwi proteins and Tdrd1.

Key words
Tdrd1, Piwi, zebrafish, piRNA, piRNA target, nuage

INTRODUCTION
 In gonads of animals, the activity of a specialized RNAi-like pathway 
is essential for reproduction. This pathway is characterized by a subclass 
of the Argonaute protein family known as the Piwi subfamily (Carmell et al, 
2002). It is required for efficient transposon silencing, germ cell differentiation 
and meiosis (Aravin et al, 2001; Brennecke et al, 2007; Carmell et al, 2007; 
Cox et al, 1998; Cox et al, 2000; Deng & Lin, 2002; Ghildiyal & Zamore, 
2009; Houwing et al, 2008; Houwing et al, 2007; Kuramochi-Miyagawa et 
al, 2004). The Piwi pathway operates in distinct subcellular compartments, 
with nuage -an electron dense, germ cell-specific structure associated with 
mitochondria- functioning as a major site of Piwi protein activity (Aravin et 
al, 2009; Harris & Macdonald, 2001; Li et al, 2009; Lim & Kai, 2007; Lim et 
al, 2009; Malone et al, 2009; Pane et al, 2007; Patil & Kai, 2010; Shoji et al, 
2009). Nuage is known to associate with clusters of nuclear pores (Pitt et al, 
2000), suggesting that nuage has a function in the trafficking of molecules 
between the nucleus and the cytoplasm. Interestingly, nuage-like structures 
named Yb bodies have been described in Drosophila somatic nurse cells 
surrounding the oocyte (Szakmary et al, 2009) and these bodies have 
been implicated in Piwi-pathway activity as well, in particular the loading 
of Drosophila Piwi with piRNA and its subsequent transit into the nucleus 
(Olivieri et al, 2010; Qi et al, 2011; Saito et al, 2010).
 Small RNAs named piRNAs, and sometimes rasiRNAs in Drosophila, 
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guide Piwi proteins to their targets (Aravin et al, 2006; Girard et al, 2006; Lau 
et al, 2006; Saito et al, 2006). Two types of piRNAs have been identified: 
primary and secondary (Li et al, 2009; Malone et al, 2009). Primary piRNAs 
are characterized by uracil at their 5’ end. They are likely derived from long 
single stranded transcripts through cleavage by an unknown nuclease, 
after which the 5’-end of the 3’-cleavage product is bound by a Piwi protein 
followed by 3’-end processing (Horwich et al, 2007; Houwing et al, 2007; 
Kirino & Mourelatos, 2007; Saito et al, 2007; Vagin et al, 2006). Primary 
piRNAs can trigger the generation of secondary piRNAs through cleavage 
of single stranded transcripts by the Piwi proteins themselves (Brennecke 
et al, 2007; Gunawardane et al, 2007; Li et al, 2009). This step defines 
the 5’ end of a novel piRNA, which is then again presumably followed by 
3’ end trimming. Consequently, secondary piRNAs have opposite polarity 
compared to primary piRNAs and are characterized by adenosine at position 
ten. In turn, if complementary target RNA molecules are present, secondary 
piRNAs may trigger generation of additional primary-like piRNAs. Because 
of the reciprocal interactions involved, this mode of piRNA biogenesis has 
been dubbed ‘ping-pong’ (Brennecke et al, 2007).
 Additional components of these mechanisms have been identified. 
Many of these interactors (Tdrd proteins) contain so-called Tudor domains 
(Chen et al, 2009; Kirino et al, 2009a; Liu et al, 2011; Nishida et al, 2009; 
Patil & Kai, 2010; Reuter et al, 2009; Vagin et al, 2009; Vasileva et al, 2009; 
Wang et al, 2009; Yabuta et al, 2011). It was shown for tudor domains 
of the p100 and Tdrd3 proteins that they can bind peptides containing 
symmetrically dimethylated arginine (sDMA) (Cote & Richard, 2005) and 
subsequent structural studies have revealed the physical basis behind these 
interactions (Friberg et al, 2009; Liu et al, 2010a; Liu et al, 2010b).  Indeed, 
sDMAs have been identified in the N-terminal tails of Piwi proteins and in 
other Piwi-pathway components like Vasa (Kirino et al, 2010), and these 
mediate interaction with tudor-domain containing proteins (Chen et al, 2009; 
Kirino et al, 2009a; Nishida et al, 2009; Reuter et al, 2009; Vagin et al, 2009). 
Interestingly, multiple sDMA sites in Piwi proteins have been described and 
many Tdrd proteins contain multiple Tudor domains that potentially can bind 
multiple peptides simultaneously (Liu et al, 2010a). It is thus far, however, not 
clear whether tudor-Piwi interactions display sequence specificity. Finally, 
Nishida et al (2009) reported on long RNA molecules associated with the 
Drosophila multi-tudor domain protein Tud and suggested that these may be 
piRNA precursors, but a detailed molecular analysis supporting this notion 
was not provided.

Mutants in Tdrd protein encoding genes have been described in both 
mice and Drosophila. In mice, mutants lacking the tudor-domain-containing 
proteins Tdrd1, Tdrd5, Tdrd6 and Tdrd9 result in male sterility (Chuma et al, 
2006; Shoji et al, 2009; Vasileva et al, 2009; Wang et al, 2009; Yabuta et al, 
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2011). In addition, relatively weak effects on piRNA production in tdrd1 and 
tdrd9 mutants have been reported (Reuter et al, 2009; Shoji et al, 2009; Vagin 
et al, 2009) demonstrating a functional role of these proteins in the Piwi-
pathway. In Drosophila, mutations in Piwi-pathway associated tdrd genes 
have defects in fertility, transposon silencing and subcellular localization of 
Piwi-pathway components, again revealing a functional relevance of these 
Piwi-interacting proteins (Aravin et al, 2001; Kennerdell et al, 2002; Kirino et 
al, 2009b; Liu et al, 2011; Nishida et al, 2009; Patil & Kai, 2010). However, 
it is still far from clear what most Tdrd proteins do to support Piwi protein 
activity.
 Zebrafish germ cells express two Piwi proteins, Ziwi and Zili (Houwing 
et al, 2008; Houwing et al, 2007). Ziwi predominantly binds primary(-like) 
piRNAs, which are anti-sense with respect to targeted transposons, whereas 
Zili mostly associates with sense, secondary piRNAs. Both Piwi proteins 
are required for normal germ cell development. Here we demonstrate that 
zebrafish Tdrd1 is an interactor of both Ziwi and Zili. It is required for nuage 
formation and tdrd1 mutation results in mild delocalization of Zili. Other 
Piwi-pathway-related defects such as transposon desilencing and germ 
cell defects are observed as well in tdrd1 mutants, consistent with results 
obtained in mice. We then go on to reveal sequence specificity in the Tudor-
domain-Zili interaction and identify specific arginines that, when symmetrically 
dimethylated, bind to Tdrd1. Finally, we describe Tdrd1-associated long RNA 
molecules that display all the characteristics of -thus far undetected- piRNA 
biogenesis intermediates. Taken together, we demonstrate that sequence 
specificity is a relevant factor in assessing Tdrd-Piwi interactions and that 
Tdrd1 interacts with multiple RNA and protein components of the Piwi-
pathway. This, for the first time, provides direct support for the idea that Tdrd 
proteins may function as molecular scaffolds in this pathway.

RESULTS
Zili interacting proteins
 We performed mass spectrometry on Zili immuno-precipitates (IPs) 
(TableS1). Apart from Zili, we mainly enriched for tudor domain-containing 
proteins, in line with previously published findings regarding Piwi protein 
interactors (Chen et al, 2009; Kirino et al, 2009b; Nishida et al, 2009; Reuter 
et al, 2009; Siomi et al, 2010; Vagin et al, 2009; Wang et al, 2009). We 
focused our analysis on Tdrd1, a strongly conserved protein with four Tudor 
domains and an N-terminal MYND domain that has been implicated in 
nuage formation, germ-cell differentiation and Piwi pathway activity in mice 
(Chuma et al, 2006; Hosokawa et al, 2007; Reuter et al, 2009; Vagin et al, 
2009; Wang et al, 2009). We raised an antibody against zebrafish Tdrd1 
that recognizes a gonad-specific protein of roughly the expected molecular 
weight of 130kDa (Fig 1A). Immunostainings using this antibody reveal germ 
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cell specific signals in wild-type but not in tdrd1 mutant animals (see below). 
Mass spectrometry on Tdrd1 IPs identified both Ziwi and Zili but also Vasa 
and the tudor-domain-containing proteins Tdrd4 and Tdrd5 (Table S2).

Tdrd1 expression
 Using Western blotting analysis we can detect Tdrd1 expression 
in testis and immature oocytes (Fig. 1A and S1A-C). Tdrd1 signal in total 
ovary, mostly consisting of large, mature oocytes is often not detectable 
(Fig. 1A), most likely due to the fact that maturing oocytes accumulate high 
amounts of yolk proteins, diluting the Tdrd1 signal. Consistent with this, 
we only detect strong Tdrd1 signals in oocytes of stage II and younger 
in immuno-histochemistry experiments (Fig. 1B). During development, 
Tdrd1 protein becomes detectable in the primordial germ cells (PGCs) at 
four days post fertilization (4dpf; Fig. 1C and S1D). At this stage, Tdrd1 is 
cytoplasmic, displaying fine granular distribution (Fig. 1B) distinct from the 
nuclear localization of Zili at 4dpf (Houwing et al, 2008). At 5dpf Tdrd1 starts 
to assemble into larger perinuclear granules (Fig. S1D), much like we have 
described for Zili (Houwing et al, 2008). At later time points, Tdrd1 and Zili 
display very similar sub-cellular localization, most prominently in nuage-
like structures in early stages of both oocyte and sperm development (Fig. 
1B,D and S1C). Using immunogold electron microscopy (EM) we confirmed 
that indeed both Zili and Tdrd1 localize to electron-dense structures (Fig. 
S1E and S2A). This localization profile closely resembles that described for 
mouse Tdrd1 (Aravin et al, 2009; Chuma et al, 2006).

Loss of Tdrd1 affects nuage and Zili localization
 We obtained a tdrd1 mutant allele, fh224, harboring a premature stop 
codon truncating Tdrd1 between the MYND- and the first Tudor domain. 
Tdrd1 immunohistochemistry on tdrd1 mutant cells shows no detectable 
staining (Fig.1B), indicating that fh224 represents a strong loss of function 
allele, perhaps a null allele. Tdrd1 homozygous mutants are viable but loose 
their germ cells during development (Fig. 2A and S2C), similar to the ziwi 
and zili loss-of-function phenotypes (Houwing et al, 2008; Houwing et al, 
2007). However, in contrast to ziwi and zili mutants, tdrd1 mutants contain 
differentiating germ cells at three weeks of age (Fig. 2A and S2C). This 
indicates that the tdrd1 mutant phenotype is relatively weak. The zebrafish 
genome (version Zv9) only encodes one tdrd1 gene ruling out redundancy 
through gene duplication. Although we cannot exclude the possibility that other 
Tdrd proteins can partially substitute for Tdrd1 we prefer the interpretation 
that Tdrd1 function is not absolutely required for Piwi-pathway activity but 
rather potentiates it.
 Next, we determined the sub-cellular localization of Tdrd1 and Zili 
in each other’s absence. Zili remains nuclear in tdrd1 mutant PGCs and 
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Tdrd1 remains present in fine cytoplasmic granules in absence of Zili (Fig. 
2B,C). At later stages, when most Zili is found in nuage, we observe that 
Zili immunostaining becomes less focused around the nucleus and spreads 
into the cytoplasm in tdrd1 mutants (Fig. 2D and FigS2D-E). However, 
perinuclear Zili-positive granules are still present. We also used transmission 
EM to analyze nuage in more detail in wild-type and tdrd1 mutant oocytes. In 
general, tdrd1 mutant oocytes contain only few nuage-like patches compared 
to wild-type, and these patches are much less electron dense (Fig. 2E). These 
structures are no longer tightly associated with mitochondria but their overall 
association with the nuclear envelope is less affected (Fig. S3). Immunogold 
labelling showed that Zili is no longer detectable in the structures that persist 
in absence of Tdrd1 (Fig. S2B). This implies that the peri-nuclear localization 
of Piwi proteins observed in immuno-fluorescence experiments does not 
reflect nuage as defined by EM and that other mechanisms are in place to 
steer Piwi proteins towards peri-nuclear regions. 
 We noted in the TEM experiments that nuage in oocytes associates 
with clusters of nuclear pores. This resembles findings in C. elegans, where 
P-granules have been found associated with nuclear pore clusters (Pitt et al, 
2000). Interestingly, in tdrd1 mutant oocytes we find significantly more solitary 
pores and less extended aggregates (Fig. 2F), suggesting that Tdrd1 is one 
of the factors driving the clustering of nuclear pores in zebrafish oocytes.
 
Tdrd1 affects piRNA populations
 Mouse Tdrd1 has been described to have effects on ping-pong 
efficiency (Vagin et al, 2009) and to filter RNA molecules entering the ping-
pong cycle (Reuter et al, 2009). We probed the effect of zebrafish Tdrd1 
on piRNAs to see if these effects can be seen in the zebrafish. We made 
small RNA libraries from three-week-old wild-type and mutant gonads, 
a stage in which tdrd1 mutant gonad morphology is relatively normal, 
and analyzed these using deep sequencing (TableS3). First, assuming 
miRNA levels remain unchanged, a mild decrease in piRNA abundance 
was observed (Fig. S4A). In contrast to what has been described in mice 
(Reuter et al, 2009), we do not observe an increase in gene-derived, or other 
RNA species-derived piRNAs (TableS3). We then looked at transposon-
derived piRNAs specifically, and noted an especially strong effect of tdrd1 
mutation on retro-transposon piRNAs (Fig. 3A). This may derive from the 
fact that retrotransposons, while representing a minority of all transposable 
elements in the zebrafish genome, produce most piRNAs (Houwing et al, 
2007), indicating that the majority of Piwi activity is directed against retro-
transposons. For some elements we observed a change in strand bias of 
the piRNAs (Fig.S4B), and in those cases the class that is mostly bound by 
Ziwi (Houwing et al, 2008) was reduced. Next, we quantified transcript levels 
of five individual transposons using q-RT-PCR on RNA isolated from FACS 
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purified germ cells. This revealed that most elements tested are upregulated 
in the tdrd1 mutant (Fig. 3B), showing that in tdrd1 mutants transposon 
silencing activity is reduced. The extent of transcript upregulation and piRNA 
decrease for these elements match rather well (Fig. S5), although we cannot 
make general statements regarding such correlation based on five individual 
elements. Finally, we analyzed Piwi-cleavage activity by looking at the so-
called ping-pong signature, the characteristic signal of 10-nucleotide sense-
antisense 5’-overlaps between individual piRNAs. We observed a very low 
ping-pong signature in tdrd1 mutants (Fig. S4C). However, when we correct 
for the amount of overlapping reads in total, a wild-type signature is evident 
(Fig. S4D). Taken together, these data suggest that in absence of Tdrd1, Piwi 
proteins can still cleave their targets, but do so less frequently.

Tdrd1-Zili binding characteristics
 Co-IP experiments using zebrafish Tdrd1-specific antibodies 
confirmed that Tdrd1 binds, directly or indirectly, to Zili (Fig. 4A). In mouse, 
Tdrd1 has been suggested to bind exclusively to Mili (Reuter et al, 2009) but 
also to be less specific in its choice for specific Piwi paralogs, i.e. binding 
Mili, Miwi and Miwi2 (Chen et al, 2009; Vagin et al, 2009). In zebrafish, Tdrd1 
clearly interacts with both Zili and Ziwi (Fig. 4A), although little Tdrd1 is 
detected in Ziwi IPs. The latter may be due to Tdrd1 shielding the antibody-
epitope on Ziwi or to an abundance of non-Tdrd1-bound Ziwi. 
 Binding of Tudor domains to Piwi proteins has been shown to require 
sDMA residues in the N-terminal tails of the Piwi proteins (Kirino et al, 2009a; 
Nishida et al, 2009; Reuter et al, 2009; Vagin et al, 2009). Using arginine 
methylation specific antibodies we found that also Zili contains this type of 
arginine modification (Fig. 4B). Using mass spectrometry on immuno-purified 
Zili protein, we identified four methylation sites in the N-terminal region 
of Zili (R68, 163, 221 and 228) (Fig. S6 and data not shown). We tested 
whether these four sites can mediate Tdrd1 binding by performing pull-down 
experiments in testis extracts, using synthetic biotinylated peptides as bait. 
We found that Tdrd1 binds most strongly to peptides containing dimethylated 
R221 or R228 (Fig. 4C). Peptides with unmethylated arginines (Fig. 4C) and 
of unrelated sequence but containing sDMA (Fig. 4C) do not interact with 
Tdrd1. These interactions are RNA-independent as they are performed in 
the presence of RNaseA. We also tested which of the Tdrd1 tudor domains 
can bind Zili through GST-pull-down experiments using testis extracts. This 
revealed that the most C-terminal tudor-domain of Tdrd1 most strongly 
associates with Zili (Fig. 4D). This differs from observations on Tdrd1-Mili 
interactions in a heterologous setting that implicated the N-terminal half of 
Tdrd1 in Mili binding (Wang et al, 2009).
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Figure 1. Tdrd1 expression in zebrafish. (A) Western blot analysis of Tdrd1 in diverse tissues. (B) 
Immuno-histochemistry on ovary. Arrow-heads indicate pachytene stage oogonia. Scale bars are 
10μm. I, II: oocyte stage. (C) Immunohisto-chemistry on PGCs in 4 days post fertilisation (dpf) embryos. 
Vas::EGFP expression marks PGCs. Green: Tdrd1. Blue: DAPI. Scale bars are 10μm. Dashed line 
outlines a single PGC. (D) Co-staining of Ziwi, Zili and Tdrd1 in stage I oocyte. N: nucleus. Arrow-heads: 
sites of colocalization. Scale bar 5μm. Green: Tdrd1. Red: Ziwi. Magenta: Zili.

Figure 2. tdrd1 mutant analysis. (A) Vasa ISH (purple) on gonads from wild-type and tdrd1 mutant 
females at 3 and 4 weeks post fertilization (wpf). Scale-bar: 100μm. (B) Zili immuno-histochemistry (red) 
in wild-type and tdrd1 PGCs (5dpf). Blue: DAPI. Dashed line outlines individual PGCs. (C) Tdrd1 immuno-
histochemistry (green) in wild-type and zili mutant PGCs (5dpf). Blue: DAPI. Dashed line outlines individual 
PGCs. (D) Zili staining on wild-type and tdrd1 oocytes at 3 wpf. Scale-bars B-D: 5μm. (E) Transmission 
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Tdrd1 associated piRNAs
 We next analyzed the RNA molecules associated with Tdrd1 in 
zebrafish testis. As can be expected, we found RNA species that resemble 
mature piRNAs in Tdrd1 IPs (Fig 5A). We size-selected these small RNAs and 
sequenced them. As comparison we sequenced testis-derived piRNAs from 
Ziwi and Zili IPs and piRNAs from total testis extracts. The observed length 
profiles from Ziwi and Zili IPs correlate well with our previously published 
results (Houwing et al, 2008). Interestingly, the Tdrd1 bound piRNA length 
profile is intermediate between the Ziwi and Zili profiles (Fig. 5B), suggesting 
roughly equimolar amounts of Ziwi- and Zili-bound piRNAs in Tdrd1 IPs. 
We further analyzed transposon derived piRNA sequences in terms of their 
strand biases. As described before (Houwing et al, 2008) for many repeats 
(287 out of 866) Ziwi and Zili enrich for anti-sense and sense piRNAs 
respectively, but we also detect a set of transposons in which this bias is 
inverted (97 out of 866). The Tdrd1-bound piRNAs from these two sets of 
transposons (producing 50% of all transposon piRNAs) display intermediate 
strand biases, consistent with a mix of Ziwi and Zili-bound piRNAs (Fig. 5C) 
in Tdrd1 IPs.

One potential function for Tdrd1 could be to select specific transcripts 
for entry into the piRNA amplification cycle. Such a function has been proposed 
for mouse Tdrd1 (Reuter et al, 2009). We therefor checked whether the 
piRNAs retrieved by Tdrd1 IP display the same transposon profile as we find 
in the total Ziwi and Zili IPs (Fig. 5D). This revealed a very strong correlation 
between piRNA obtained from both Tdrd1- and Ziwi IPs and Tdrd1- and Zili 
IPs, strongly suggesting that Tdrd1 does not play a significant role in target 
discrimination, at least not between different transposon substrates.

Tdrd1 associated transcripts
 Next to piRNAs we also detect long RNA molecules in Tdrd1 IPs, 
further referred to as Tdrd1-associated-transcripts, or TATs) (Fig. 5A). We 
cloned these longer species from Tdrd1 IP samples without size selection 
or enzymatic pre-treatments. They likely lack 2’-OMe modifications since 
we cloned almost exclusively long RNA molecules from the Tdrd1 IP while 
piRNAs are present at similar levels (Fig. 5A). Since we do not treat the RNA 
with either phosphatases or kinases, the majority of TATs likely contain 5’P 
and 3’OH termini. After cloning and sequencing the first 46 nucleotides from 
their 5’ end, we find that loci producing TATs tend to also produce piRNAs, 
and abundances of both RNA types correlate well (Fig. 6A and S7A). Overall, 
TATs, like the Tdrd1-associated piRNAs, display a roughly 1:1 ratio of sense 
versus antisense polarities (Fig.S7B). Interestingly, at the level of individual 

electron microscopy on 3 wpf ovaries from wild-type and tdrd1 mutant animals. Mitochondria (M), nuage 
(arrow-heads) and nucleoli (NC) are labeled. Scale-bar: 1μm. (F) Cluster sizes of nuclear pores were 
determined from TEM images in wild-type and tdrd1 mutant ovaries of 3wpf. Y-axis shows how often each 
cluster size was found. X-axis shows cluster size. (p<0.001; Chi-squared test)
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transposons we find that the strand ratios of Tdrd1 associated piRNAs anti-
correlate with the strand ratios found in TATs (Fig. 6B), suggesting a guide-
target-RNA interaction between the two populations.
 To follow up this observation, we asked whether TATs displayed a 
ping-pong signal when compared with the transposon-derived piRNAs 
obtained from Tdrd1 IPs. A signal of 10 bases overlap was indeed observed 
(Fig. 6C). Many overlaps also covered the complete piRNA length, possibly 
reflecting uncleaved targets or the fact that our libraries are not saturated 
(TableS3). We also probed the distances between TAT and piRNA 5’ ends. 
This revealed that most TATs contain a 5’ end that is identical to that of a 
mature piRNA (Fig. 6D). Together, these data suggest that TATs represent 
cleaved piRNA target fragments that may be converted into mature piRNAs 
through 3’ end trimming activities.

DISCUSSION
 Collectively, our data provide a model for the molecular function of 
the vertebrate Piwi-pathway component Tdrd1. We show that Tdrd1 binds 
both RNA and protein components of the Piwi pathway and that in absence 
of Tdrd1 the Piwi pathway operates with a much lower efficiency. This results 
in partial piRNA target activation and defects in germ cell development. In 
addition, we identify RNA transcripts that display hallmarks of piRNA targets 
and/or cleavage products. Below we further discuss both protein and RNA 
interactions of Tdrd1.

Tdrd1 and nuage formation
 We describe strong defects in nuage formation in tdrd1 mutants. 
Electron-dense structures are largely absent and those that are present do 
not associate with the nuclear membrane. Yet, like has been observed in 
mice (Vagin et al, 2009), perinuclear foci of Piwi proteins can still be observed 
in tdrd1 mutants. How can this be resolved? One potential explanation for 
these findings may be found in the fact that in Drosophila the Piwi protein 
Aubergine, but also Vasa and the arginine-protein-methyltransferase-5 
cofactor Valois genetically act upstream of the tudor-domain protein Tud 
(Cavey et al, 2005; Ephrussi & Lehmann, 1992; Thomson & Lasko, 2005). 
This could imply that Piwi-pathway activity triggers the onset of nuage 
formation and that the action of Tdrd proteins is subsequently required to 
boost this process into formation of nuage as we can detect it in wild-type 
germ cells. The Piwi positive granules detected in absence of Tdrd1 may 
thus represent immature nuage with insufficient RNA and protein content to 
allow detection in TEM experiments.

Specificity in the interactions between Tdrd1 and Zili
 Tdrd1 has four tudor-domains. We find that the most C-terminal 
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domain binds Zili with the highest affinity. This differs from a previous study 
on mouse Tdrd1 in which the N-terminal part of Tdrd1 was implicated in Mili 
binding (Wang et al, 2009). This may be due to differences in the mouse 
and zebrafish Piwi-pathways or to the fact that Wang et al investigated the 
Mili-Tdrd1 interaction in 293T cells, which could lead to sDMA formation on 
Mili residues that mediate binding to the N-terminal Tdrd1 tudor domains. 
Related to this hypothesis we find that the Tdrd1-Zili interaction indeed 
displays sequence specificity. We identify two closely positioned sDMA 
sites in Zili that associate strongly with Tdrd1, while other sDMA containing 
peptides display a much weaker interaction. Furthermore, we have not been 
able to detect another tudor-domain-containing protein, Tdrd6, coming down 
in our peptide-pull-down assays (Huang and Ketting, unpublished data). 
With the caveat that our experiments can report indirect interactions, these 
results suggest that sequence specificity in the interactions between tudor 
domains and sDMA residues in Piwi proteins may be a general phenomenon. 
In case of Tdrd1-Zili interactions, the most C-terminal tudor domain of Tdrd1 
may interact with sDMAs at positions 221 and 228 in Zili. Due to the poor 
sequence conservation in the N-terminal regions of Piwi proteins it is difficult 
to directly relate these residues to homologous arginines in Zili homologues. 
The available structures of Tudor domains in complex with sDMA containing 
peptides (Liu et al, 2010a; Liu et al, 2010b) have revealed rather broad 
groves in which peptides are bound, suggesting that the specificity here 
observed may not result from sequence specific interactions between the 
residues surrounding the sDMA and the tudor domain. Rather it may be 

regional electrostatic and 
hydrophobic interactions 
that may determine how 
well a specific peptide 
will interact with a specific 
tudor domain.  

Figure 3. Effect of tdrd1 mutation 
on transposons and piRNAs. 
(A) Box plot displaying the effects 
of tdrd1 mutation on piRNA levels 
derived from transposable elements 
that transpose either via an RNA- 
or a DNA intermediate. Ratios are 
based on all transposon derived 
reads that were normalized between 
the wild-type and tdrd1 libraries. (B) 
q-RT-PCR analysis on five individual 
transposons, using RNA from FACS 
isolated germ cells from wild-type 
and tdrd1 mutant gonads. a-e: 
EnSpmN1, I-1, GypsyDR2, Ngaro1, 
Polinton1.
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TATs: piRNA biogenesis intermediates? 
 We have identified long RNA molecules associated with Tdrd1 (TATs) 
and their characteristics suggest they may be directly derived from piRNA 
targets. Such a target RNA association function for Tudor domain proteins 
may be conserved, as for example Drosophila Tudor has been found 
associated with long RNA transcripts, although these have not been analyzed 
in detail (Nishida et al, 2009). In absence of a biochemical system for piRNA 
biogenesis it is difficult to prove that TATs are genuine piRNA biogenesis 
intermediates. However, they should at least be viewed as good candidates 
for the following reasons. First, by definition, TATs are found in association 
with Tdrd1, suggesting they may be localized in nuage, a site where ping-
pong amplification of piRNAs is believed to occur (Aravin et al, 2009; Harris 
& Macdonald, 2001; Li et al, 2009; Lim & Kai, 2007; Lim et al, 2009; Malone 
et al, 2009; Pane et al, 2007; Patil & Kai, 2010; Shoji et al, 2009). Direct 
testing of this hypothesis will require high-resolution RNA in situ hybridization 
techniques. Second, TATs tend to be of opposite polarity compared to the 
piRNAs found in the same Tdrd1 environment. And third, TAT 5’ ends match 

Figure 4. Specific arginine methylation on Zili mediates Tdrd1 binding. (A) Western blots on IP material 
from testis extracts using antibodies directed against Ziwi, Zili and Tdrd1. (B) IP-western blot analysis 
on testis extracts using antibodies recognizing Zili, and symmetrically and asymmetrically dimethylated 
arginines. (C) Pull-down experiments using biotinylated peptides spanning Zili residues R68, R163, R221, 
R228 and R700. A histone-H3-derived peptide containing sDMA (3a5) was also used as a control. Pull-
down sample was analyzed through Western blotting. (-): unmethylated arginine; (s) sDMA.  (D) Tdrd1 
tudor domains were individually expressed as GST-fusion proteins and used as baits in testis extracts. 
Bound material was probed for Zili and GST using Western blotting.
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Figure 6. Tdrd1 
associated transcripts 
(TATs). (A) Scatter-
plot displaying read 
counts for TATs (Y-axis) 
and Tdrd1 associated 
piRNAs (X-axis) for 
individual loci. A locus 
is defined as a region of 
the genome covered by 
at least 10 piRNAs and/
or long RNAs, allowing 
for 100 base pair gaps. 
Correlation coefficient 
R=0.72. (B) Heatmap 
showing strand biases 
of piRNAs from 
individual transposons 
in the indicated libraries. 
Map is relative from left 
to right and is sorted on 
strand ratios of Tdrd1 
associated piRNAs. Low 
Z-score (red) indicates 
relative enrichment for 
anti-sense reads. C) 
Number of transposon-
derived Tdrd1-
associated piRNAs 
(Y-axis) that have a 5’ 
end overlap (X-axis) 

Figure 5. Tdrd1 associated piRNAs. (A) 
Radiolabelled RNA from the indicated IPs was 
separated on a denaturing gel, followed by 
autoradiography. Bracket indicates piRNAs. 
Arrows indicates longer RNA species. (B) 
Length distributions of piRNAs from Ziwi, Zili 
and Tdrd1 IPs. (C) Heatmap showing strand 
biases of piRNAs from individual transposons in 
the indicated libraries. Map is relative from left 
to right and is sorted on strand ratios of Tdrd1 
associated piRNAs. Low Z-score (red) indicates 
relative enrichment for anti-sense reads. (D) 
Scatterplot displaying the coverage of different 
transposon types (open circles) by piRNAs from a 
Zili IP (X-axis) and a Tdrd1 IP (Y-axis). Correlation 
coefficient R=0.93.
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those of mature piRNAs and they display a ping-pong signal with mature 
piRNAs, suggesting that TATs are generated through piRNA-mediated 
cleavage. However, since we find a clear anti-correlation between the strand 
ratios of long RNAs and piRNAs it is clear that not all TATs can be converted 
into piRNAs, at least not into Tdrd1-associated piRNAs. We currently 
entertain two mutually non-exclusive explanations for this observation. First, 
the majority of TATs may be quickly degraded, preventing further participation 
in the ping-pong cycle. Second, piRNAs generated in the context of Tdrd1 
may not remain associated with Tdrd1. The latter option is consistent with 
significant, non-Tdrd1 associated Piwi pools that have been observed in 
many studies. For example, in the adult ovary and testis of zebrafish most 
Ziwi is not found in peri-nuclear nuage but rather in a diffuse distribution in 
the cytoplasm (Houwing et al, 2008). In Xenopus oocytes Xiwi has been 
found associated with the Balbiani body (Lau et al, 2009), a structure that we 
do not find to contain Tdrd1 in the zebrafish. Finally, in mice Miwi2 associates 
with piP-bodies that lack Tdrd1 (Aravin et al, 2009).  These observations 
strongly suggest that Tdrd1 is not the only scaffold for the Piwi-pathway and 
that additional sites of piRNA accumulation await further characterisation.

Further research into TATs will be required to fully understand their 
properties and their relevance to the Piwi pathway. For example, although 
we did not sequence their complete lengths, many TATs seem to be of rather 
discrete size (around 170 bases). Currently we have no good explanation 
for this observation, but perhaps initially a more heterogeneous population 
is generated that is then trimmed to the observed size? This would suggest 
that the 5’ parts of TATs are being shielded from further degradation. Could 
nuage be responsible for this shielding? Consistent with this idea, we have 
previously described that Hen1, an enzyme involved in piRNA maturation, 
is indeed found in nuage (Kamminga et al, 2010). It will also be of interest 
to see how the RNA molecules here described relate to the potential piRNA 
intermediates (named piR-ILs) described by Saito et al. (Saito et al, 2010). 
TATs are longer and likely have 5’ phosphate ends that match to 5’ ends of 
mature piRNAs, while piR-ILs lack 5’ phosphate groups and do not align 
well with mature piRNAs. Since piR-ILs have been detected in the context of 
the primary piRNA biogenesis pathway it could be that piR-ILs are specific 
to primary piRNA biogenesis and that the TATs described here relate 
specifically to the ping-pong mechanism. Furthermore, what fraction of the 
long Tdrd1-associated transcripts will actually be converted into a piRNA 
and does Tdrd1 interact with long RNAs in the absence of Piwi proteins? 
Unfortunately, the extremely small size of the gonads at the time when ziwi, 

with TATs from the opposite strand. (D) Bar diagram displaying the distance between the 5’ ends of TATs 
and Tdrd1-associated piRNAs from the same genomic strands. X-axis reflects the most frequent distance 
of 5’ ends between any TAT species compared to all overlapping piRNAs. Y-axis displays how often each 
distance is observed.
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zili and tdrd1 mutants still contain relatively healthy germ cells prevents 
biochemical analysis of TATs in these mutant backgrounds. Perhaps such 
experiments will be feasible in mice. Finally, do other Tdrd proteins provide 
similar environments for specific steps of the Piwi cycle? Questions like these 
will need to be answered to arrive at a more solid understanding of piRNA 
biogenesis and function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Detailed procedures can be found in the supplemental material.
Zebrafish strains and genetics
Zebrafish were kept under standard conditions. The tdrd1fh244+/- mutant 
allele zebrafish was generated by TILLING and obtained from Zebrafish 
International Resource Center (ZIRC). Animals carrying tdrd1fh244+/- were out 
crossed against wild-type fish (TL) or vas::EGFP transgenic fish (Krovel & 
Olsen, 2004) and subsequently in-crossed to obtain tdrd1fh244-/- offspring. 
Experiments involving zebrafish were done with permission from the Animal 
Experiments Committee of the KNAW.

Tdrd1 antibody
Tdrd1 antibodies were raised in rabbits against the synthetic peptide 
H2N-RRPATGPSSLSPRGPC-CONH2. Antisera were affinity purified 
(Eurogentec). 

Peptide pull down
Peptide pull downs were done with biotinylated synthetic peptides at a 
concentration of 2mM. Peptides were incubated with 500μl lysate from 3 
testes for 2 hours at 4 oC while rotating. After washing beads were eluted 
using SDS-PAAGE loading buffer.

Sequencing
RNA was poly(A)-tailed using poly(A) polymerase followed by ligation of 
a RNA adaptor to the 5’-phosphate of the small RNAs. First-strand cDNA 
synthesis was performed using an oligo(dT)-linker primer and M-MLV-RNase 
H- reverse transcriptase. After amplification the cDNA was sent for a 50-cycle 
sequencing run on an Illumina/Solexa platform. The four-base adaptor 
sequences were trimmed from generated data and reads were mapped to 
the Zv8 zebrafish genome assembly.
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Figure S1. Tdrd1 expression data. (A) Transcripts from tdrd1 were visualized by in situ hybridisation 
(purple) on adult testis (left panel) and ovary (right panel). Sections were counterstained with H&E. Scale 
bars are 100μm. (B) RT-PCR analysis for tdrd1 expression on indicated samples. (C) Immunohistoche-
mistry for Tdrd1 on testis. Scale bars are 10μm in the right panel and 50μm in the left panel. (D) Im-
munohistochemistry for Tdrd1 (red) and GFP (green) on embryos between 3 and 7dpf, containing a 
vasa::EGFP transgene marking the PGCs. Scale bars are 10μm. (E) Tdrd1 immunogold labelling on 
wild-type adult ovaries. Scale bar is 2μm. White arrow-heads indicate nuage.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Zebrafish strains and genetics
Zebrafish were kept under standard conditions. The tdrd1fh244+/- mutant 
allele zebrafish was generated by TILLING and obtained from Zebrafish 
International Resource Center (ZIRC). Animals carrying tdrd1fh244+/- were 
out crossed against wild-type fish (TL) or vas::EGFP transgenic fish (Krovel 
and Olsen 2004) and subsequently in-crossed to obtain tdrd1fh244-/- offspring. 
For genotyping, the DNA was extracted from caudal fin tissue amputated 
from anesthetized fish. The primers used to amplify and re-sequence the 
allele are: fh244_03: 5’-GAA AAA CCT AAG GAG TCA AAA GCT G-3’ and 
fh244_04: 5’-GGCAGAGTGTCTATGCTTGGATAAC-3’. The lesion induces 
a truncation after amino acid E175. This residue precedes the epitope used 
for immunization.

Western blot and immuno staining analysis
Western blot and immuno stainings were done as described before (Houwing 
et al. 2007). Tdrd1 antibodies were raised in rabbits with the synthetic peptide 
H

2
N-RRP ATG PSS LSP RGP C- CONH

2
. Antisera were subsequently 

purified against the synthetic peptide (Eurogentec). Embryos were fixed in 4 
% PFA at RT for 3hours. Mouse anti-GFP B-2 (Santa Cruz) was used. 

Immuno precipitation
Immuno precipitations were done with Ziwi(Girard et al. 2006), Zili(Houwing 
et al. 2008), Tdrd1 affinity purified antibodies and SYM11 (Millipore) and 
ASYM24 (Millipore). Tissues in IP lysis buffer were sonicated for 2 minutes 
at 4 oC and centrifuged for 10 minutes at 16000 rpm at 4 oC. Supernatant was 
used for IP. One IP contains 30 μl Dynabeads (Invitrogen), 3 or 6 testes, and 
Ziwi antibody 1:200, Zili antibody 1:250 or Tdrd1 antibody 1:100 in a total 
volume of 500 μl. IP lysis buffer and IP wash buffer are described before 
(Houwing et al. 2008), except the NaCl concentration in IP wash buffer was 
raised to 500 mM. Beads, antibody and lysate were incubated for 3 hrs at 4 

oC while rotating. Beads were used for Trizon LS (Invitrogen) RNA isolation 
or eluted with crack buffer for Western blot or Mass Spectrum analysis. RNA 
was dephosphorylated and 5’ labelled with 32P and run on 12 % denaturing 
polyacrylamide gels. Gels were exposed to phosphor-imager screens, which 
were scanned on a BAS-2500 imager (Fuji).

Reverse Transcriptase PCR
cDNA synthesis and RT-PCR were performed as described before (Houwing 
et al. 2007). Primers used for amplifying Tdrd1 fragments are: Tdrd1-F1: 5’- 
GTA TAA AGT CTC TAA CAG ACA CCT GG -3’ and Tdrd1-R1: 5’-CAG GTA 
ATA CGA CTC ACT ATA GGG GGG GAA TTT CAG TGG AG-3’; Tdrd1-F2: 
5’- GTA AAG AGC ACT TCC CTG TA -3’ and Tdrd1-R2: 5’-CAG GTA ATA 
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Figure S2. tdrd1 mutant morphology analysis. (A) Zili immunogold labelling on three-week-old wild-ty-
pe ovaries. (B) Zili immunogold labelling on three-week-old tdrd1 mutant ovaries. Scale bars are 2μm in A 
and B. Black arrow-heads indicate nuage. (C) Vasa in situ hybridization (purple) on gonads from wild-type 
and tdrd1 mutant animals at different developmental stages. Sex was judged by the presence or absence 
of juvenile oocytes. Wpf: weeks post fertlization. SB: swim-bladder (gonads are close to the swimbladder 
and in some preparations the SB is visible). Scale: 100μm. (D, E) Quantification method and the quanti-
fication result of Zili immunohistochemistry on wild-type and tdrd1 oocytes at 3 weeks. The width of the 
Zili peak was determined by making a line scan through the cell, always taking the longest axis. At 20% 
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CGA CTC ACT ATA GGG TGG TTC CTC GTG CTT-3’.  

Q-PCR 
Juvenile gonads (3wpf) were isolated from incrosses of three-week-old 
tdrd1fh244+/- fish with vas::EGFP transgene. Gonads were treated wih TrypLE 
Express (GIBCO) for 30 minutes at 28 oC to dissociate the cells. Fetal calf 
serum was added to 20% to stop the reaction. Cells were spun down at 
1500rpm for 1 minute and washed once with PBS. Resuspended cells were 
kept in PBS on ice before sorting. The cell suspension was further filtered 
and sorted using a MoFlo Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting machine 
(Dakocytomatino). Total RNA was isolated from sorted high GFP cells. 
Q-PCR was done as described before (Houwing et al. 2008). Sequences of 
primers for I-1 element: I-1-F: 5’- GAG TTG AGG ATT GGA AGA TCA TT-3’ 
and I-1-R: 5’- CTT GAG TTT TAG CAA TAG AAA ATC TAA ATC-3’.

In Situ Hybridizations
In situ hybridization was performed as described before (Houwing et al. 2007). 
Two tdrd1 fragments were PCR amplified using the same primers as for RT-
PCR with an T7 polymerase promoter added to the reverse primer. The PCR 
product was used as a template for probe synthesis with T7 polymerase.

Peptide pull down
Peptide pull downs were done with biotinylated synthetic peptides with 
concentration of 2 mM. Peptide sequences: R68(s): H

2
N-GEM PVR 

FGR(s) GIT QSI AAK(BiotinC6) -CONH
2
 ;R68(-): H

2
N-GEM PVR FGR 

GIT QSI AAK(BiotinC6)-CONH
2
; R163(s): H

2
N-GSS LVS MFR(s) GLG IEP 

GK(BiotinC6)-CONH
2
; R163(-): H

2
N-GSS LVS MFR GLG IEP GK(BiotinC6)-

CONH
2
; R221(s): H

2
N-EES ISF LGR(s) GFT GFG RAK(BiotinC6)-CONH

2
; 

R221(-): H
2
N-EES ISF LGR GFT GFG RAK(BiotinC6)-CONH

2
; R228(s): 

H
2
N-GRG FTG FGR(s) AAM PHM TVK(BiotinC6)-CONH

2
; R228(-): H

2
N-

GRG FTG FGR AAM PHM TVK(BiotinC6)-CONH
2
; R700(s): H

2
N-EEL VTT 

FSR(s) VAG PMG MRK(BiotinC6)-CONH
2
; 3a5(s): H

2
N-AR(s)T KQT ARK 

STG GKA PRG GK(BiotinC6)-CONH
2
. 1μl of peptide was incubated with 30 

μl Dynabeads M-280 Streptavidin in 500 μl IP lysis buffer for 1 hour at 4 oC 
while rotating. Supernatant was removed. The beads were incubated with 
500 μl lysate from 3 testes for 2 hours at 4 oC while rotating and washed 
extensivelty. Lysate and washing buffers are identical to those used in IPs. 
Beads were eluted with crack buffer for Western blot analysis.

GST-tudor protein production and pull down
PCR products for individual Tdrd1 tudor domains were cloned into pGEX-KG 
vector containing GST tag at the 5’ end of the multiple cloning site. GST-
fusion tudor constructs were transformed into BL21 bacteria and induced 
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of light saturation the width of the Zili peak was determined. This was divided by the cell width (which is 
unaffected by tdrd1 mutation). A Chi-squared-test was used to calculate the indicated p-value.

Figure S4. tdrd1 mutant piRNA analysis. (A) Length profile of cloned small RNAs from wild-type and 
tdrd1 mutant gonads isolated from 3-week-old animals. (B, C) Ping-pong signal among wild-type and 
tdrd1 mutant piRNAs. In (B) the overlap length is plotted against the ratio between number of reads given 
a particular length overlap and the total mapped piRNAs. This reveals relatively little overlapping piRNA 
species in the tdrd1 mutant library. In (C) the overlap length is plotted against the ratio between number 
of reads given a particular length overlap and the total amount of overlapping piRNAs. This corrects for 
the low amount of overlaps in the tdrd1 mutant data, and reveals a functional ping-pong mechanism in the 
tdrd1 mutant, although much less efficient. (D) Anti-sense/sense piRNA ratios for indicated elements. As-
terisks indicate significant differences (p<10-15; Chi-squared test). Wild-type: blue. Tdrd1: red. Elements 
left of the vertical line have antisense enrichment in Ziwi, elements to the right have sense enrichment in 
Ziwi (Houwing et al. 2008).

Figure S3. Distance 
measurements between 
nuage and mitochondria 
and the nuclear membra-
ne. The distance of nuage 
patches to mitochondria 
the nuclear membrane 
was measured on TEM 
images obtained from 
wild-type and tdrd1 mutant 
samples. Results are dis-
played in a bin plot. Num-
bers of observations are 
given in the table below. 
Significance was assessed 

through Chi-test analysis of wild-type versus mutant patterns: p=1.6*10-5 for nuage-mitochondria dis-
tance. p=0.42 for nuage-nuclear envelope distance.
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with 1 mM IPTG for 3 hours at 30 oC. Bacteria pellets were resuspended 
in lysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT, 1 % NP40, 
and protease inhibitor (Complete Mini EDTA-free, Roche)) and sonicated 1 
minute at 4 oC. Fusion proteins were purified with glutathione agarose beads 
(Sigma-Aldrich) from the supernatant.

LC-MS/MS
Proteins were digested in-gel with trypsin, and peptides were extracted for 
subsequent identification by LC-MS/MS. Nanoflow liquid chromatography 
was performed on an Agilent 1100HPCL binary solvent delivery system 
(Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany) with a thermostated wellplate 
autosampler coupled to an LTQ-Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo 
Electron, Bremen, Germany). Peptides were trapped at 5 μl/min in 100 % A 
(0.1 M acetic cid in water) on a trapping column (30 mm x 100 μm packed 
in-house with Aqua C18, Phenomenex, Torrance, CA) for 10 minutes. After 
flow-splitting down to around 100 nl/min, peptides were transferred to the 
analytical column (200 mm x 50 μm packed in-house with Reprosil-Pur C18 
AQ, Dr. Maisch GmbH, Ammerbuch, Germany) and eluted with a gradient of 
0-40 % B (80 % Acetonitrile/0,1 M Acetic Acid) in a 60-minute gradient. Nano 
spray was achieved using a coated fused silica emitter (New Objective, 
Cambridge, MA) (o.d., 360 μm; i.d., 20 μm, tip i.d. 10 μm).
The LTQ-Orbitrap mass spectrometer was operated in data-dependent 
mode, automatically switching between MS and MS/MS. The two most 
intense peaks were selected for collision-induced dissociation (CID) in the 
linear ion trap at normalized collision energy of 35 %. Full scan MS spectra 
were acquired with a resolution of 60,000 at 400 m/z after accumulation to a 
target value of 500000.
All MS/MS spectra were converted to DTA files using Bioworks 3.3 (Thermo, 
San Jose) and searched against the IPI Zebrafish protein database (release 
3.35) using MAS-COT (Version 2.2.01, Matrix Science, London, UK). 
Cysteine carbamidomethylation and methionine oxidation were used as 
fixed and variable modification, respectively. In selected cases, mono-and di-
methylation of Arginine, or mono, di, and tri-methylation of Lysine was used 
as variable modifications. A peptide mass tolerance of 5 ppm and fragment 
mass tolerance of 0.8 Da were selected, using Trypsin as the proteolytic 
enzyme allowing one missed cleavage. All data were loaded into Scaffold 
(Version 02.01.00, Proteome-Software, Portland, OR) to probabilistically 
validate peptide and protein identifications. Peptide and protein identifications 
were accepted when reaching a minimum of 95 % probability, with a minimum 
of two identified peptides per protein.

Deep sequencing
Long RNA was poly(A)-tailed using poly(A) polymerase followed by ligation of 
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Figure S6. Arginine dimethylation on Zili. Mass spec-
trum identifying a Zili peptide spanning R68 in a dime-
thylated form. Fragments (b- and y-ions) arising from 
a triply-charged precursor peptide (668.2819 m/z) are 
indicated in the spectrum and in the identified peptide.

Figure S7. Characteristics of Tdrd1 bound RNA. 
(A) Genome browser views of five different transpo-
sable elements displaying TAT sequence tags (tops) 
and piRNAs (bottom) from testis. Blue ticks repre-
sent matches to the top genomic strand, red ticks 
matches to the bottom strand. (B) Sense-antisense 
ratios for transposable element derived TATs, Tdrd1 
associated piRNAs and total testis piRNAs.

Figure S5. Comparison between changes 
in transcript levels and changes in piRNA 
abundance in wild-type versus tdrd1 mu-
tant animals.
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a RNA adaptor to the 5’-phosphate of the RNAs. First-strand cDNA synthesis 
was performed using an oligo(dT)-linker primer and M-MLV-RNase H- reverse 
transcriptase. The cDNA was PCR-amplified for 16 cycles according to the 
instructions of Illumina/Solexa. cDNA was finally purified using the Macherey 
& Nagel NucleoSpin Extract II kit and was sent for a 50 cycle sequencing 
run on an Illumina/Solexa platform. piRNAs were cloned using both 5’ and 3’ 
adaptor ligations, and sequenced with 36 cycles.

Sequence analysis
The four-base adaptor sequences were trimmed from generated data using 
custom scripts. Resulting inserts were mapped to the zebrafish genome 
(Zv8 assembly) using the megablast program (Zhang et al. 2000), allowing 
mismatches in the reads starting from nucleotide 19 and considering the 
longest possible matches as true mapping positions. The mismatched 3’ 
ends of the reads were trimmed, keeping track of the identity of trimmed 
nucleotides for later counting. Genomic annotations of mapped reads were 
retrieved from the Ensembl database (release 56) using Perl API provided 
by Ensembl (Hubbard et al. 2007). Read counts for the different annotated 
classes are listed in Table S3. Sequences will be made available at GEO upon 
publication. In the analyses transposon-derived piRNAs are defined as reads 
with a length between 24 and 29 nucleotides. Heatmap was constructed with 
basic R programming. The transposons used were filtered on the presence 
of a strandbias between Ziwi and Zili piRNA populations. The map was 
sorted on Tdrd1 associated piRNAs. Coloring indicates relative strand ratios 
comparing the four different piRNA pools.

TEM
Trunks of 3 week old zebrafish were fixed with half-strength Karnovsky 
fixative (pH 7.4) (Karnovski 1965) and postfixed with 1% OsO4 in 0.05M 
cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4), dehydrated in acetone series and embedded in 
Spurr’s low viscosity resin (Spurr 1969). Semi-thin, 1-μm-thick sections were 
cut with a histo Butler diamond knife (Diatome) and mounted on glass slides. 
After drying, the sections were stained with methylen blue Azur II mixture 
according to Richardson (Richardson et al. 1960) for light microscopy. 
Ultrathin sections (70nm in thickness) were placed on copper grids, stained 
with uranyl acetate followed by lead citrate, and examined with an electron 
microscope (ZEISS Libra 120 energy filter electron microscope). Image 
acquisition and analysis were performed using a 2 k Vario Speed SSCCD 
camera (Droendle), the iTEM software (TEM imaging platform, Olympus) 
and Adobe Photoshop.

Immunogold EM
Ovaries and testes of wild type zebrafish were dissected and fixed in ice 
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cold 4% PFA in 0.1 M PBS pH7.4 for 3 hours. Three-week-old tdrd1fh244+/- 
incrossed fish were genotyped and decapitated before fixation as described 
above. After fixation, samples were washed 3 times for 30 minutes in 
PBS. Samples were further dehydrated in a standard alcohol series 
and embedded in LR White medium resin (London Resin Company Ltd). 
Polymerization was performed at 60°C for 48 hours in an oxygen free 
atmosphere. Semi-thin sections were cut on a Leica 2040 autocut and ultra-
thin sections (90 nm) on a Leica ultramicrotome UCT.
Ultra-thin sections were mounted on pioloform coated gold slot grids, 
humidified, washed in PBS and blocking was performed using 1% BSA in 
0.1 M PBS and 1 % BSA + 0.1% FG in 0.1 M PBS for 25 min each. The 
grids were incubated with primary antibody in 0.1 M PBS with 1% BSA and 
0.1% FG at 4°C over night. After washing they were incubated in goat anti-
rabbit secondary antibody, conjugated to 10 nm or 20 nm gold particles, 
at a dilution of 1:100 for 1 hour at room temperature. After washing and 
postfixation with 2.5 % GA in 0.1 M PBS, they were counterstained with 
saturated uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Samples were examined with a 
Zeiss Libra 120 Energy Filter Transmission Electron Microscope. Zili and 
Tdrd1 antibodies used for immunogold were affinity purified. Concentrations 
used for immunogold stainings are: Zili 1:2000, Tdrd1 1:400.
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INTRODUCTION
 Germ plasm is a specialized region of the cytoplasm in early embryos 
that can impose a germ cell fate on embryonic cells (Blaser et al., 2005; 
Hashimoto et al., 2004; Koprunner et al., 2001; Yoon et al., 1997). In different 
species, germ plasm is known with different terms, such as P granules in C. 
elegans and other nematodes, pole plasm in Drosophila and other insects 
and germinal granules in Xenopus. The embryonic germ plasm is inherited 
from the oocyte, where the different components required for germ plasm 
function aggregate into a large electron dense structure named the Balbiani 
body. The Balbiani body is an evolutionarily conserved structure in oocytes. 
It is quite electron dense and is composed of RNA, proteins and organelles, 
such as mitochondria, ER and Golgi (Guraya, 1979; Kloc et al., 2004; 
Pepling et al., 2007). The Balbiani body translocates towards the vegetal 
side of the cortex during the development of the oocytes (Kloc et al., 2004). 
In zebrafish, the Balbiani body first appears as a prominent aggregate of 
organelles associated with the nucleus, at the vegetal side; during further 
development of the oocytes, it moves toward the oocyte cortex at the vegetal 
side and breaks down into small islands (Marlow and Mullins, 2008). 
 An interesting gene regarding Balbiani body formation in zebrafish is 
bucky ball (buc). Buc-/- mutants were first found in a maternal-effect screen 
and the mutant eggs lose its polarity and fail to precede further cell divisions 
(Dosch et al., 2004). Buc is essential for the set-up of animal-vegetal polarity 
and Balbiani body assembly in zebrafish oocytes (Marlow and Mullins, 2008). 
Interestingly, Buc has also been reported to be involved in germ plasm 
assembly in the embryos (Bontems et al., 2009), where its overexpression 
has been shown to trigger the formation of additional primordial germ cells 
(PGCs). Dosch and colleagues suggested that excess Buc induces extra 
PGCs by recruiting unknown germ plasm components that are already 
present in the early embryos (Bontems et al., 2009). 
 All stages of both male and female germ cells are characterized by 
germ plasm-like structures. This is often referred to as nuage (Eddy, 1974). 
Nuage is also associated with mitochondria and is mostly associated with the 
nuclear membrane, where it is often found in the close proximity of the nuclear 
pores (Pitt et al., 2000; Updike et al., 2011). One of the driving forces behind 
nuage formation is the PIWI-piRNA pathway, a small RNA-driven silencing 
pathway. Piwi proteins belong to a clade of Argonaute protein family that is 
primarily expressed in the germlines of various animal species. Piwi proteins, 
together with their bound small RNA co-factors called Piwi-interacting small 
RNAs (piRNAs), form a piRNA-induced silencing complex (piRISC) (Siomi 
et al., 2011) that suppresses activities of transposable elements (TEs) and 
maintains genome integrity in the germline. piRNAs are 26-30 nucleotide 
long and are derived from long single-stranded precursor RNA transcripts 
from specific genomic regions named piRNA clusters (Aravin et al., 2006; 
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Brennecke et al., 2007; Girard et al., 2006). Two pathways for piRNA 
biogenesis have been described: the primary processing pathway and the 
secondary, also named the Ping-Pong amplification cycle. In Drosphila and 
the zebrafish, the primary processing pathway is involved in the production 
of the piRNAs from the piRNA clusters. These clusters are loaded with 
TE copies and are transcribed to produce long single-stranded precursor 
transcripts that are mostly anti-sense to the TE mRNA transcripts (Brennecke 
et al., 2007; Houwing et al., 2007). The nucleases involved in processing 
these transcripts into piRNAs are not known. Interestingly, in mammals a 
particular set of primary piRNAs is expressed around pachytene stage of 
meiosis, and these so-called pachytene piRNAs are in fact depleted from 
transposon sequences. Primary piRNAs are characterized by a strong bias 
for a uridine (U) residue at the most 5’ position. 
 The secondary pathway involves amplification of piRNA populations, 
usually by pairs of Piwi paralogs. Piwi proteins loaded with primary piRNAs 
can cleave target RNAs with complementary sequences, after which the 
3’ cleavage product can be converted into a novel piRNA. The 5’U bias of 
primary piRNAs is thus translated into a preference for A at position 10 in 
secondary piRNAs, since Piwi proteins cleave their target RNA between 
bases 10 and 11 counted from the 5’ end of the guiding piRNA. Secondary 
piRNAs are generally associated with a different Piwi paralog than primary 
piRNAs (Aravin et al., 2009; Brennecke et al., 2007; Gunawardane et al., 
2007; Houwing et al., 2008; Houwing et al., 2007). For example, the zebrafish 
genome encodes two Piwi paralogs, Ziwi and Zili. Ziwi binds primary piRNAs 
that are of overall anti-sense polarity with regard to their transposon targets, 
while Zili binds secondary piRNAs that are mainly of sense polarity (Houwing 
et al., 2008). 
 Both Ziwi and Zili show nuage localization, although at different 
developmental stages (Houwing et al., 2008; Houwing et al., 2007). Other 
well-known Piwi-related components of nuage are tudor-domain-containing 
(Tdrd) proteins, a protein family with at least one conserved tudor domain. 
The tudor domain is an evolutionarily conserved motif of around 60 amino 
acids. Some of the Tdrd proteins have been shown to recognize and bind 
symmetrically dimethylated arginines (sDMAs) present in Piwi proteins, Vasa 
and perhaps other PIWI-pathway components (Chen et al., 2009; Handler et 
al., 2011; Huang et al., 2011; Kirino et al., 2010a; Kirino et al., 2010b; Kojima 
et al., 2009; Lim and Kai, 2007; Liu et al., 2010a; Liu et al., 2010b; Liu et al., 
2011; Nishida et al., 2009; Patil and Kai, 2010; Saito et al., 2010; Shoji et al., 
2009; Vagin et al., 2009a; Vagin et al., 2009b; Vasileva et al., 2009; Wang et 
al., 2009; Yabuta et al., 2011; Zamparini et al., 2011). Effects of various Tdrd 
proteins on PIWI-pathway activity have been described. Studies on Tdrd1 in 
both mice and zebrafish have revealed that Tdrd1 likely acts in the secondary 
piRNA pathway, recruiting multiple PIWI pathway components including 
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different PIWI proteins and their targets (Hosokawa et al., 2007; Huang et al., 
2011; Reuter et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009). TDRD9 has also been shown 
to act in the secondary piRNA pathway in mice ((Shoji et al., 2009) and this 
thesis, Chapter 5), but distinct from Tdrd1. In contrast, TDRD6 and TDRD7 
do not seem to affect PIWI pathway activity in mice (Tanaka et al., 2011; 
Vagin et al., 2009b; Vasileva et al., 2009), although both proteins have been 
shown to physically interact with PIWI proteins. Drosophila Tudor, the closest 
homolog of Tdrd6 in flies, is required for the assembly of the germ plasm 
(Thomson and Lasko, 2005) and the Tudor-Aub interaction is important for 
their localization and germ plasm formation (Kirino et al., 2009; Nishida et al., 
2009). Maternally provided Piwi is also essential for the maintenance of germ 
plasm as well as the formation of PGCs in Drosophila (Megosh et al., 2006).

Figure 1. Tdrd6 is conserved across species. (A) Phylogenetic tree of Tdrd1, Tdrd5, Tdrd6 and Tdrd7 
proteins in zebrafish, Xenopus, chicken, mouse, rat and human. 
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Figure 1. Tdrd6 is conserved 
across species. ((B) Phylogenetic 
tree of single tudor domain of Tdrd6 
proteins in zebrafish, mouse and 
human. Tdrd6-1: 1st tudor domain of 
Tdrd6, Tdrd6-2: 2nd tudor domain of 
Tdrd6, and so on.

In this study, we show 
that zebrafish Tudor-
d o m a i n - c o n t a i n i n g 
protein 6a, Tdrd6a, is 
localized in the nuage of 
germ cells at most stages 
of development, but also 
in the Balbiani body in 
oocytes. Loss of Tdrd6a 
leads to transposon 
transcript up-regulation in 
the adult male germline. It 
also causes compromised 
piRNA function in both 
male and female gonads. 
Tdrd6a interacts almost 
exclusively with Ziwi that 
is in turn loaded with 
antisense piRNAs, and 
mutation of Tdrd6a leads 
to a specific depletion 
of anti-sense piRNAs. 
These data show that 
Tdrd6a plays a role in 
the accumulation of 

anti-sense piRNA pools that are in turn required for proper transposon 
silencing. Furthermore, maternally provided Tdrd6a plays an important role 
in recruiting germ plasm components for proper PGC formation in zebrafish 
embryos. We suggest a model where Buc serves to organize germ plasm by 
recruiting, amongst others, Tdrd6a, which is in turn required to specify germ 
cell fate during embryogenesis.
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The zebrafish genome encodes three Tdrd6 paralogs
 We identified three Tdrd6 homologs in the zebrafish genome by 
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blasting mouse (ENSMUSG00000040140) and human (ENSG00000180113) 
Tdrd6 proteins. We named the corresponding genes tdrd6a 
(ENSDARG00000070052), tdrd6b (ENSDARG00000014039) and tdrd6c 
(ENSDARG00000089954). Tdrd6a and tdrd6b are neighboring genes on 
chromosome 20, while tdrd6c is located on chromosome 17. In mammals 
and chicken we identified only one Tdrd6 homolog, but we did identify two 
homologs in Xenopus tropicalis. (Fig.1A) According to our in silico analysis, it 
seems that the tdrd6 gene is duplicated specifically in zebrafish and Xenopus.
All three zebrafish Tdrd6 paralogs contain seven tudor domains that are 
each marked by sequence characteristics that are evolutionary conserved 
(Fig. 1B). Tudor domains have been reported to interact with symmetrically 
dimethylated arginines (sDMA), for instance the sDMAs at the N-terminus of 
PIWI proteins (Siomi et al., 2010). Indeed, many Tdrd6a peptides, and a few 
Tdrd6b derived peptides were identified in a Zili immunoprecipitation-Mass 
Spectrometry experiment (Huang et al., 2011). 

Tdrd6a expression in adult gonads
 To study the expression of the Tdrd6a protein, we raised a poly-
clonal antibody that specifically recognizes zebrafish Tdrd6a. The Tdrd6a 
antibody was raised against the very C-terminal part of the protein. Using 
both Western blotting and immunohistochemistry we show that Tdrd6a is 
strongly expressed in the adult gonads (Fig.2A-B, S1A). In the testis, Tdrd6a 
is mainly detected in the early stages of spermatogenesis (Fig.2A). Tdrd6a 
displays big circular structures around the nucleus of spermatogonium, 
resembling what we described before for the zebrafish Tdrd1 protein 
(Huang et al., 2011) and what has been described for Medaka Tdrd1 (Aoki 
et al., 2008). Given these independent observations, it is likely that there 
are actually sub-structural compartments within nuage in fish. In the ovary, 
Tdrd6a also appears as nuage-like structures around the nuclei of oogonia 
and pachytene stage oocytes (Fig.2B). At stage I to III oocytes, Tdrd6a forms 
smaller granular structures with perinuclear localization (Fig.2B), very similar 
to zebrafish Tdrd1 in the ovary (Huang et al., 2011), with the notion that 
Tdrd6a remains detectable up to stage III while Tdrd1 expression quickly 
fades after stage II. 
 Apart from the perinuclear nuage localization, we often observe 
Tdrd6a in an additional prominent structure in stage I oocytes. This structure 
resembles the Balbiani body. Consistent with the possibility that the Tdrd6a 
positive structure we find in stage I oocytes is the Balbiani body, we find Tdrd6a 
present at cortical locations in late stage II and stage III oocytes (Fig.2B). 
To further test whether this Tdrd6a-positive structure is indeed the Balbiani 
body, we performed immunohistochemistry experiments probing Tdrd6a 
localization in buc+/+ and buc-/- ovaries. We did not observe any Balbiani body-
like staining in the buc-/- mutants, while the perinuclear staining remained 
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unaffected. This confirms that the Tdrd6a-containing structure is indeed the 
Balbiani body (Fig.2C, S1B). This data also illustrates that perinuclear nuage 
in zebrafish oocytes is independent from the Balbiani body, although the 
Balbiani body could still depend on the presence of perinuclear nuage.
 At this point we do not know the function of Tdrd6a in the Balbiani 
body. Through co-immunoprecipitation experiments and Mass Spectrometry 
analysis, we have not been able to detect any interaction between Buc and 
Tdrd6a (Fig.S2). It is therefore likely that Tdrd6a and Buc do not interact 
directly or are present in a joint macromolecular complex. Many mRNA 
components of the Balbiani body are related to the germ cell fate; however, 
the function and the protein components of the Balbiani body are largely 
unknown (Kloc et al., 2004). It has been proposed that the Balbiani body 
transports germline-specific mRNAs and proteins to the vegetal pole of the 
oocyte (Cox and Spradling, 2003). However, the mechanism that keeps the 
mRNA and protein components stay in the Balbiani body remains elusive. 
It is plausible that Tdrd6a, with multiple tudor domains, may function as an 
anchor for mRNAs and proteins to reside in the Balbiani body.

Tdrd6a interacting proteins
 To better understand the function of Tdrd6a, we performed 
immunoprecipitation (IP) using affinity-purified antibody against Tdrd6a 
in wild-type adult ovaries and testes, respectively, followed by mass 
spectrometry analysis. In this experiment, IPs using tdrd6a mutant ovaries 
and testes (see below) served as negative control. As may be expected, 
many PIWI-piRNA pathway components are found, but proteins with by far 
the highest peptide coverage were Ziwi and Tdrd7. The strong interaction 
between Tdrd6a and Ziwi was also confirmed by co-IP experiment (Fig.
S3A). Other PIWI-pathway factors, like Tdrd1, Vasa, Rnf17/Tdrd4, Tdrd5 
and Zili were recovered at much reduced frequencies or not recovered at all, 
suggesting that the Tdrd6a interactions with the PIWI-pathway are primarily 
via Ziwi and Tdrd7 (Table1), and are quite distinct from those of, for example, 
Tdrd1. 
 Interestingly, we also found a lot of Tdrd6a interacting proteins in 
the ovaries that are known to be involved in mRNA translational regulation 
and processing (Table1). These include polyA-binding protein cytoplasmic 1 
(PABPC1) that has been shown to bind GW182 (Tritschler et al., 2010), a miRNA 
pathway component, the Exon-Junction-Complex components Btz, eIFA3 
and Y14, RNA helicases DDX19A and DDX43. Finally, we found components 
of the CPEB and Tral RNP complexes, including CPEB and eIF4E-T/CUP, 
with high coverage, as well as PAT1 and eIF4E1b. The CPEB complex 
has been shown to be involved in protein synthesis inhibition in Xenopus 
oocytes (Minshall et al., 2007). The Tral (also called LSM14A or Rap55) 
RNP complex, sharing some components with the CPEB complex, including 
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Figure 2.  Tdrd6a expression 
in zebrafish adult gonads. (A)
Immunohistochemistry for zebrafish 
Tdrd6a in adult testis. Sg: spermato-
gonia; e-Sc: early spermatocyte; 
l-Sc: late spermatocyte; S: sperma-
tids. Scale bar: upper panel: 25 μm; 
lower panel: 5 μm. (B) Immuno-
histochemistry for zebrafish Tdrd6a 
in adult ovary. P: pachytene stage 
oocytes. I: stage I oocyte. Scale bar: 
pachytene and stage I: 10 μm; stage 
II: 25 μm; stage III and IV: 50 μm. (C) 
Immunohistochemistry for Tdrd6a in 
buc+/+ or buc-/- ovaries. Scale bar: 
stage I: 10 μm; stage II-IV: 25 μm.

Tdrd6a interactors 
Me31B/DDX6, CPEB, 
Ybx1 and eIf4E1b and 
eIF4E-T/CUP, is involved 
in mRNA localization and 
translation regulation in 
Drosophila oogenesis 
(Wilhelm et al., 2000; 
Nakamura et al., 2001), 
and Tral itself has been 
found in the Balbiani body 
in mouse and Drosophila oocytes (Pepling et al., 2007). On a mechanistic 
level, eIF4E-T/CUP was recently reported to reduce the expression of target 
mRNA by promoting de-adenylation while inhibiting de-capping of the target 
mRNA at the same time (Igreja and Izaurralde, 2011). These factors of the 
CPEB and the Tral RNP complexes were not recovered from Tdrd6a IPs 
using testes lysate. Therefore, we speculate that these interactions arise from 
the embedding of Tdrd6a in the Balbiani body. The nature of the identified 
factors from the ovary data strongly suggest that Tdrd6a plays a role in the 
recruitment or maintenance of mRNA molecules in the Balbiani Body in a 
translationally inactive state. Given the identification of the complete EJC 
complex, these mRNAs may be in a state even preceding their first round of 
translation (Giorgi and Moore, 2007).

Tdrd6a mutants are viable and fertile
 To study the loss of function of tdrd6a, we isolated a zebrafish allele 
with a stop mutation right after the first tudor domain of tdrd6a (tdrd6aQ180X). 
At different developmental stages, we could not detect Tdrd6a protein in the 
homozygous mutant germline (Fig.3A, S4A and data not shown), confirming 
the specificity of the Tdrd6a antibody. Tdrd6a homozygous mutants are viable 
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and fertile. Unlike what we observe in, for example, Hen1 mutant families 
(Kamminga et al., 2010), we do not observe a significant bias towards male 
development in tdrd6a mutant families, suggesting that tdrd6a mutant germ 
cells are relatively healthy. To check for maternal rescue of a potential tdrd6a 
associated sterility phenotype we also analyzed maternal zygotic mutant 
animals. These are also viable and fertile, demonstrating that tdrd6a is non-
essential for viability and fertility.

Tdrd6a expression in the embryo
 Using immunohistochemistry on whole mount zebrafish embryos, 
Tdrd6a protein can be detected at the distal end of the cleavage planes 
of 4-cell stage embryos (Fig.3A), where the germ plasm is first formed in 
zebrafish embryos (Blaser et al., 2005; Hashimoto et al., 2004; Koprunner 
et al., 2001; Mishima et al., 2006; Weidinger et al., 2003; Yoon et al., 1997). 
At this stage Ziwi, Bruno-like and vasa mRNA also localize to these regions 
(Houwing et al., 2007; Yoon et al., 1997). Later in development, Tdrd6a 
is specifically found in PGCs where it localizes to perinuclear nuage-like 
structures.
 Taking advantage of the fact that tdrd6a mutant animals are fertile, we 
are able to detect the time point when the zygotic Tdrd6a protein starts to be 
expressed. Zygotic Tdrd6a can be detected from 3 day-post-fertilization (dpf) 
onwards. Although the mutant animals are fertile, we notice that maternal 
Tdrd6a protein is contributing to form bigger nuage structures in 3 dpf 
PGCs (Fig.3B, S4B). Interestingly, zygotic Tdrd6a is more diffusely located 
throughout the cytoplasm and the nuage structures seem to be smaller 
compared to those in PGCs from wild-type mothers. A reasonable explanation 
is that maternal Tdrd6a is important for gathering nuage components in the 
embryo. When maternal Tdrd6a is absent, this process may be disturbed 
resulting in smaller nuage structures. Consistent with this idea we found that 
Ziwi protein is rather diffusely expressed in 1dpf PGCs of maternal-zygotic 
tdrd6a mutant embryos while Ziwi forms discrete granules around the 
nucleus of the PGCs in wild-type embryos (Fig.3C). Finally, we analyzed 
Tdrd1 expression in the absence or presence of maternal Tdrd6a. Tdrd1 
protein normally appears as fine granules in the 7dpf PGCs. We measured 
the average intensity of Tdrd1 signals in the Vas::EGFP-positive area, which 
labels the PGCs, in the wild-type embryos or embryos lacking maternal 
Tdrd6a. The average intensity of Tdrd1 signal is further normalized with 
the average intensity of the Vas::EGFP signal. In embryos lacking maternal 
Tdrd6a, we observe an overall lower intensity of Tdrd1 signals in the PGCs 
compare to wildtype PGCs (N= 43, p-value = 1.58E-16), while the subcellular 
distribution of Tdrd1 seems to be not affected (Fig.3D-E). 
 It has been shown that interactions between PIWI and Tdrd proteins 
are important for the subcellular localization and the silencing function of the 
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Table 1. Tdrd6a IP in adult ovary and testis. (a) and (c) indicate the reads are from Tdrd6a IP using 
wild-type ovary and testis lysate, respectively. (b) and (d) indicate the reads are from Tdrd6a IP using 
tdrd6aQ180X mutant ovary and testis lysate, respectively. 

PIWI-piRNA pathway (Shoji et al., 2009; Vagin et al., 2009b). In accordance 
with these earlier general findings, but unlike observations regarding PIWI 
protein localization in the testis of tdrd6 mutant mice, our data shows that 
loss of Tdrd6a leads to de-localization of Ziwi and reduced Tdrd1 expression. 
These data may indicate that germ plasm formation in the zygote is affected 
in absence of Tdrd6a. We therefore further analyzed germ cell specification 
in absence or presence of Tdrd6a.

Tdrd6a is required for normal germ cell specification 
 Given the above results on germ plasm formation in tdrd6a MZ 
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Figure 3. Disturbed 
nuage phenotypes of 
tdrd6aQ180X embryos. (A) 
Immuno-histochemistry 
for zebrafish Tdrd6a in 
4-cell stage embryos. Left 
panel: wild-type embryo; 
right panel: tdrd6aQ180X 
mutant embryo. Scale 
bar: 100 μm. (B) 
Immunohistochemistry 
for zebrafish Tdrd6a in 
PGCs of 1dpf and 3dpf 
embryos. Left panel: 
embryos from tdrd6aQ180X 
female (Mut-F) crosses 
with wild-type male 
(WT-M). Right panels: 
embryos from wild-type 
female (WT-F) crosses 
with tdrd6aQ180X male 
(Mut-M). (C) Immuno-
histochemistry for Ziwi in PGCs of 1dpf wild-type (upper 
panel) or tdrd6aQ180X embryos (lower panel) embryos. 
Ziwi: red; DAPI: blue. (D) Immunohistochemistry for 
zebrafish Tdrd1 in PGCs of 7dpf embryos. Upper and 
lower panel diplay PGCs with and without maternal 
Tdrd6a, respectively. For (B)-(D): Scale bar: 5 μm. 
Dashed line indicates the PGCs. (E) Box-plot presents 
the quantification of (D). P-value is calculated using 
student t-test.

Figure 4. tdrd6aQ180X embryos have less PGCs at 1dpf. (A) Live 
imaging of wild-type or tdrd6aQ180X embryos with VAS::EGFP transgene at 
1dpf. (B) Statistics of buc mRNA overexpression experiment. Numbers of 
embryos used in four conditions are 43, 39, 39, 37, respectively (from left 
to right). P-values are calculated using student t-test. Asterisk indicates 
the p-value is lower than E-15. (C) RT-PCR for three Tdrd6 paralogs in 
zebrafish. Total RNA samples are isolated from 4-cell, 1dpf, 3dpf and 
6dpf stage embryos. ef1a is used as loading control.
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embryos we turned our attention to PGC formation in these embryos. 
Interestingly, despite the fact that PGC number in zebrafish embryos 
displays a wide range from 25 to 50 cells per embryo at 1dpf ((Yoon et al., 
1997) and Fig.4A), we observed that tdrd6a maternal-zygotic mutant (MZ) 
embryos tend to have a lower number of PGCs at 1dpf (Fig.4A, 4B). This 
is consistent with a defect in germ plasm formation. It has been reported 
that overexpression of bucky ball (buc) mRNA can induce extra PGCs in the 
zebrafish embryos, potentially by recruiting germ cell determinants to ectopic 
germ plasm in somatic cells (Bontems et al., 2009). To test whether buc 
mRNA can rescue the PGC phenotype of tdrd6a MZ embryos, we injected 
buc mRNA into 1-cell stage embryos and counted the PGCs at 1dpf. As 
reported before, wild-type embryos show at least a 30% increase in PGC 
numbers upon overexpression of Buc (Fig.4B). Interestingly, however, tdrd6a 
MZ embryos do not respond to Buc overexpression at all (Fig.4B).
 It has been proposed that Buc functions in recruiting germ plasm 
components in early embryos and that the aggregation of these components 
may promote their stability during later embryogenesis (Bontems et al., 
2009). Without Tdrd6a, Buc seems not to be able to recruit or stabilize 
germ plasm components as in wild-type embryos. However, Tdrd6a is not 
essential for germ cell specification. This may be due to the presence of the 
tdrd6b and tdrd6c genes we described above. To probe their expression, 
we isolated total RNA from different stages of zebrafish embryos, and used 
reverse transcription-PCR with gene-specific primers to detect tdrd6a, b 
and c transcripts. Transcripts of all three tdrd6 genes can be detected from 
4-cell stage zebrafish embryos onwards (Fig.4C), suggesting that all three 
RNA transcripts are maternally provided. Therefore it is not unlikely that 
functional redundancy between these three tdrd6-like genes may explain 
the non-essential nature of the loss of Tdrd6a. We speculate that Tdrd6a 
acts downstream of Buc, and that either germ plasm components need to 
first associate with Tdrd6a before Buc can recruit them, or that Tdrd6a is 
essential to stabilize the aggregate of germ plasm components in order to 
impose germ cell fate upon the blastomeres of the embryo.
 It is likely that the PGC phenotype of tdrd6a mutants arises as 
follows. In the early zebrafish embryo, only cells possessing the germ plasm 
will obtain the PGC fate (Raz, 2003). Loss of Tdrd6a leads to smaller germ 
plasm structures, and consequently fewer blastomeres can inherit sufficient 
germ plasm to be specified as germ cells, leading to embryos with fewer 
PGCs. From our experience, one single PGC can propagate and populate 
a whole gonad (Kamminga & Wittkopp, unpublished data). Therefore, even 
though tdrd6a mutant embryos start out with fewer PGCs, the PGCs that are 
specified can still divide and populate healthy male or female gonads. 
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Figure 5. piRNA function is compromised in 
tdrd6aQ180X males. (A) Ping-pong signature for 
transposon-derived piRNAs in the small RNA 
libraries made from tdrd6aQ180X adult males and 
females. (B) Quantitative-RT-PCR experiment 
shows relative expression of transposon transcripts 
in tdrd6aQ180X/+ and tdrd6aQ180X adult male gonads. 
Error bars show SD for three biological replicates. 
P-values are calculated using student t-test.

Figure 6. Tdrd6a functions as anti-sense piRNA reservoir. For (A) and (B), strand ratio all the 
transpaoson-derived piRNAs. Each dot indicates the strand ratio of all piRNAs mapped to one certain 
transposon. (A) Comparing strand ratios of piRNAs in tdrd6aQ180X/+ adult female (tdrd6a+/- F, blue) and 
tdrd6aQ180X adult female (tdrd6a-/- F, red). (B) Comparing strand ratios of piRNAs in tdrd6aQ180X/+ adult male 
(tdrd6a+/- M, blue) and tdrd6aQ180X adult male (tdrd6a-/- M, red). The ranking is according to the strand 
ratio. Dot with more negative strand ratio is closer to the y-axis. For (C)- (E), strand ratio of transposon-
derived piRNAs in the following libraries:  tdrd6aQ180X/+ adult female (tdrd6a+/- F, blue), tdrd6aQ180X adult 
female (tdrd6a-/- F, red), and Tdrd6a IP using wild-type adult ovary (Tdrd6a IP, green). The more negative 
value at the Y-axis indicates the more piRNAs are anti-sense oriented. Seven elements belong to certain 
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retrotransposon family are presented with bar diagram. (C) Elements in the Gypsy family. 1: Gypsy149-
LTR; 2: Gypsy60-I; 3: Gypsy75-LTR; 4: Gypsy-21-I; 5: Gypsy77-I; 6: Gypsy150-I; 7:Gypsy9-LTR. (D) 
Elements in the Copia family. 1: Copia1-I; 2: Copia2-I; 3: Copia2-LTR; 4: Copia4-LTR; 5: Copia6-LTR; 6: 
Copia-6-I; 7: Copia-8-LTR. (E) Elements in the BEL family. 1: BEL4-I; 2: BEL32-I; 3: BEL15-I; 4: BEL12-I; 
5: CATCH2I; 6: BEL11-I; 7: BEL12-LTR. 

piRNA function is compromised in the tdrd6aQ180X/Q180X males
 To probe the role of Tdrd6a in the PIWI-piRNA pathway, we prepared 
piRNA libraries from tdrd6a mutant and wild-type adult ovary and testis. 
We observe mild reduction of the total piRNA numbers (~7%) in the mutant 
female but not male gonads (TableS1). However, the “Ping-Pong signature,” 
which shows the efficiency of the piRNA amplification, is reduced in the 
gonads of both sexes (Fig.5A-B). Many zebrafish piRNAs map to transposon 
loci (Houwing et al., 2007) and the PIWI-piRNA pathway in general is known 
to function in suppression of transposable elements in the germline. To 
check the transcript level of a number of transposons in the adult gonad, 
we performed quantitative-PCR using transposon specific primer sets. 
Two out of five transposons that were tested show more than five-fold up-
regulation in tdrd6a mutant testes compared to tdrd6a heterozygous testes 
(Fig. 5B). Interestingly, it is often speculated that transposon up-regulation 
is the main reason of sterility in PIWI-piRNA pathway mutants (Siomi et al., 
2011). However, we find similar transposon transcript upregulation in tdrd6a 
mutant males as we do in, for example, tdrd1 mutant males, and yet tdrd6a 
males are fertile while tdrd1 males lose all their germ cells. This suggests 
that de-repression of transposons may not necessarily lead to sterility in the 
zebrafish, although we cannot exclude the possibility that the fertility defects 
are caused by activation of transposons that we have not been testing in our 
qRT-PCR assays. 
 Recent studies showed that loss of TDRD6 in mouse, lead to 
spermiogenic defects (Vasileva et al., 2009) but no retrotransposon de-
repression (Tanaka et al., 2011). Tanaka et al. speculated the reason is due to 
the phenotype in tdrd6-/-, which is established in later stages of development, 
beyond the time point when the TE control is important. In the zebrafish, 
Tdrd6a is first detectable in spermatogonia, while in mice it is first seen in the 
early spermatocytes (Vasileva et al., 2009). This may explain why zebrafish 
Tdrd6a is more involved in retrotransposon silencing as shown by our data. 

Tdrd6a functions as an anti-sense piRNA-reservoir in ovaries
 To probe for the molecular function of Tdrd6a, we performed Tdrd6a 
IPs using wild-type adult ovaries and prepared a piRNA library from them. 
We have observed before that ovary piRNAs tend to be strongly anti-sense 
orientated, caused by an abundance of Ziwi-bound piRNAs (Houwing et al., 
2007). We observed that Tdrd6a-associated piRNAs also display very strong 
anti-sense strand bias, consistent with our findings that Tdrd6a more strongly 
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associates with Ziwi than with Zili. Loss of Tdrd6a leads to loss of strand bias 
of piRNAs, where the strand bias shifts towards sense orientation. This effect 
is stronger in the ovaries than in the testes (Fig.6A-B). When individual TEs 
were examined, we noticed that some retrotransposons, like gypsy, copia 
and bel elements show an interesting pattern when heterozygous ovary, 
mutant ovary and Tdrd6a IP piRNA profiles were compared (Fig.6C-E). The 
piRNAs from mutant ovaries show a general shift towards sense piRNAs 
while the Tdrd6a IP reveals strong anti-sense enrichment. As we do not 
observe defects in transposon transcript regulation in ovaries, these findings 
are more consistent with the idea that Tdrd6a functions as a reservoir for 
anti-sense piRNAs in ovaries, to be deposited in the embryo, rather than as 
an actual silencing platform within the ovaries themselves.

CONCLUSION REMARKS
 Tdrd6 has been studied before in mice, and a role of TDRD6 in 
chromatoid body assembly during spermatogenesis has been shown 
(Hosokawa et al., 2007; Tanaka et al., 2011; Vasileva et al., 2009). In 
zebrafish sperm, no chromatoid body has been described yet. However, our 
data do implicate fish Tdrd6a in structures similar to it. We show Tdrd6a 
is present in perinuclear nuage structures in adult germ cells, where it 
does not seem to be essential for its formation, although we noted small 
effects on perinuclear nuage in oocytes. We also noted that the interaction 
between Tdrd6a and Tdrd1 or Zili are relatively low (Table2 and Fig.S3B) 
suggesting that the granular peri-nuclear structures we detected with Tdrd1 
and Tdrd6a antibodies are possibly distinct sub-compartments of nuage, 
containing either Zili/Ziwi-Tdrd1 or Ziwi-Tdrd6a. Given that one of the most 
prominent Tdrd6a interactors in both testis and ovary, PABPC1, is a known 
p-body component, this organization may be similar to the pi-body/piP-body 
compartmentalization that has been proposed in the mouse (Aravin et al., 
2009). In that case, the Tdrd6a/Ziwi structures would be the zebrafish piP-
bodies, while Tdrd1, as in mice, would define the pi-bodies. 
 Apart from perinuclear nuage, we describe for the first time that 
Tdrd6a is important in the assembly of the germ plasm in the oocytes and 
early embryos, and as such also affects germ cell formation in the embryos. 
This may relate to the function we describe for Tdrd6a in allowing the 
accumulation of Ziwi-piRNA complexes. Perhaps, in absence of Tdrd6a, 
less blastomeres can inherit sufficient Ziwi-piRNA complexes to allow the 
specification, or maintenance of primordial germ cells. Apart from that it is 
also possible that Tdrd6a plays a role in the deposition of mRNAs like that of 
nos1 and vasa, and that this function relates to the PGC phenotype. Whether 
piRNAs would be involved in this function is at this point unclear, and will be 
important to address in the future. 
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Table S1. Composition of the small RNA libraries. RNA samples were prepared from: tdrd6+/- F: 
tdrd6aQ180X/+ adult female; tdrd6a-/- F: tdrd6aQ180X adult female; tdrd6a+/- M: tdrd6aQ180X/+ adult male; 
tdrd6a-/- M: tdrd6aQ180X adult male.

Figure S1 (upper panel). Tdrd6a expression. (A) 
Western blotting against Tdrd6a in various adult 
tissues. Actin is used as loading control. (B) Immuno-
histochemistry for Tdrd6a in 5wkpf gonads. Balbiani 
body is clearly seen in some stage I oocytes. Green: 
Tdrd6a; blue: DAPI. Scale bar = 50 μm.

Figure S2. Tdrd6a and Buc does not interact 
directly with each other. Western blotting against 
Buc in Tdrd6a and Zili IPs. 5x and 1x indicates the 
relative amount of protein loaded in the left and 
right part of the gel, respectively. 

Figure S3. Tdrd6a interacts with both Ziwi and Zili. 
(A) Co-immunoprecipitation of Tdrd6a and Ziwi using 
wild-type adult ovaries. (B) Co-immunoprecipitation 
of Tdrd6a and Ziii using wild-type adult ovaries.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Zebrafish strains and genetics
Zebrafish were kept under standard conditions (ref). The tdrd6aQ180X/+ 
mutant allele zebrafish was derived from ENU mutagenized libraries 
using target-selected mutagenesis as described {Wienholds, 2004 #422};. 
Animals carrying tdrd6aQ180X/+ were out crossed against wild-type fish (TL) 
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Figure S4. Phenotypes of 
tdrd6aQ180X mutants. (A) Tdrd6a 
immunoprecipitation using wild-type 
or tdrd6aQ180X mutant adult ovaries or 
testes. (B) Immunohistochemistry for 
Tdrd6a in various stages of embryos. 
Left panel: embryos from tdrd6aQ180X 
mutant mother; right panel: embryos 
from tdrd6aQ180X mutant father. Dashed 
lines indicate the PGCs.

or vas::EGFP transgenic fish (Krovel and Olsen 2004) and subsequently in-
crossed to obtain tdrd6aQ180X/Q180X offspring. For genotyping, the DNA was 
extracted from caudal fin tissue amputated from anesthetized fish. The 
primers used to amplify and re-sequence the allele are: Tdrd6a_ALC: 5’- 
GAA GGT GAC CAA GTT CAT GCT TGA CAT TCC TTG TCT GTC AAG 
GC -3’, Tdrd6a_ALT: 5’- GAA GGT CGG AGT CAA CGG ATT CTT GAC ATT 
CCT TGT CTG TCA AGG T -3’, and Tdrd6a_C2: 5’- CAC TGT ACA ATT TCT 
TTG CAA AGC CCA TT -3’. The lesion induces a truncation after amino acid 
Q180. This residue precedes the epitope used for immunization.

Western blot and immuno staining analysis
Western blot and immuno stainings were done as described before (Houwing 
et al. 2007). Tdrd6a antibodies were raised in rabbits with the synthetic 
peptide H

2
N-QAV VHE PES EKE KRD- CONH

2
. Antisera were subsequently 
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purified against the synthetic peptide (Eurogentec). Embryos were fixed in 
4 % PFA at RT for 3hours. Mouse anti-GFP B-2 (Santa Cruz) was used at 1 
to 500. 

Immuno-precipitation
Immuno precipitations were done as described before (Huang et al., 2011) 
with Ziwi(Girard et al. 2006), Zili(Houwing et al. 2008) and Tdrd6a affinity 
purified antibodies. Tdrd6a antibody was used at 1 to 100. 

Reverse Transcriptase PCR
cDNA synthesis and RT-PCR were performed as described before (Houwing 
et al. 2007). Primers used for amplifying Tdrd1 fragments are: Tdrd6a-F1: 5’- 
GGA AGG AGG CGC GAA AGT A -3’ and Tdrd6a-R1: 5’- ACA CAT GAT GGG 
TTG AGA TTT AC -3’; Tdrd6a-F2: 5’- TAA CGA GAC CTA CTC TGA CCT 
TAA A -3’; Tdrd6a-R2: 5’- GCA GCT GTC GAA GGT TAA AAC TAT CAA CA 
-3’; Tdrd6b-F1: 5’- GGA CAA AAG AGG AAT CAA AGC TC -3’; Tdrd6b-R1: 
5’- TTG AGG ACA AAC AGT TGG G -3’; Tdrd6b-F2: 5’- GGA GGG AGT TCT 
TGG AGT T -3’; Tdrd6b-R2: 5’- CTT TCC TCT GCA ACT CTC -3’; Tdrd6c-F1: 
5’- AAT CAC TTT GGA CGA CAA GCG AAG T -3’; Tdrd6c-R1: 5’- TTG GAT 
GGA GGG ACT TCT TGG CAA A -3’; Tdrd6c-F2: 5’- TGA CAT ATG GCA ATA 
TGC ATG G -3’and Tdrd6c-R2: 5’- TTT TTG TTA CGG CGT CAG TA -3’.

Q-PCR 
Adult gonads were isolated from incrosses of adult tdrd6aQ180X/+ fish. Total 
RNA was isolated from the whole gonads. Q-PCR was done as described 
before (Houwing et al. 2008; Huang et al., 2011). 

buc mRNA overexpression and PGC counting
buc mRNA solution was prepared from a pCS2+-buc clone (a generous 
gift from Dr. Dosch) according to the instruction. 1-cell stage embryos were 
collected from incrosses of adult tdrd6aQ180X/+ fish or adult wild-type fish with 
vas::EGFP transgene. Solutions containing 170ng/μl of buc mRNA and 10% 
phenol red were injected into collected1-cell stage embryos using glass 
micropipettes. Mock injections only use 10% phenol red solution. Injected 
embryos were maintained in the 28 oC incubator till they reach 24hpf stage. 
The embryos were further placed at room temperature while the procedure 
of PGC counting. The embryos were sedated with MS222 and further 
transferred to methylcellulose solution for immobilization purpose. PGCs 
clusters at both sides of the yolk extension were counted under Leica GFP 
microscopes. 

LC-MS/MS
Sample preparation and LC-MS/MS settings were performed as described 
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before (Huang et al., 2011).

Small RNA libraries and sequencing
Library preparation was performed as described before (Huang et al., 2011).

Sequence analysis
Bioinformatic analysis was performed as previously described (Huang et al., 
2011).
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ABSTRACT
The Piwi pathway represents a small RNA mediated mechanism that is 
mostly aimed at the defense of genomes against transposable elements 
in germ cells. Apart from the Piwi proteins themselves, directly binding 
the small RNA cofactors known as piRNAs, several additional proteins 
have been implicated in this process. Among them is the tudor-domain-
containing protein Tdrd9, also known as SpindleE in the fruit fly. Apart 
from its tudor domain, this factor belongs to the family of DExH-box 
RNA helicases. A precise function of Tdrd9 in the Piwi mechanism has 
not been described. Here, we present studies on the zebrafish homolog 
of Tdrd9. We describe the expression of tdrd9 during development and 
show that the Tdrd9 tudor domain has an intrinsic property to localize to 
nuage, a germ cell specific subcellular aggregate known to be involved 
in the Piwi pathway. Furthermore, we present two tdrd9 mutant alleles, 
both resulting in strong germ cell developmental defects. These defects 
are further studied at morphological the level, revealing a role for 
Tdrd9 and its RNA helicase domain in the progression of meiosis into 
pachytene stages and in the maintenance of germ cells in the adult. 
Finally, experiments aimed at the effects of Tdrd9 on piRNAs suggest 
a function for Tdrd9 in the Piwi pathway downstream of the piRNA 
biogenesis process known as ping-pong amplification. Summarizing, 
our work confirms the involvement of Tdrd9 in the vertebrate Piwi 
pathway and provides novel clues to the molecular function of Tdrd9 in 
this still poorly understood pathway.

INTRODUCTION
 Small RNA (sRNA) based regulatory mechanisms play a major role 
in animal germ cells. One of these mechanisms is better known as the 
Piwi-pathway, characterized by a specific subfamily of Argonaute proteins, 
named Piwi proteins, and small RNAs that are better known as piRNAs (Piwi 
interacting RNAs) (Ghildiyal, 2009; Ketting, 2011). In most animals the Piwi-
pathway is involved in silencing transposable elements (TEs) (Malone, 2009; 
Siomi, 2011). TEs are genomic elements that can induce DNA damage by 
excision and/or re-integration into the genome, and as such representing 
immediate threats to the integrity of the hosting genome. Consequently, if 
the Piwi pathway does not work properly germ cells suffer from an increased 
transposition load. This has been best established in the fruit fly Drosophila 
melanogaster (Brennecke, 2007; Brennecke, 2008) but there are strong 
indications that this occurs in other animal species as well (Aravin, 2007; 
Houwing, 2007). Perhaps related to the activation of transposable elements, 
germ cells in Piwi mutant animals have been found to display a variety of 
phenotypes, including increased levels of apoptosis, meiotic failure and stem 
cell maintenance defects (Carmell, 2007; Kuramochi-Miyagawa, 2004;Deng, 
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2002; Houwing, 2008; Houwing, 2007).
 At a molecular level, the Piwi pathway has been rather well 
characterized, and it has become clear that two types of piRNA biogenesis 
exist. Both of these start with a single stranded RNA (ssRNA) molecule and 
are independent of the Dicer enzyme (Houwing, 2007; Vagin, 2006), a major 
player in the generation of other sRNA species like miRNAs. This ssRNA is 
subject to endo-nucleolytic activity, specifying the 5’ end of the piRNA to-be-
formed. It is this endo-nucleolytic step that distinguishes the two modes of 
piRNA biogenesis. In the so-called primary piRNA biogenesis pathway an as 
yet unknown factor induces the cleavage of transcripts that originate from 
clusters that host many transposon-fragments, the so-called piRNA clusters 
(Brennecke, 2007; Li, 2009; Malone, 2009). These clusters can be regarded 
as records of transposition activity in the past and serve as a template to 
initiate TE defense. In the secondary pathway, the endo-nucleolytic cleavage 
is performed by a Piwi protein, and the targeted ssRNA can either be piRNA 
cluster transcripts or TE derived mRNAs. The Piwi protein accepting the new 
piRNA generally is another Piwi paralog than the one generating the 5’-end 
cleavage (Brennecke, 2007; Gunawardane, 2007). In both the primary and 
the secondary pathway, the newly exposed 5’ end is bound by a Piwi protein, 
after which the 3’ end is trimmed to fit the hosting Piwi protein. Finally, the 
piRNA is methylated at its 3’-end by a methyl-transferase enzyme named 
Hen1. This serves to stabilize piRNAs in response to target recognition 
(Saito, 2007; Horwich, 2007; Kirino, 2007; Kamminga, 2010; Kurth, 2009). 
In the secondary pathway, a newly formed piRNA can again trigger the 
maturation of another piRNA molecule that will be identical in sequence to 
the original piRNA. Thus, the secondary piRNA biogenesis pathway leads 
to the amplification of piRNA levels in response to available target RNA; 
this process is often referred to as ping-pong. This constellation ensures a 
constant and up-to-date response to TE mediated threats. Interestingly, in 
mammals the primary piRNA pathway is also employed outside the context 
of TE silencing (Aravin, 2006; Girard, 2006). These piRNAs are expressed at 
the onset of pachytene stage and play a role in meiotic progression in male 
germ cells. Their molecular function remains unknown.
 Most animals express at least two different Piwi paralogs that together 
mediate TE silencing through the ping-pong mechanism. One of these, 
usually the one accepting both primary and secondary piRNAs, remains in 
the cytoplasm, where it is associated with an electron-dense material known 
as nuage (reviewed in Ketting, 2011). Although the precise functions of this 
structure are not well known, it has become clear that many Piwi-pathway 
related reactions take place within nuage and that in fact the Piwi pathway 
itself is one of the driving forces making nuage. The other Piwi paralog, 
accepting only secondary piRNAs, can translocate to the nucleus upon being 
loaded with a piRNA (Aravin, 2008). The precise function of nuclear Piwi 
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proteins has remained unclear sofar, although they have been correlated 
with de novo DNA methylation in mouse primordial germ cells (Aravin, 2008; 
Kuramochi-Miyagawa, 2008). Many other proteins participate in the Piwi-
pathway (Reuter, 2009; Vagin, 2009; Malone, 2009; Kuramochi-Miyagawa, 
2010; Liu, 2011; Handler, 2011; Zamparini, 2011; Chen, 2009; Huang, 2011). 
Among these are many proteins that contain one or more tudor domains 
(Siomi, 2010). Tudor domains can bind to methylated arginines or lysines 
and some of the tudor-domain-containing proteins (Tdrd’s) functioning in 
the Piwi-pathway have been shown to bind to symmetrically dimethylated 
arginines present in the N-terminal regions of the Piwi proteins. 

One of these Tdrd proteins is Tdrd9, a protein containing a DExH-
box RNA helicase domain in the N-terminal part and one tudor domain in its 
C-terminal part. The Drosophila homolog of Tdrd9, also named Spindle-E 
or Homeless, has been shown to be crucial for ping-pong amplification of 
piRNAs and transposon silencing, and for the proper localization of the 
Piwi proteins Aub and Ago3 (Malone, 2009). In mice, this protein has been 
shown to bind the Piwi proteins MIWI2 and MILI and to be required for proper 
transposon silencing (Shoji, 2009; Vagin, 2009). However, TDRD9 mutation 
does not have an impact on the gross subcellular localization of either MIWI2 
or MILI (Shoji, 2009). The functional requirement of either the tudor domain 
or the DExH box of Tdrd9 has not been demonstrated in any system.

In zebrafish, two Piwi proteins are encoded by the genome (Houwing, 
2007), of which Ziwi binds both primary and secondary piRNAs while Zili 
binds secondary piRNAs (Houwing, 2008). Both Ziwi and Zili are present in 
the female and male germ cells and proper Piwi pathway activity has been 
shown to be required for normal TE transcript down-regulation. Like in other 
systems, Piwi proteins have been found to associate with Tdrd proteins, 
including Tdrd9 (Huang, 2011). Here we describe the impact of Tdrd9 on the 
zebrafish Piwi pathway, both on the phenotypic as well as on the molecular 
level, revealing a requirement for Tdrd9 in the amplification of piRNA levels 
without affecting the ping-pong signature of the remaining piRNAs. In 
addition, we show the Tdrd9 Tudor domain can localize to nuage and we 
describe a requirement for the DExH box domain for proper Tdrd9 function.

RESULTS
Tdrd9 is expressed in germ cells of the zebrafish
 We performed RT-PCR to determine in what organs zebrafish tdrd9 
(ENSDARG00000013; Figure 1A) is expressed. Consistent with data from 
both mouse and Drosophila, we find gonad specific expression of tdrd9. 
Using in situ hybridization (ISH) we further defined the expression of tdrd9 in 
the germ cells of the gonad, as well as in the primordial germ cells (PGCs) 
in the embryo (Figure 1B,C). Expression of tdrd9 in the PGCs starts around 
three days post fertilization (dpf).
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Disruption of tdrd9 results in sterility
 In an attempt to identify mutant alleles of Piwi pathway components 
we re-sequenced a set of ten genes in a collection of 36 mutants that all 
display a male sterility phenotype (Saito, 2011413)(Table S1). We identified 
one allele of tdrd9, disrupting the splice donor site of the first intron (lb025) 
(Figure 2A). In parallel, using a TILLING approach (Wienholds, 2004), we 
identified a missense mutation in tdrd9, changing the threonine of the highly 
conserved, DExH box associated, Walker A motif (GSGKT) into an isoleucine 
(hu3177; Figure 2A). The Walker A motif has been shown to be involved in 
ATP binding (Hishida, 1999), suggesting that this allele of tdrd9 will produce 
crippled Tdrd9 protein. While in tdrd9(hu3177) animals tdrd9 mRNA is readily 
detectable by in situ hybridization (ISH), the splice mutation results in loss 
of detectable Tdrd9 mRNA (Figure 2B), suggesting that tdrd9(lb025) triggers 
nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (Le Hir, 2008).
 When homozygous, both alleles result in sterility due to an absence 
of germ cells, resulting in strict male development (Slanchev, 2005; Siegfried, 
2008). Germ cell loss initiates around seven weeks of development (Figure 
2C-E), accompanied by low levels of apoptosis (not shown). Similar 
phenotypes are observed in trans-heterozygous animals, showing that the 
phenotypes are caused by the lesions in tdrd9. This strengthens the idea 
that the ATPase function of the helicase domain is indeed important for Tdrd9 
function in vivo.

Tdrd9 is required for germ cell maintenance
 While most tdrd9 mutant adults are sterile, we consistently observe 
a small fraction (approximately 10%) of the adult males to be sub-fertile. 
Oocytes fertilized by these males develop normally and homozygous 
tdrd9 mutants derived from these males develop indistinguishably from 
tdrd9 mutants obtained from heterozygous incrosses. Interestingly, when 
we analyze tdrd9 mutant testes from 20 week- old adults by vasa ISH to 
visualize the germ cells, about 10-40% of these testes contain germ cells 
that are mostly spermatogonia-like in appearance (Figure 2C). Even at 30 
weeks of age, some individuals maintained germ cells, although in these 
cases only spermatozoa-like cells were observed in the tubules (Figure 2D). 
These data strongly suggest that loss of tdrd9 permits germ cell development 
at low frequency. However, in these cases germ cells seem to all differentiate 
into mature sperm, eventually depleting the germ cell population. Consistent 
with this notion, the sub-fertile animals cannot maintain fertility over longer 
periods (not shown). 

Tdrd9 has impact on nuage formation
In tdrd9 mutants, germ cells can be readily detected at three weeks of age. 
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This allows us to determine the effect of Tdrd9 on the sub-cellular localization 
of Piwi pathway components. As can be seen in Figures 3A, Tdrd9 is not 
required for the global nuage-like localization of either Zili or Tdrd1, suggesting 

Figure 1
(A) Expression of tdrd9 in different 
tissues as indicated, using RT-PCR. 
Ef1-alpha was used as control gene. 
(B) Whole mount tdrd9 ISH of a 3dpf 
embryo. The black arrows indicates 
the location of the PGCs. (C) ISH 
for tdrd9 on sections from testis 
and ovary. SG: spermatogonia; 
eSC: easly spermatocyes; lSC: late 
spermatocytes; ST: spermatids; S: 
sperm. I-IV: progressing stages of 
oogenesis. Scale bars: 50μm.

Figure 2
(A) Schematic representation of the first four 
exons of tdrd9, including the two mutant 
alleles used in this study. (B) ISH for tdrd9 
in wild-type and tdrd9 mutant backgrounds. 
(C,D) ISH for vasa on gonad sections from 
wild-type and tdrd9 mutant animals at 11 
weeks post fertilization (wpf; C) and 30wpf 
(D). Asterisks indicate empty sperm tubules. 
(E) Bar diagram reflecting the number of 
vasa positive and vasa negative gonads from 
different stages of wild-type and tdrd9 mutant 
animals. Purple: vasa positive; grey: vasa 
negative.
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that nuage formation is not disrupted and that Tdrd9 may act downstream 
of Tdrd1, as also suggested for TDRD9 in mice (Shoji, 2009; Vagin, 2009). 

To look in more detail, we also used transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) to analyze tdrd9 mutant oocytes (Figure 3B). First, many wild-type 
looking patches of nuage are readily detectable in tdrd9 mutants. This is 
consistent with the above-described Tdrd1 localization. However, next to 
these normally looking nuage structures we detect less-electron-dense 
structures in 38% (31/82) of the tdrd9 mutant oocytes (Figure 3B), while 
these were not observed among eighty-six wild-type oocytes. At first sight, 
these nuage-like structures resemble those observed in tdrd1 mutant oocytes 
(Huang, 2011). In addition, while in wild-type sections we found 39% (32/82) 
of the oocytes to contained associated synaptonemal complexes (Figure 3C), 
among the eighty-two tdrd9 mutant oocytes analyzed none displayed such 
complexes (Figure 3C). This suggests tdrd9 mutant oocytes are not able to 
enter or complete the zygotene/pachytene stage of meiosis, a phenotype 
also observed in mice (Shoji, 2009).

The Tdrd9 tudor domain interacts with Zili and localizes to nuage
 Since tudor domains have been shown to mediate interaction with 
Piwi proteins we have studied the tudor domain of Tdrd9 in isolation. First, 
we expressed a GST-fused Tdrd9 tudor domain in E. coli. As the tudor 
domains of Tdrd proteins acting in the Piwi pathway often contain N-terminal 
extensions (Jin, 2009), we made two versions of this domain, one containing 
a predicted N-terminal beta-sheet and one without. We next incubated these 
purified domains, coupled to GST-beads, in testis extract and asked whether 
we could retrieve Zili. As shown in Figure 4A, Zili can be found on the Tdrd9 
tudor domain containing the N-terminal beta-sheet, but not on the version 
lacking this N-terminal extension. Unfortunately, blotting for Ziwi revealed 
high a-specific binding of Ziwi, preventing interrogation of the interaction of 
this tudor domain with Ziwi. Nevertheless, these results indicate that Tdrd9 
and Piwi proteins may interact via the tudor domain of Tdrd9.
 Next, we also asked how this tudor domain localizes in vivo. For 
this we injected mRNA encoding GFP-tagged tudor domain, including the 
N-terminal extension, into one-cell-stage embryos. The mRNA included 
a nos1 3’UTR to restrict expression to the PGCs (Koprunner, 2001). This 
resulted in a punctate localization of the Tdrd9-tudor domain around the 
nucleus, strongly suggestive of nuage (Figure 4B). We further checked this 
by immuno-histochemistry, co-staining for GFP and Ziwi. Although the Tudor-
GFP association with nuage appears to be rather unstable, given the high 
cytosolic signals in these experiments, this revealed co-localization of GFP 
and Ziwi (Figure 4C), confirming that the Tdrd9 tudor domain can localize to 
nuage.
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Transposon transcripts are upregulated in tdrd9 mutant gonads
 We performed RT-qPCR to evaluate the levels of TE transcripts in 
tdrd9 mutant gonads. We used gonads from five-week old animals as in 
these animals the global morphology has not yet been affected a lot. As can 
be seen in Figure 5, and consistent with our previously published data on 
Piwi pathway components, we can detect clear up-regulation of TE derived 
transcripts. This confirms the role for tdrd9 in TE regulation.

Loss of Tdrd9 results in a global reduction of piRNA levels.
 In order to study the impact of zebrafish tdrd9 on piRNAs we derived 
small RNA libraries from wild-type and tdrd9(lb025) mutant gonads at three 
weeks of development (Table S2). In this analysis we have focused on the 
transposon derived piRNAs and have used miRNAs as an internal standard 
to determine relative piRNA levels. Reads derived from structural RNAs, 
like rRNA and tRNA are considered background and have not been further 
considered.
 At a global level transposon-derived piRNA levels decrease 
approximately 1.5-fold upon loss of Tdrd9 (Figure 6A). Loss of piRNAs 
especially impacts on TEs replicating through an RNA intermediate (Figure 
6B), the so-called retro-transposons. DNA-based TEs are much less affected. 
This is consistent with our previous findings (Huang, 2011; Kamminga, 2010), 
further strengthening the differential impact of Piwi pathway mutations on 
retro-TEs compared to DNA-TEs in zebrafish. For both types of transposons 
tdrd9 has an equal impact on sense and anti-sense polarity piRNAs (Figure 
6C), suggesting that tdrd9 affects both Piwi proteins, Ziwi and Zili, similarly. 
Surprisingly, the ping-pong signal, defined as the percentage of sense/anti-
sense read pairs that display an overlap of ten nucleotides, is still present in 
tdrd9 mutant germ cells, and may even be stronger than in wild-type germ 
cells (Figure 6D). 

DISCUSSION
 In this study we have shown that zebrafish tdrd9 functions in the Piwi-
pathway and that it is essential for the development and maintenance of 
mature germ cells. The phenotypes associated with loss of Tdrd9 function are 
milder than those observed in mutants lacking Piwi proteins, suggesting that 
tdrd9 mutation permits residual Piwi-pathway activity, although not enough to 
allow normal germ cell maturation. While consistent with previously reported 
data on Tdrd9 in mice and flies, our data add to the understanding of this 
protein in the Piwi-mediated RNA pathway in the following ways.

Tdrd9 helicase function
 We provide strong indications that the ATPase function of Tdrd9 
is required for its function: a mutant allele disrupting the highly conserved 
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Figure 3 (Left panel)
(A) Immunohistochemistry for Ziwi, Zili and 
Tdrd1 on wild-type and tdrd9 mutant gonads 
at five weeks of development. Blue: DAPI; 
Red: Ziwi, Zili or Tdrd1, as indicated. Scale 
bars: 10μm. (B) Transmission EM on wild-
type and tdrd9 mutant oocytes. *: normal 
looking nuage. **: nuage-like structure 
with lower electron-density, seen in 31/82 
tdrd9 mutant oocytes and in 0/86 wild-type 
oocytes. M: mitochondria. (C) Transmission 
EM on wild-type and tdrd9 mutant oocytes. 
The black arrows in the wild-type panel 
indicate a synaptonemal complex. Such 
structures have been seen in 32/86 wild-type 
oocytes and in 0/82 tdrd9 mutant oocytes.

Figure 4 (Lower panel)
(A) GST-pulldown assay 
with GST-Tdrd9-tudor in 
testis extracts, followed 
by western blotting for 
Zili and GST. (B) Tdrd9-
tudor-GFP in 24hpf 
PGC. Blue: DAPI, Green: 
Tdrd9-tudor-GFP. (C) 
Colocalization of Ziwi and 
Tdrd9-tudor-GFP. Blue: 
DAPI; Green: Tdrd9-
tudor-GFP; Red: Ziwi. 
White arrows indicate 
patches of nuage.
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Walker A motif induces a phenotype that is indistinguishable from that 
induced by a splice site mutation triggering strong mRNA destabilization. 
DExH box domains have been reported to be required for a number of 
possible functions. As their name suggests, these proteins can have RNA 
helicase activity, an activity that unwinds double stranded RNA structures. 
In addition, however, it has also been suggested that these modules act on 
protein-protein or protein-RNA interactions, where the energy release by ATP 
hydrolysis is used to remodel RNP complexes (Pan, 2010; Schwer, 2001). 
Both functions can be well envisaged in the Piwi-pathway. The enzyme 
Dicer, involved in dsRNA processing during si- and miRNA biogenesis, also 
contains a DExH motif. This motif in Dicer has been shown to play a role in 
the processing of thermodynamically unstable hairpin RNA duplexes (Soifer, 
2008), suggesting it may have a true RNA helicase function. While the 
Piwi-pathway is believed to consume single stranded RNAs, RNA helicase 
activities may still be required to unwind double stranded structures to 
allow the activity of proteins acting on single stranded RNA. Remodeling 
interactions between proteins and RNA also seems a well-suited function for 
Tdrd9. Given that Tdrd9 affects both Ziwi and Zili-bound piRNAs it may play 
a role in restructuring RNPs containing both Ziwi and Zili, for example when 
bound by Tdrd1 (Huang, 2011).

Tdrd9 localization
 We demonstrate that the tudor domain of Tdrd9 has affinity for 
nuage and can interact with Zili. Unfortunately, in the absence of functional 
antibodies and rescuing transgenes, despite several attempts, we are at 
present unable to further probe the subcellular localization of Tdrd9 and the 
interactions between Tdrd9 and Piwi proteins. In mouse, TDRD9 has been 
shown to interact with MIWI2 in P-body-like granules that have been named 
piP-bodies (Aravin, 2009; Shoji, 2009; Vagin, 2009), distinct from structures 
that harbor TDRD1 and MILI. It is certainly possible that this is true in zebrafish 
as well, but our observations that both Ziwi (Houwing, 2007) and the Tdrd9 
tudor domain display nuage-like localization suggest that these bodies would 
be in very close contact with nuage. Interestingly, in tdrd9 mutant oocytes 
we observe less electron-dense structures that could be homologous to the 
piP-bodies observed in mice. The fact we do not observe these in wild-type 
oocytes may indicate that normally the interaction between these bodies and 
nuage may be so close that it is hard to see by TEM. Alternatively, these 
bodies could be aggregates containing TE transcripts or proteins, as has 
been demonstrated in mice (Soper, 2008). Similar bodies have also been 
observed in Tdrd9 mutant germ cells in mice (Shoji, 2009).

Mouse TDRD9 has been shown to be a nucleo-cytoplasmic protein, 
whose nuclear localization depends on MILI and TDRD1. While we have not 
been able to directly address this issue, our data do indicate Tdrd9 interacts 
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with Zili, and tdrd9 mRNA 
is expressed at the time 
when Zili is nuclear 
(between three and five 
days post fertilisation). 
Our data are therefore 
consistent with the 
TDRD9 localization data 
in mice. However, we 
only observe defects in 
tdrd9 mutant germ cells 
at time-points when Zili 
is no longer nuclear. 
This may indicate 
maternal rescue, most 
likely through maternally 
provided Tdrd9 protein 
as we do not detect 
tdrd9 mRNA before 3dpf.
Since we do observe a 
phenotype in germ cells 
later in development, 
when the bulk of Zili 
protein is found peri-
nuclear, we conclude 
that Tdrd9 in zebrafish 
likely has a function 
outside the nucleus as well.

Tdrd9 is required for piRNA amplification, but not for ping-pong
 Our data show a clear effect of Tdrd9 on the accumulation of piRNAs. 
The piRNAs targeting most TEs are significantly reduced in level. Especially 
the retro-transposon derived piRNAs are strongly affected, like we have 
previously described for hen1 (Kamminga, 2010) and tdrd1 (Huang, 2011) 
mutants as well. Surprisingly, we find no effect of Tdrd9 on the molecular 
signature left by the typical piRNA amplification mechanism know as ping-
pong (Brennecke, 2007). This is in contrast to observations in Drosophila 
(Malone, 2009), where Spindle E, the fruit-fly Tdrd9 homolog, leads to a total 
collapse of the ping-pong signature. This may indicate that both our zebrafish 
tdrd9 alleles are hypomorphs, leaving significant Tdrd9 activity intact to 
support the observed piRNA amplification. We cannot rule this out, but we 
have two arguments to think differently. First, the splice-site allele of tdrd9 
leaves very little RNA that we can detect by RT-PCR. In fact, we have not 

Figure 5
Relative expression of 
transposon transcripts 
compared to vasa 
mRNA in tdrd9 wild-
type and hu3177 mutant 
gonads at 5wpf. Error 
bars show SD for three 
biological replicates.

Figure 6
(A) Length distribution profiles of small RNAs cloned from wild-
type and tdrd9 mutant gonads at three weeks of development. (B) 
Scatter plot displaying read-abundance for different transposons in 
wild-type and tdrd9 mutant gonads. (C) Scatter plot displaying the 
fraction of antisense polarity piRNAs for different transposons. (D) 
Ping-pong signatures for all transposon derived piRNAs combined 
derived from the piRNA cloned from wild-type and tdrd9 mutant 
gonads.
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been able to amplify alternatively spliced mRNA molecules from this mutant 
background, while we did amplify non-spliced versions (data not shown). 
Second, piRNA levels are in fact affected, suggesting that our alleles are 
strong enough to leave footprints at the molecular level. We these reasons 
we also entertain an alternative explanation, and that is that this discrepancy 
may reflect a much stronger dependence of the fly on SpnE, compared to the 
need of Tdrd9 in zebrafish. However, in absence of a clearly defined function 
for Tdrd9/SpnE it remains difficult to speculate what the basis for such a 
difference could be. 

Whatever the underlying reasons, our finding remains that while 
piRNA levels decline, the ping-pong signature remains fully intact. This is in 
fact consistent with the suggestion that Tdrd9 in both fish and mice functions 
downstream of Tdrd1 (this work and Shoji, 2009). Since Tdrd1 has been 
proposed to be a molecular platform for piRNA amplification through ping-
pong mechanisms (Huang, 2011), a function of Tdrd9 downstream of Tdrd1 
would imply no effect of Tdrd9 on ping-pong efficiencies. Even though it is at 
present not possible to place Tdrd9 at a discrete step in the Piwi pathway, a 
function in releasing Piwi proteins from the ping-pong environment would be 
consistent with all the obtained data so far. In that scenario, the detection of 
electron-weak nuage patches may reflect sites that are awaiting the arrival 
of newly created Piwi:piRNA complexes. Testing such a hypothesis would 
require, for example, the identification of proteins resident to these electron-
weak patches.

The tdrd9 mutant phenotype
 The tdrd9 mutant zebrafish do not display the same phenotype 
as either zili or ziwi mutants. In tdrd9 mutants germ cells do develop and 
differentiate, although they have a meiotic defect and cannot be maintained, 
while in piwi mutant animals germ cells do not reach these stages (Houwing, 
2008; Houwing, 2007). This may be because of partial maternal rescue of 
the tdrd9 mutant embryos. Since we do not observe tdrd9 mRNA before 
3dpf, this would have to be through maternal inheritance of Tdrd9 protein, 
something that has been observed for Ziwi (Houwing, 2007). In absence of 
Tdrd9 antibodies this, however, cannot be tested. Alternatively, the phenotype 
triggered by loss of tdrd9 may simply be less strong, as we described 
previously for tdrd1 (Huang, 2011), a gene for which we have not been able 
to see either maternal mRNA or protein.
 Interestingly, some tdrd9 mutant individuals maintain germ cells until 
adulthood and can produce functional gametes at low frequency. Progeny 
resulting from these tdrd9 mutant gametes develop normally, indicating that 
no major defects have occurred during the development of these specific 
gametes. However, the individuals making these gametes cannot maintain 
them, strongly suggesting Tdrd9 is required for the maintenance of a germ 
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cell population, possibly through a defect in spermatogonial stem cells 
preventing self-renewing divisions. This is reminiscent of the germ cell loss 
phenotype found in Miwi2 mutant mice (Carmell, 2007), suggesting that this 
function for the Piwi pathway is conserved.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Zebrafish strains and genotyping
Zebrafish were kept under standard conditions (Westerfield, 1993). 
tdrd9(hu3177) mutant allele was derived from ENU mutagenized libraries 
using target-selected mutagenesis as described (Wienholds, 2004); 
tdrd9(lb025) mutant allele was identified in a forward genetic screen for 
gonadogenesis mutants based on the absence of a germ line in adult 
mutant fish. Founders with mutant alleles tdrd9(hu3177) and tdrd9(lb025)
were out crossed against wild-type fish (TL) or vas::EGFP transgenic fish 
(Krovel, 2004) and subsequently incrossed against each other to obtain 
homozygous offspring. For genotyping, the DNA was extracted from caudal 
fin tissue amputated from anesthetized fish. The primers used to amplify 
and re-sequence the alleles are: tdrd9_hu3177_F 5’- GAT TTC ACT ATA 
TCT CAT GTC -3’, tdrd9_hu3177_R 5’- TGC AAA TTA ATT CCC ATT CC -3’, 
tdrd9_lb025 F 5’- GCA TCA GGC CAT CAC GTC AGC -3’ and tdrd9_lb025 R 
5’- GTG CAG GTG TTA AAC CGC ATA AG -3’.

Reverse Transcriptase PCR
cDNA synthesis and RT-PCR were performed as described before (Houwing, 
2007). Primers used to amplify tdrd9 cDNA are Forward: 5’- CAT CCT GCA 
GGT GGT CAT TGC -3’. Reverse: 5’- CCC ACA TCG ATC ACC TCA GTA 
ATG -3’; 
elongation factor 1-alpha (ef1-a;pha) primers are: Forward: 5’- GGC CAC 
GTC GAC TCC GGA AAG TCC -3’. Reverse: 5’- CTC AAA ACG AGC CTG 
GCT GTA AGG -3’. Q-PCR was done as described before (Houwing, 2008). 

Western blot and Immunohistochemistry
Western blot and immuno stainings were done as described before (Houwing, 
2007). Zili and Ziwi antibodies were used as described before (Houwing, 
2008;Houwing, 2007). Mouse anti-GFP B-2 (Santa Cruz) was used at 1:500. 
Mouse anti-GST was used at 1:5000.

In situ hybridization
In situ hybridization was performed as described before (Houwing, 2007). 
Full-length tdrd9 cDNA (accession number EU888.1) was used for probe 
synthesis.

TEM
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Sample preparation and imaging were performed as described before 
(Huang, 2011).

GST-pulldown
PCR products for Tdrd9 tudor domain with or without predicted N-terminal beta 
sheet were cloned into pGEX-KG vector containing GST tag at the 5’ end of the 
multiple cloning site. Primers used to amplify the respective Tdrd9 fragments are: 
Forward, short N-terminus: 5’- cgggatccGAGAAACAGTGTCAATTAACAGC 
-3’. Forward, extended: 5’- cgggatccGATTTCGTCATCAACATTACTGAG -3. 
Reverse, both clones: 5’- cggaattcCTGCGCTTGAAAGGCTGG -3. The pull 
down assay was performed as described before (Huang, 2011).

Microinjection of mRNA into embryos
The Tdrd9 tudor domain, with extended N-terminal beta-sheet, as described 
in the GST-pull-down section, was cloned into the GATEWAY system 
(Invitrogen), and recombined with a vector harboring the Sp6 promoter and 
GFP-nos3’UTR sequences, yielding a Sp6-Tudor-GFP-nos3’UTR construct. 
mRNAs were transcribed in vitro using the Sp6 RNA polymerase following 
manufacturers instructions. Solutions containing 150 – 200 ng/μl mRNA and 
10% phenol red were injected into 1-cell stage wild-type embryos using glass 
micropipettes. Injected embryos were maintained in the 28 oC incubator till 
they reach 24hpf stage.

Small RNA libraries and sequencing
Library preparation was essentially as described before (Huang, 2011). In 
short: Total or RNA isolated from immune precipitations was size selected 
on a 15% denaturing poly-acrylamide gel (18-32 nt). Following this, 3’ and 5’ 
adapters were ligated, after which the ligated RNA was reverse transcribed 
into cDNA. This cDNA was amplified with 16-18 cycles of PCR and sequenced 
on a Solexa platform.

Small RNA analysis
Bioinformatic analysis was performed as previously described (Huang, 2011).
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The PIWI-piRNA pathway is a defense mechanism against 
transposable elements (TEs) to maintain the genome integrity of germ 
cells. It mainly functions in the germline and, in some cases, somatic 
cells in the gonads. Many germline tudor-domain containing (Tdrd) 
proteins are interacting partners of PIWIs and are also important in 
germline maintenance and function. Drosophila Tudor was the first 
Tdrd protein identified and is essential for germ plasm formation 
(Thomson and Lasko, 2005). Later more Tdrds were found to play a 
role in spermatogenesis as well as nuage formation in mice (Siomi et 
al., 2010). Recently, the finding of sDMA sites at the N-terminal end of 
various PIWI proteins links the Tdrd-PIWI interactions, and the tudor-
sDMA coding seems to be germline-specific. Here I will summarize the 
findings presented in this thesis and discuss the relationships between 
Tdrd1, Tdrd6a, Tdrd9 and the PIWI-piRNA pathway in zebrafish.

Tdrds and Nuage/Germ plasm assembly
The nuage is a conserved electron-dense structure often found in 

the perinuclear region or associated with mitochondria in germ cells (Eddy, 
1974). It is generally considered as the location for the PIWI-piRNA pathway. 
Tdrds and the PIWI-piRNA pathway have both been described to be involved 
in nuage assembly (Reviewed in Siomi et al., 2010; Siomi et al., 2011). The 
PIWI-Tdrd interaction is, in some cases, essential for nuage localization of 
PIWIs (Siomi et al., 2010; this thesis). In mice, TDRD1, TDRD6 and TDRD7 
are essential for the assembly of nuage (Hosokawa et al., 2007; Tanaka et 
al., 2011). Nuage localization of MILI is dependent on interacting with TDRD1 
(Vagin et al., 2009). In zebrafish, Tdrd1 is essential for nuage formation in the 
oocytes. We observed that nuage is less in number and electron density as 
well as mis-localized in tdrd1 mutants. One of the nuage components, Zili, 
lost nuage localization but its perinuclear localization is little affected in tdrd1 
mutants. This suggests that perinuclear localization of Zili is independent of 
Tdrd1. (Huang et al., 2011). In tdrd9 mutants some of the nuage appeared 
less electron dense in the juvenile oocytes, but Ziwi and Zili localization seem 
not to be affected during gametogenesis (Chapter 5), implying that Tdrd9 is 
downstream of Ziwi and Zili in nuage assembly and tat the “missing” electron 
density may represent the Tdrd9-containing sub compartment of nuage. 
Loss of Tdrd6a also does not impact PIWI and Tdrd1 localization during 
gametogenesis, but it does disrupt the germ plasm assembly in the early 
PGCs where Tdrd1 and Ziwi expression are affected. Tdrd6a probably acts 
downstream of Buc, a protein important for Balbiani body and germ plasm 
assembly in zebrafish. Components of the germ plasm require the presence 
of Tdrd6a in order to be recruited by Buc for proper germ plasm formation 
(Chapter 4). There are three paralogs of tdrd6 encoded in the zebrafish 
genome. Since no defects were detected after PGC stage in tdrd6a mutants, 
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the three paralogs may function partially redundant, and act in nuage/germ 
plasm assembly at different developmental time points (Chapter 4).

Tdrds in transposon regulation and piRNA biogenesis
Many Tdrds have been reported to be involved in piRNA biogenesis, 

either the primary processing or the secondary Ping-Pong amplification 
cycle. In mice and zebrafish, the secondary pathway is better understood. 
In many cases, Tdrds are involved in transposon regulation, which is the 
main function known so far of the Ping-Pong cycle. In mice, loss of TDRD1, 
TDRD5, TDRD7 or TDRD9 but not TDRD6 leads to an increase of transposon 
transcripts accompanied by defective spermatogenic phenotypes, and 
consequently sterile animals (Chuma et al., 2006; Reuter et al., 2009; Shoji 
et al., 2009; Vagin et al., 2009; Vasileva et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009; 
Yabuta et al., 2011). In zebrafish, tdrd1, tdrd6a and tdrd9 mutants all display 
transposon upregulation ((Huang et al., 2011), Chapter 4 and 5), suggesting 
the conserved roles of Tdrds in controlling transposons in the germline. 
Loss of zebrafish tdrd6a, unlike loss of mouse TDRD6, leads to transposon 
derepression. This is likely due to the earlier expression of zebrafish Tdrd6a 
compared to mouse TDRD6 during gametogenesis.

In zebrafish, tdrd1 and tdrd9 mutants start to lose germ cells at 4 
and 7  week-post-fertilization (wkpf) ((Huang et al., 2011) and Chapter 5), 
respectively, which are relatively mild phenotypes compared to PIWI mutants 
(Houwing et al., 2008; Houwing et al., 2007). This suggests that tdrd9 and 
tdrd1 mutants allow a certain degree of PIWI-piRNA activity but not enough 
to maintain the germline. In both tdrd1 and tdrd9 mutants, class I element 
(retro-element)-derived piRNA populations are largely reduced, while class 
II element-derived piRNAs are not significantly affected, a finding consistent 
with earlier reports (Houwing et al., 2008; Houwing et al., 2007) and our 
findings in Chapter 2 that retroelements are the main target of the Ping-
Pong cycle. Furthermore, the sensitivity of retro-element-derived piRNAs in 
tdrd1 mutants is correlated with their abundance at 3wkpf, the stage that 
the piRNA populations were examined. In many cases, the highly sensitive 
piRNAs are very abundant at 3wkpf (Chapter 2), confirming the role of Tdrd1 
in facilitating the Ping-Pong cycle (Huang et al., 2011). We also identified 
Tdrd1-associated transcripts (TATs), which are good candidates for piRNA 
biogenesis intermediates. The association of Tdrd1 with both PIWI proteins, 
mature piRNAs and TATs indicates Tdrd1 functions as a molecular platform 
for the Ping-Pong cycle (Huang et al., 2011).
 Although tdrd9 mutants display a global reduction of piRNA levels, the 
Ping-Pong signature of the remaining piRNAs is not affected. This suggests 
that Tdrd9 is not required for the Ping-Pong cycle. Instead, a suggested 
function of Tdrd9 is to remodel RNPs containing Ziwi, Zili, and Tdrd1 and 
release PIWI proteins from the RNP complex in the Ping-Pong cycle via its 
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DExH domain (Chapter 5).
Transposon up-regulation is generally thought to be the cause of 

sterility in the PIWI-piRNA pathway mutants. However, although loss of 
Tdrd6a leads to
upregulation of transposons in the adult testes, both male and female 
mutants are fertile. There are two possible explanations. First, there could 
be other yet unknown factors underlying the fertility defects besides only 
transposon upregulation. For example, the less-electron dense nuage found 
in tdrd1 and tdrd9 mutants suggests disrupted nuage assembly. It is possible 
that conserved nuage structures have other functions besides hosting the 
PIWI-piRNA pathway in the germline. Second, there may be other highly 
derepressed transposons, which are not examined in our Q-PCR assays, 
causing the sterility phenotypes in tdrd1 and tdrd9 but not tdrd6a mutants.

Based on the small reduction of Ping-Pong signature of piRNAs in 
tdrd6a mutants, Tdrd6a is likely playing a minor role in the amplification 
cycle. Loss of Tdrd6a results in loss of anti-sense strand bias of piRNAs, 
therefore Tdrd6a is likely to act as an anti-sense piRNA reservoir for Ziwi. 
Both Ziwi and Tdrd6a are maternally provided, and Tdrd6a may actually 
facilitate the deposition of maternal piRISCs, containing Ziwi and mostly anti-
sense piRNAs, to defend the early germ cell lineage from retrotransposon 
activities (Chapter 2 and 4).

Tdrds in compartmentalization of nuage
In mice, MILI and MIWI2 are the main players of the Ping-Pong 

cycle, while they reside in different compartments of nuage-like structures 
together with their co-factors. MILI together with TDRD1, MVH and GASZ 
localize in the pi-body, while MIWI2 together with TDRD9, MAEL and several 
known P-body components localize in the piP-body (Aravin et al., 2009). In 
zebrafish, it is likely that similar compartments of nuage are also present. 
There are several lines of evidence to support this hypothesis. First, using 
immunohistochemistry assays, both Tdrd1 and Tdrd6a display circular 
perinuclear granules during early gametogenesis, which suggests there 
may be different compartments in the granular structure of nuage. Second, 
according to our mass spectrometry analyses of immunoprecipitates, Tdrd1 
interacts with Ziwi, Zili and Tdrd5, while Tdrd6a interacts preferentially with 
Ziwi and Tdrd7. Tdrd5 and Tdrd7 are the only two known tudor proteins 
with three LOTUS domains. Although the functions of LOTUS domains 
are unclear, Tdrd5 and Tdrd7 may have conserved function through these 
domains. It is therefore likely that the perinuclear structures containing Tdrd1 
and Tdrd6a are actually distinct compartments of nuage. In the Tdrd6a IP 
mass spectrometry analysis, many known components of P-bodies, such as 
PABPC1, el4FE-T and PAT1 were also identified. Thus, Zili/Ziwi/Tdrd1/Tdrd5-
containing granules may resemble the pi-body, which are mainly responsible 
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for performing Ping-Pong amplification cycle. Whereas Ziwi/Tdrd6/Tdrd7 are 
present in the piP-body-like granules and are involved in mRNA degradation. 
These two structures were not distinguishable until the piP-body-like less 
electron-dense nuage was observed in the tdrd9 mutants, suggesting that in 
the wild-type situation these two structures are closely associated with each 
other. It also implies that Tdrd9 is likely present in the pi-body together with 
Ziwi/Zili/Tdrd1/Tdrd5. A model concerning the involvement of Tdrds in the 
compartmentalization of nuage and Ping-Pong cycle is illustrated in Fig1.

Beyond transposon silencing
Besides transposon regulation in the germline, PIWI pathway 

components have been reported to be involved in other processes during 
germline development. MIWI, TDRD5 and RNF17 may function together 
to stabilize the mRNA of ACT and other CREM target genes by forming a 
complex with them, to regulate the expression of these spermiogenic genes 
(Deng and Lin, 2002; Yabuta et al., 2011). In Chapter 4, we demonstrated that 
Tdrd6a interacts with many proteins involved in RNA translational regulation, 
such as components of CPEB, TRAL as well as the EJC complexes, 
particularly in the adult ovary but not testis. It has been reported that nuage 

Figure 1. Schematic picture of zebrafish Tdrds in PIWI-piRNA pathway.
Ziwi/Tdrd6 are providing maternal Ziwi-associated piRNA-induced silencing complexes (piRISCs), which 
is loaded with anti-sense piRNAs. The maternal piRISCs and piRNA transcribed from piRNA clusters are 
the driving force of the Ping-Pong cycle. Ping-Pong cycle is probably happened in the pi-body composed of 
Ziwi/Zili/Tdrd1/Tdrd5 and Tdrd9. Tdrd1 facilitates the Ping-Pong cycle while Tdrd9 helps PIWI proteins to 
release from the Ziwi/Zili/Tdrd1 RNP. Released PIWI proteins may recycle in the pi-body and target other 
TE transcripts. Or they may be transported to the nucleus or piP-body (as indicated with the arrows) for yet 
unknown functions. piP-body contains Ziwi/Tdrd6/Tdrd7 and PABPC, which is a GW182 interactor, and may 
have a function in mRNA degradation in the germline. In the ovary, piP-body is possibly embedded in the 
Balbiani body and function together with CPEB and TRAL complexes in translational regulation. Numbers in 
the gray circles are 1: Tdrd1; 5: Tdrd5; 6:Tdrd6; 7:Tdrd7; 9:Tdrd9.
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is embedded in the Balbiani body in Xenopus and zebrafish (Kloc et al., 
2004; Marlow and Mullins, 2008). Xenopus Xiwi as well as zebrafish Tdrd6a 
protein and Ziwi mRNA are all located in the Balbiani body ((Lau et al., 2009); 
Houwing, unpublished data; this thesis, Chapter 4). It is therefore possible 
that Tdrd6a together with Ziwi are actually regulating mRNA expression 
within the Balbiani body. The fact that many components in the CPEB, TRAL 
complexes are also present in the P-body, we cannot rule out the possibility 
that Ziwi/Tdrd6a-containing piP-body is actually embedded in the Balbiani 
body (Chapter 4).

Tandem tudor repeats and arginine methylation
Although mass spectrometry analyses have identified several 

(clusters of) arginine methylation sites on various PIWI proteins, it has been 
shown that their interacting Tdrds only recognize specific arginine methylation 
sites. For instance, in mice, TDRKH only recognizes the first RG-rich cluster 
of MIWI (Chen et al., 2009) and in Drosophila, Tudor only recognizes the 
second RG-rich cluster of AGO3 (Nishida et al., 2009). In zebrafish, we found 
that Tdrd1 differentially interacts with four sDMA sites on the N-terminus of 
Zili. Among these four sites, two of them are close to each other and display 
much stronger interaction with Tdrd1 relative to the other two sDMAs (Huang 
et al., 2011). All the above indicate that there is some specificity between the 
tudor-sDMA interaction, either determined by the surrounding sequences or 
the regional electrostatic/hydrophobic interactions. Multiple sDMA sites or 
RG-rich clusters on PIWI proteins are therefore likely to be recognized by 
different Tdrd proteins. Arginine methylation on different locations within a 
PIWI protein may represent the markers of distinct spatial and/or temporal 
modes of the protein. Although it is technically difficult to isolate PIWI proteins 
from different cellular or sub-cellular compartments, such studies would 
help to understand many phenomena that we are not able to explain at the 
moment.

Closer look at the piRNAs during germline development
So far most of our understanding of the PIWI-piRNA pathway in 

zebrafish, particularly piRNA biogenesis, is based on findings in the adult 
system. In
Chapter 2, we illustrated that piRNA profiles are actually not constant during 
development of the germline. piRNAs appeared shorter at PGC stages. 
Based on the analyses regarding strand bias, Ping-Pong signature and 
the piRNA population from different classes of transposons, it is clear that 
piRNAs are highly active in targeting active transposon transcripts during the 
early germline development. However, the differential expression of certain 
transposon-derived piRNAs during development remains an open question. 
To investigate the underlying reasons will bring more insights into other 
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possible functions of piRNAs during various stages of development.
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Summary for general public

On average, about 15% of couples have problems to conceive a 
child. So it is important to study the biological processes that influence 
fertility. Genetic factors are largely unknown in infertility issues. We 
use the zebrafish as a study model, because zebrafish and human 
genes are very similar. We found when certain genes are missing in 
zebrafish, they become sterile. We would like to find out how these 
genes affect the fertility. In the future, based on what we learn from 
this study, we may have better solutions to deal with or prevent fertility 
problems in human beings. In this summary, you will read about my 
research on genes that are important in fertility in animals.

Infertility
Infertility is defined as after trying for a year, a couple can’t conceive a 
child. Worldwide, it is estimated that 1 in 7 couples have this problem. 
There are many possible factors that cause infertility. In general, a 
third is caused by men, a third is by women and the rest are either 
unknown or from both genders. The most commonly known reasons 
in both genders are age, stress, environmental factors (exposure to 
toxins), genetic factors, or having another disease (such as diabetes 
or a sexually transmitted diseases), etc. The main focus of this study 
is on the genetic factors that are important in fertility.

Protect our babies
A new life starts when a sperm cell fertilizes an egg. Having changes 
in the genes of a fertilized egg can lead to problems in the health 
or the development of the offspring. Most of the animals, including 
human and zebrafish, have several defense systems to maintain the 
consistency of the genes before they pass on the genes to the next 
generation. If the parents’ body can not repair or prevent the changes/
damages in the genes of the sperm or the egg cells, these broken 
sperm/egg cells will be destroyed. This could then lead to infertility. 

Transposons/Jumping genes
The unwanted changes in the genes can be caused by virus infection 
or, by some genes that are present in our DNA, called jumping genes. 
Jumping genes are officially named transposons. They are a kind of 
“junk DNA” in the cells. They have the ability to multiply themselves 
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and jump from one place to another in the DNA. When the jumping 
genes jump into the middle of an important gene, it can damage the 
function of this gene. 

Piwi, the defender
So how do the animal body defend the important genes in the sperm 
and egg cells? Here comes the piwi genes! The piwi genes carry the 
information to make specific proteins, called Piwi. Piwi proteins are 
only present in the special animal cells that will later become sperm 
and egg cells. Piwi proteins are like the army guarding the integrity of 
the genes in the sperm and egg cells. What we think is that the Piwi 
proteins form a defense system with some other partner proteins, such 
as Tudor-containing proteins, to target and destroy jumping genes 
(transposons). In this way, Piwi proteins prevent unwanted changes 
in the genes caused by jumping genes in the (future) sperm and egg 
cells. 

Using the zebrafish as a study model
We use the zebrafish to perform our research. Zebrafish and humans 
share about 70% of identity of their genes. As you may know, all life 
forms in the world are derived from a common ancestor. The common 
ancestor for human and fish lived about 400 million years ago.  We 
and other species have inherited many genes from this common 
ancestor. Therefore we can learn more about the genes in the human 
body by studying them in other species, for example the zebrafish. 
Zebrafish has the advantage of easy maintenance. At the same time, 
their genes are relatively easy to manipulate. For example, making 
mutants without a specific gene or animals with fluorescent-colored 
organs. Moreover, the zebrafish has been used as a research model 
for many human diseases, for instance, genetic disorders, cancers, 
immune response-related diseases, wound healing problems, etc. 

Strategy of the research
The strategy we use to study the piwi genes in the zebrafish is by 
removing these genes. We then see what happens to the zebrafish 
without piwi genes (referred to as mutant) by observing the shape 
changes of their testis and ovaries. We found the mutants become 
sterile. They lose all the sperm and egg cells. We also check the 
activity of some jumping genes. In some cases, the jumping genes are 
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40 times more active in the mutants compare to the normal fish. We 
think the reason why these fish don’t have normal sperm/egg cells is 
because the jumping genes damage the sperm/egg cells. The “broken” 
sperms and eggs are either not able to mature or eventually destroyed 
by the animal body. This leads to the infertility of the mutant zebrafish.

What we can learn from zebrafish?
The human genome has been sequenced since 2003, however, we still 
don’t know what most of the genes do in our bodies. Because of the high 
similarity between human and zebrafish genes (70%), the zebrafish 
becomes a nice tool to study genes of interest. In conclusion:  piwi 
genes are present in human and zebrafish. The zebrafish piwi genes 
are important to maintain the fertility of the animal. We speculate that 
the human piwi genes may have similar function as what we observed 
in zebrafish. To learn from zebrafish how piwi genes work to protect 
the sperm and egg cells may give us more insight how the defense 
system works in human body. Understanding the reasons behind the 
infertility caused by loss of the Piwi defense system may help us to 
deal with some genetically related infertility problems in the future.
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Algemene samenvatting 
 
Gemiddeld heeft ongeveer 15% van alle echtparen problemen zwanger 
te geraken. Het is daarom van belang de biologische processen 
te onderzoeken welke vruchtbaarheid beïnvloeden. Genetische 
factoren zijn grotendeels onbekend aangaande vruchtbaarheid. Wij 
gebruiken de zebravis als een modelsysteem, omdat zebravis en 
humane genen erg op elkaar lijken. We vonden dat  als bepaalde 
genen afwezig zijn in de zebravis, deze onvruchtbaar wordt. Wij 
willen graag weten hoe deze genen vruchtbaarheid beïnvloeden. 
Gebaseerd op wat we hiermee leren kunnen er wellicht in de toekomst 
betere behandelmethoden beschikbaar zijn voor onvruchtbaarheid in 
mensen. In deze samenvatting beschrijf ik mijn onderzoek naar genen 
die belangrijk zijn voor vruchtbaarheid in mensen. 
 
Onvruchtbaarheid 
Onvruchtbaarheid is gedefiniëerd als een echtpaar dat na een jaar 
van proberen nog steeds niet zwanger is geworden. Er wordt geschat 
dat wereldwijd 1 op de 7 echtparen met dit probleem te maken 
heeft. Er zijn vele mogelijke oorzaken van onvruchtbaarheid. Over 
het algemeen ligt in een derde van de gevallen de oorzaak bij de 
man, bij een derde de oorzaak bij de vrouw, en bij een derde is de 
oorzaak ofwel onbekend of ligt bij beide. De meest veelvoorkomende 
gemeenschappelijke oorzaken zijn leeftijd, stress, externe factoren 
(blootstelling aan gifstoffen), genetische factoren, ziektes (zoals 
diabetes of seksueel overdraagbare aandoeningen), enz. In deze 
studie concentreren we voornamelijk op de genetische factoren die 
belangrijk zijn in vruchtbaarheid.

Bescherm onze babies
Een nieuw leven begint wanneer een spermacel een eicel bevrucht. 
Veranderingen in de genen van een bevruchte eicel kunnen tot 
gezondheids- of ontwikkelingsproblemen leiden in de nakomelingen. 
De meeste dieren, inclusief mensen en zebravissen, hebben 
verschillende verdedigingssystemen om de structurele integriteit van 
de genen te handhaven, voordat deze aan de volgende generatie 
overgedragen worden. Als het lichaam van de ouders de schade aan 
de genen niet kan repareren of voorkomen in spermacellen of eicellen, 
worden deze beschadigde spermacellen of eicellen vernietigd. Dit kan 
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tot onvruchtbaarheid leiden.

Transposons/springende genen
Ongewenste veranderingen aan genen kunnen veroorzaakt worden 
door virus infecties of door sommige genen aanwezig in ons DNA, 
genaamd springende genen. Springende genen heten officiëel 
transposons. Ze zijn een soort “junk DNA” in de cellen. Ze hebben 
het vermogen zichzelf te kopiëren, en om van de ene naar de andere 
plaats te springen binnen het DNA. Wanneer springende genen 
midden in een belangrijk gen springen, kan het de functionaliteit van 
dit gen aantasten.

Piwi, de verdediging
Hoe beschermt het lichaam dan belangrijke genen in spermacellen 
en eicellen? Hier komen we bij de piwi genen terecht. De piwi genen 
dragen erfelijke informatie om specifieke eiwitten te maken, genaamd 
Piwi. Piwi eiwitten bevinden zich slechts in speciale dierlijke cellen 
welke later ofwel spermacel of eicel worden. Piwi eiwitten zijn als een 
leger dat de integriteit van de genen bewaakt. We denken dat Piwi 
eiwitten een verdedigings systeem vormt samen met andere eiwitten 
zoals Tudor-domein bevattende eiwitten, om springende genen 
(transposons) onschadelijk te maken. Op deze manier kunnnen Piwi 
eiwitten ongewenste veranderingen aan de genen veroorzaakt door 
springende genen voorkomen.

De zebravis als modelsysteem
Wij gebruiken de zebravis om ons onderzoek te doen. Zebravissen 
en mensen delen ongeveer 70% van de indentiteit van hun 
genen. Zoals bekend stammen alle levensvormen of van dezelfde 
gemeenschappelijke voorouder. De gemeenschappelijke voorouder 
van zebravissen en mensen leefde ongeveer 400 miljoen jaar 
geleden.Wij en andere diersoorten hebben vele genen geërfd van 
gemeenschappelijke voorouders. We kunnen daarom veel leren 
over de genen in het menselijk lichaam door deze genen in andere 
diersoorten te bestuderen, zoals bijvoorbeeld de zebravis. Zebravissen 
hebben als voordeel dat ze makkelijk te onderhouden zijn. Tegelijkertijd 
zijn hun genen redelijk makkelijk te manipuleren. Het is bijvoorbeeld 
makkelijk mutanten zonder een bepaald gen te maken, of dieren met 
fluorescerende organen. Tenslotte is de zebravis veelvuldig gebruikt in 
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onderzoek naar humane ziektes, bijvoorbeeld genetische afwijkingen, 
kanker, immuun gerelateerde afwijkingen, wond genezings problemen, 
enz.

Onderzoekstrategie
De strategie die we hanteren om piwi genen te onderzoeken in 
zebravissen is om deze genen te verwijderen. We kijken dan wat 
er gebeurt met de zebravissen zonder piwi genen (mutanten) door 
afwijkingen aan de testes of eierstokken waar te nemen. We bevonden 
dat mutanten onvruchtbaar worden. Ze veriezen alle sperma- en 
eicellen. Als we de activiteit van de springende genen bekijken blijken 
deze in sommige gevallen 40 keer zo actief te zijn als normaal. We 
denken dat deze vissen geen sperma- en eicellen hebben omdat deze 
beschadigd zijn door de springende genen. De beschadigde sperma- 
en eicellen kunnen ofwel niet volgroeien of worden door het lichaam 
afgebroken. Dit leidt tot onvruchtbaarheid van de mutante zebravissen.

Wat kunnen we leren van de zebravis?
Het humane genoom is sinds 2003 gesequenced, echter weten 
we nog steeds niet wat het grootste deel van deze genen doen in 
ons lichaam. Vanwege de grote overeenkomst tussen humane-  
en zebravis genen, is de zebravis een welkom gereedschap om 
interessante genen te bestuderen. Tot slot: piwi genen bevinden zich 
in mensen en zebravissen. De zebravis piwi genen zijn belangrijk om 
de vruchtbaarheid van de dieren te waarborgen. We speculeren dat 
humane piwi genen een vergelijkbare rol spelen als geobserveerd in 
de zebravis. De wetenschap hoe piwi genen werken in het beschermen 
van sperma- en eicellen kan ons meer inzicht verschaffen hoe het 
verdedigingssysteem in het menselijke lichaam werkt. Het begrijpen 
van onvruchtbaarheid veroozaakt door verlies van Piwi functionaliteit 
kan er mogelijk toe leiden dat enkele genetische vormen van 
onvruchtbaarheid in de toekomst behandeld kunnen worden.
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